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ABSTRACT
The creative component of this project consists of a volume of poetry in three parts,
entitled The Calabar Transcript. Part 1, Beneath Lion Mountain, presents images from
half a millennium of contact between Europe and Africa. Part 2, Zip!, documents
moments in the lives of dwellers in contemporary African states today. Part 3, The
Calabar Transcript, is a discontinuous narrative based on the life of the Ovonramwen,
the last leader of an ancient imperial Edo dynasty in what's n o w southern Nigeria. H e
was deposed and sent into exile by a British punitive expedition in 1897.
There are no direct connections between poems in Parts 1 and 2 and changes in the
second part signal a shift from broad historical to contemporary reportage. In the form of
dramatic monologue, Part 3 presents a microcosm of imperial domination whilst at the
same time suggesting h o w differently the relationship between Africa and Europe might
have become. From Ovonramwen's point of view, Europeans had been trading partners
for five hundred years and though their technological and military power wasn't in
question, m y narrative suggests the possibility that in his mind at any rate an alliance
could have been established with Britain. The island-state was, after all, ruled by another
longstanding, dynasty with imperial ambitions and c o m m o n trading interests.
B y the end, all three parts of the book combine to offer a dramatic meditation on the
subject of Africa's relationship with Europe: what has been, what might have been and
still could be in the future.
The poems are not confessional and I rarely appear but they do reflect an enduring
personal involvement on m y part with Africa as symbol and place. T o clarify this, the
Exegesis begins with an outline of relevant autobiographical details. These indicate that
whilst writing back to the master narrative of European history, I was still part of that
narrative. If fact, thefirstpiece of imaginative writing I began was a fragment in the
Heart of Darkness sub-genre.

Composing an extended dramatic monologue delivered by O v o n r a m w e n provided a
radically different approach to relations between Britain and the kingdom of Benin. It
also prompted n e w issues with regard to ethics and literary treatment. The Exegesis
considers questions of cultural appropriation and Orientalist approaches to indigenous
subjects and presents theoretical and pragmatic lines of argument to justify the new
direction the project was taking. The question of appropriation and response to it
resurfaced in the final chapter of the Exegesis.
The Exegesis demonstrates h o w poems that became the basis of Part 1, Beneath Lion
Mountain, developed a subversive and alternative history of the treatment of Africa and
its peoples by European trading and imperial interests. P o e m s can be identified as
employing a number of techniques c o m m o n to post-colonial texts, including
recontextualisation of colonial work and artefacts, interrogating and reconstructing
history and re-storying. The intention was to re-locate the reader's perception of familiar
image and text and disturb the process of the received idea, all part of a personal
reorientation I have characterised, borrowing a phrase from Kenyan novelist Ngugi w a
Thiong'o, as "decolonising the mind". T o describe the w a y poems in Part 1 mounted
rapid satirical attacks on broadly institutional targets, threatening and disrupting order
and then withdrawing, I coined the term "guerilla lyric".
The poems in the collection drew on a considerable range of "source material", including
literary models (Margaret Atwood's The Journals of Susanna Moodie and Dorothy
Porter's Akhenaten suggested possibilities for The Calabar Transcript), visits to
museums, material from the electronic media, imperial bric-a-brac and E d o oral histories.
All of these posed methodological questions and I had to wrestle with the fact of I was
neither historian, anthropologist nor art-expert. O n the other hand, I was able to draw on
the iconology of magnificent E d o bronzes and the imaginative world bequeathed by the
fiction of writers like Ngugi, Bessie Head and Chinua Achebe as I wrote m y poems. A
number of poems emerged directly from texts by these African writers, including the
collection's Prologue. The Exegesis defines limitations imposed and freedoms I gave
myself with respect to source material and argues the poems transform themselves into
conduits to unfolding patterns of experience.

The idea of writing "inside" and "outside" a place sets up a naive polarity, but it
remained an act of faith as far as I was concerned that m y book included poems written,
or at any rate drafted, in a number of African settings. These became the basis for Zip!,
Part 2 of The Calabar Transcript. Travel writing is a problematic concept because it
carries Orientalist connotations of lack of understanding by visiting writers and
imposition of their o w n cultural values (Eurocentrism, for instance) on what they find.
Personal observation and testimony, however, has a special value in any cross-cultural
transaction whether between individuals or published text and audience, and it seems
unreasonable to abandon it for theoretical reasons. The Exegesis argues the case for travel
text as a crucible in which familiar and Other can fuse to create modes that transcend
stereotype.
Cross-cultural fusion also became the basis for the position finally taken by the Exegesis
on the question of cultural appropriation: with reference, notably, to the post-colonial
concept of hybridity. T h e definition of hybridity in The Empire Writes Back by Ashcroft,
Griffiths and Tiffin envisages n e w entities and forms emerging in brand n e w cultural
environments of post-colonialism. T h e final chapter (6) of the Exegesis argues that this is
what last draft of Part 3 of The Calabar Transcript does. It brings together elements from
biography, oral history, fantasy and master narrative using a format that is none of these
things in a text that is manifestly post-colonial.
Technical developments in lyric form through the collection are discussed where this is
relevant in individual chapters. M y approach to composition was exploratory and
experimental, with the result that individual poems were generally subject to extensive
re-drafting and often abandoned at some point following completion. Even where a p o e m
was abandoned, it could create a site on which a different p o e m emerged later. The final
selection process was documented in detail in Chapter 6. Chapter 5 includes detailed
analysis of the evolution of a p o e m called "Love on Safari" that went through three
distinct stages before reaching in itsfinalform. Appendices list all poems written for the
D C A , identifying those selected for the final draft of each Part and charting the
development of the final book in relation to the project as a whole.
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The world is like a Mask dancing. If you want to see it well you do not
stand in one place.
Chinua Achebe
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Prologue

Silk-cotton Tree
After a line by Chinua Achebe.

In the old days, spirits of good
children lived there waiting
to be born. When the sun shone,
gnarled boughs darkened heads of women
whose period kept returning. They knew
the tree would welcome them
while night after night, their husbands
thrust blindly, for children proved
a man male and important. As women
bore straining weights above,
they held tiny, invisible bodies
to their breast. Sang silent lullabies.
Down the lane, the tree was patient.
It strode briskly into orange dawn.
It sweltered at noon, bowed
by the burden of limp foliage. As evening's breeze
sprang up, the canopy was seen, distinctly,
nodding to the moon, the stars.

Parti
Beneath Lion Mountain

Beneath Lion Mountain
East Indiaman Dragon receives a visit from
Portuguese traders, West Africa, 1607.

From their longboat, they hola and
greet us with cognac in heavy flasks, w h o m w e
make welcome with this same cognac
fiery and golden. Eight sharp eyes
rake clasps on the Master's triple-locked
chests. Whither bound? Are w e
planning to stay? As they find ways
not to ask, w e find ways not to say. W e
talk about gales, high seas, spouting
whales in pods. They give us
hobgoblin tales: h o w Devils dance
half-a-league off where w e lie
at anchor, generating young devils; and
Cannibals nightly change their shapes
to beasts. It is a pleasant afternoon
marred only slightly when, against
all orders, our Bosun's shore-line
hunting-party snares three females
whose screams die down
as time wears on. Poor, thin, piping sounds
they are. A n d then, no more.
*

At evening, we make shift with props
and costumes to enact a Tragedy
in six short scenes. Upon the poop
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(which is a "battlement") our visitors
clap briefly after every speech and laugh
when I'm run-through behind a sail. M y crazy daughter
drowns herself. There is a tortured Spirit
out of Purgatoryfire.A graveyard scene. The hero
(Mr Jones) is skewered, poisoned, writhes
upon a knotty deck, beneath a lion-headed mountain
black as pitch which rises to the stars. 'To be
or not to be", he screams. W i n d freshens
from the east. Three small bodies drift past
on the tide. Eager to depart, "Like hunting dogs
that nose the Trades", our Master says next day
above his charts: "these Portuguese".

7

Pilgrimage

New moon. People
sing their hearts out, dance,
shake arms and legs. Time
to begin the journey to the shrine.
They clap each other on the back.
Trade golden candlesticks for ancient mules.
"What's wrong", they say, for nothing could be.
Huge, foolish smilesfillthe screen. Mothers
whose children won't forget, when they're old m e n
and w o m e n , h o w they climbed down mountain-sides, the icy rivers
reached their necks and tried to drown them but they held tight to each
other. Angled shots of young boys dragging donkeys; w o m e n with
cooking-pots and khaki ground-sheets on their heads.
Some don't take enough to
eat along the way. S o m e go barefoot with dusty ankles. "No one
is as great as God": an old m a n shakes his head. It's hard.
S o m e drop out even before the T V crew completes
a full day's shooting.
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At Whydah, What We Found
AD 1524

In this broad Stream, variety of Fish
makes good our Paucity of Flesh:
Turk, Mullet, Skate, Ten-pounders,
Old-wives, Numb-fish...
The sun goes up, the sun comes down;
afierydome, the halved orange
late birds fly out of.
Reefs. Huge seas along the coast.
White ribbon for a beach unwinding.
Bright moths with dancing tails
and sound of distant creatures, hornbill, gibbon, wild dogs
inland. Forest. Fine, hard timber
for repairs, to make new masts.
Freshets to clean salt-seared bodies.
Drum beat. Pata-pata. Dark men
in this country, where Creation
waits on us and two or three hours' fishing
yields each m e m b e r of our company his bellyful.

Othello

The face stares calmly back at him.
H e smears on greasepaint daubed with bootblack.
Begins inhabiting the body of this other.
Begins to be the other, breathe deep breaths,
hear sounds cicadas make, a distant
lion's roar, invoke strange deities
with palms raised suppliant and pink.
H e draws a big, soft cloak about him
in heavy folds. How many curtain calls,
this evening, h o w m u c h cheering
from the gallery, he wonders
aware (despite himself) of less
propitious things: pratfalls, for instance
and the image of bad Art
in floppy shoes
wearing custard pies.
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Rastaman

"Home". "Back". "Belonging".
H e knows all about these words.
H e has sharpened his life to a point
on these words. As a boy he was happy
to play in the streets of Kingston
and they were sufficient.
Then he learned where he'd come from
a long time ago, in another life.
The words glowed in the distance.
Now he lives on land set aside
by Haile Selassie, Ras Tafari, teasing
grain from dry laterite: hard work
a great way off. Like others, he stayed
through war and disastrous famine,
a few lost their children, even,
the same broad smile across their faces,
to be back "where they came from once".
Every night, they smoke weed and praise
Jah, enduring, almighty. Bob Marley, loud,
battles static with that sweet voice of his.
S o m e say it carries to Jamaica.

Native Speaker
I.m. Elsie Vaalbooi, died 7.10.2002
in the Northern Cape, RSA.

She's the last: therefore these
white m e n with their instruments,
instructions, h u m m i n g boxes, chasing
a being made of sighs and clicks that
flees before them. Jokes have departed,
endearments, salutations, merely
foot-prints. Lost and gone: she's
known the living history of other tribes
left speechless. Her old lips m o v e
one more time, an elegy she must
pronounce herself (who else?), a final
dancing phrase rejigged, with tiny
modulation, "So it passes" or perhaps
"I greet the ancestors". Then, only
images: a waste of sand, the nest
of bones that was a bird of passage
blown off course, dry tumbleweed
upon a rock.

What's In A Name?
After a fragment of dialogue by Malcolm X.

What is your name?
— / don't know my name.
What is your father's name?
—He never knew.
What was your grandfather's name?
—Him, either.
Did your great-grandfather have a name?
*

— The man who bought him called him
'Mister Black'. Another found himself
'James Brown'. A third was 'Zacharias
Dark'. 'Rose' caught the morning light
on a girl's brow. When a planter's daughter
cried her favourite colour was 'Pea Green',
you can guess how her father's next purchase
was entitled. Or: "Her face looks like 'Fortitude',
my dear. The other's, 'Wormwood'".
Then there was young 'Gold'", worth
her own weight, and 'Albie White'
(which no doubt he'd rather).
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Making History

They take their time, trading
caution for clauses in fourth-hand
translation: " M y goodness m e !
N o w the paper-work", says
the Vice Consul brightly
to himself watching chiefs'
fingers bunch round a pen like
clumsy fruit, scuffing marks
on a page this nineteenth day
of December in the year of
our Lord. A s witnessed:
John Africa, Prince Saturday,
How Strongface, My Lord
Willby, Cooky Gam, The Indian
Queen, her X mark. Signing-off
on an old way of life, beneath
fine copperplate. Making history.

That Cruel Wind
Somewhere along the coast of south
west Africa, following the departure
of Bartolomeu Dias, 1487.

This cold wind off the sea.
The clothes they've left us standing in,
ruffles,ridiculouspantaloons,
g u m boots, a tattered coat
and Mai si e, sobbing out her heart:
they made her leave a child behind,
a girl of six. Samuel lost our compass
in the surf. The m a p they gave
is full of painted monsters, little else.
James has the copper wire and bag
of coloured beads; too dangerous,
they said, for guns, the real currency.
For Kate, it's an adventure,
poor, childish, ignorant Kate
who's somehow convinced herself
she's going back, we're all 'going back'
to where w e came f r o m — a s if w e even
spoke the language of the country.
I lean to touch an arm the sweet, deep
colour of mahogany, all the while,
that cruel wind blowing.

Drop The Nigger
After Instructions in a 1925
Meccano construction kit.

T o make your Nigger drop
through the slot
you have made
when the target is hit,
bolt Plate 1 to Strip 2
which pivots round 3.
The weight of the Nigger
supported at 4
by means of Cord 5
keeps Strip 2
hard up against Short Rod 6.
W h e n the target is hit and knocked back,
Strut 7 releases Plate 8
and your Nigger will drop
like a man with noose round his neck
and stones at his feet
through a hatch.
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Vulture
I.m. Kevin Carter, 1961-1994.

O n assignment in the Sudan,
a photographer catches sight
of a little girl and a vulture,
she, starved, the bird, hungry
in an appraising sort of way
sensing it's on to a good thing.
Likewise the m a n , w h o lines up
a camera and seizes the image,
absolute image, which says
everything about suffering
and those w h o feed on it
from a distance, you, m e ,
the photographer, w h o makes
money from the picture
and is happy, till the day
he traces himself in the stooped,
clawed, predatory gait of the bird.
Then, it's too late. H e can find
no compassion, not even for himself.
There's only one thing to do
and he does it fast, gunning
the motor of his car, turning
carbon to fumes in a pipe.
Inhaling deeply.
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Kiki With African Mask, 1926
Photograph by Man Ray.

Like an egg on a table
the girl's head, luminous skin,
hair slicked back, crescent eyes
closed. Her hand holds a mask
that sucks in her beauty,
ebony glows round a brow,
long nose for exclamation
above tiny mouth, shark's
zig-zag teeth
beside which, the girl's mouth
is merely a bow-wave in lipstick
M a n Ray tells her to wipe off.
H e pats her bottom.
H e hasn't finished with her yet
as the picture develops,
Kiki pouts,
the mask stares
through narrowing eyes.
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World Banker
N o more bad debts—he makes
no bones—or late repayments:
these days, w e must be cruel
to be kind! A n d tracing sad
lines with the nib of his pen,
he lays ideas out neat as
toy soldiers, or garden
furniture across a lawn,
a short, stooped man,
blue-eyed, sweet-smelling,
nascent-bellied, beneath
immaculate cream-shirt and tie.
Worth a discreet and entirely
unselfconscious pat every n o w
and again, that belly, speaking
a different language.

Dark Taste

Turbid river in the jungle, native
canoe approaching fast. A long-prowed
narrow craft; paddles, biceps, bristling
loin-cloths, that sort of thing.
Amidships, a white man and woman
playing hunter and explorer, bask in
sunshine. H e lifts his head; from her bag
she takes a small brown
ingot wrapped in paper; lips parted,
begins to peel the paper. Cut to a prow
dividing water. Cut to the woman's
sparkling teeth. Cut to her partner,
to a label marking history's tart
confectionaries, desire and sin. "Dark taste
dark taste dark taste", loud basso voices
on the soundtrack keep repeating.

They

twinkle round gun-sights, bright
as fireflies. They hang from
the nostrils of dealers in Antwerp
like snot. They glitter in smiles
of politicians so tears stream
d o w n cheeks of m e n and w o m e n
on tiny farms trying to raise
kids, caught in wars run by
other people. They make toys
for the rich in countries where
everyone's rich, from alluvial
gravel, sealed in packets,
hidden in suitcases, beneath
X-ray eyes. Diamonds:
God fashioned each hard heart
to be cut-out.

At The British Museum
Mudfish
Dorsal flick
slide, glide,
beneath green suns,
mudtwist
of scale and whisker
carved in rattle-staffs,
adze-ed in arm-chairs,
kiln-fired
on the sides of earthen bowls.

Queen's head, in ivory
Heirloom and fashion statement,
the high-domed pate's attendant
radiating frieze of tiny heads
signs power: squidgy
moustachios and beards
in Portuguese, surround
an ageless dentine face
whose heavy-lidded eyes
and smoky grain see
through, past, far beyond.

A dozen brass masks:
stored in a chamber
where temperature's constant,
all surfaces dust-free,
tray cabinets, well-oiled,
and styrofoam
brackets
faces
that once scattered light
from the hips of the holy.

Redemption

I
He makes a sandy nest for it, this
hard-boiled man. H e worries
h o w to place it, where will do most harm.
H e studies letters on the casing, moves
as if his life depended
on each movement: which it does.
The chief's long robe swings tassels
past a marble portico. Real money
speaks in tongues, it loops
round golden nibs of pens in embassies, for arms
to fight insurgents, stand by friends.
H e says: W e have that money.
*

Each day, the Quality Controller's son
skips d o w n the street to school, still young enough
to do such things. His father's job
means checking faulty contacts, making
re-adjustments—"so these mothers don't malfunction.
D o what they're designed to do
and purchased for".

II
Out of the air, out of ground
into which the enormous h a m m e r of explosion
would drive them—for the universe has changed,
unravels, time spools back—limbs, fingers,
cartilage, slivers of bone, tiny belly and feet
reunite, miraculously fuse. The head
with its delicate, unspoiled child's features
is once more atop the neck, fine coiled hair
d o w n to dark nape
as the boy steps back
from the waiting mine.

Photos At A n Exhibition

Framed vagaries of hair sneak woven
serpents round the skull: a milling
Sunday crowd squirms past to gawp.
Bones and brass-rods perforate and
distend the skin. Serving the science
of Anthropology, a plaque says—"Corr, M u m ,
look at this!", says Jim—images snapped
as evidence of all sorts, materials, rites
of passage, courtship, notions of fashion
even. Primitive man in the raw must have
looked just like this, evidently still does.
"And did we once?" inspires a plethora
of winks, also more serious thoughts
of Dad's concerning race, culture and do
cranial size and shape signify intelligence?
Mind you, such fine figures of women!
H e glosses a bald pate. The w o m a n at his side,
grown more than used to this, drifts off
imagining a hut, skins drying, patient
cattle, kids in the dust, another life beneath
those bent acacias reaching skyward.

Congo

H e winds up in a small,
haphazard city by the Congo
waiting for a ferry, due
tomorrow and tomorrow
and tomorrow, which
arrives one afternoon.
Did he say "ferry"?
M o r e like prime-mover
hauling caravanserai.
Small boats approach,
tie-up, cast-off, putter
back to settlements ashore.
Wire baskets, pigs for market,
lassoed tree-trunks, more
and yet more traders, floating
trailers on pontoons.
H e tipples palm wine
with the captain, frothy
as whisked milk. Downstairs
in the galley, they sear
whatever comes to hand,
bush buck, pike out
of the river; one day,
monkey, singe,
with hair and finger-tips:
he swears off meat
for the duration.
"And was it big?", I ask.
— " Y o u mean the river?"
H e stares past m e , tracing banks,
a few canoes, the huge sky
beating off the water.

The colour of blood

Imagine a m a n on the street, wearing
nothing but hundred-dollar bills. This is
h o w you appear. Ready for plucking. Ripe
for it. They have no reason to like you. Your children
aren't dirty and poor. Y o u stepped out
of a bright whining ark that's waiting
to take you back into the sky. With each
of those dollar-bills, they could
buy a farm. They could find a decent place
to live.. .they think, running fingers
d o w n the blade they carry.
Afterwards, like anyone else
you bleed a lot. They've long
since disappeared d o w n an alley
with whatever they found, watch,
money, plastic. Y o u lie
in a bundle of twisted angles
in the gutter, surveying a world
cut-off at the knees of those w h o gather.
"Look at the poor tourist." "Get a doctor."
"Will he live?"—who knows what
they're saying, h o w they're moved by what
they see.. .As if you cared, your blood
welling up, the rich, deep colour of blood.

T h e First Ships

Out to sea, they saw birds
with white wings
that were sails, bellyful
of gale to power so much
prime oak. The vessels
came closer and they
could see what they'd
learn to call anchors,
the rigging's grey filigree,
pale arms and paler faces
that re-formed onshore
as the Newcomers, ones
from elsewhere, dealers
w h o brought metal and brightcoloured cloths. There was going
to be trade, barter, exchange.
It seemed safe enough
though not to the ones who came later,
looking back to this moment.
They'd say the earth rocked.
They'd say time was wrenched
like a bloody tooth
from its socket.

Patrol
Dateline, SBS.

Take a chopper. Make it Russian,
a gunship. Park two thousand feet
up in light haze. Past the Kaba River
in Sierra Leone. Crew with
mercenaries, Belgian, Fijian,
a m a n from the new R S A
who'd like to retire to Freetown
one day: the people are friendly,
their country, "bew-ti-ful". At present,
though, beauty and friendship
are two thousand feet away, the terrain,
a dull green, the Fijian thinks
he can "see something" and lets off
a dozen rounds. The pilot releases
four rockets for company.
Trained in Ukraine, he's used
to brown trails looping high over
Chechnya, grey smoke in spikes
at the other end. This time, no, nyet,
nothing, till the Belgian dismantles
that skinny frame d o w n there with
an armour-piercing shell, child,
rebel, villager, militia-man, w h o
moved—well, w h o was moving
in any case. Then the man from
the new R S A claims they've never
missed yet—his pink face fills
the screen—and the Belgian shifts
in his Adidas shirt with a question
that is your question: " W h o ? "

Back at base, rotors unwind
steel haloes and mercenaries spill
over tarmac, heading for a bar
on the beach to raise glasses, "Skol", "Sante",
" D o w n the hatchski." They say next
to nothing. Pale surf pounds the shore.

Savvy Book Nigger

W h a t do you do with these words
underneath a smartly-dressed couple
photographed
watching shore recede
from the deck of some boat or other,
he in a snappy trilby,
she, a summer dress of cotton flowers?
The couple look sad, as if something's eluded them,
though it's probably a trick of light,
or the lengthening shadows, with evening near.
The vessel isn't large enough
to be ocean-going. Most likely,
they're on a Sunday's tu'penny ha'penny
harbour cruise. For a living, she makes dresses
like the one she wears, to sell at market.
He's a railway clerk or assistant
with U T C . A n d below the picture,
three obscene words.
So what do you do? Do you
stand-up in the library at the Foreign Office
where you've read hundreds
of captions like this but none
so brutally curt: Look at an upstart native
who's used his education to mimic us,
the cheek of him, all it does and doesn't say. D o you
heft the vice-colonial photo album
over to the anxious librarian with pencil and paper
w h o sits in a comer. Gesticulate. Let the anger sear your face
(poor m a n , what's he done to deserve this?)
Return to your table to make up a story,
fragment, instant in the life
of a good-looking Yoruba couple
on a harbour-tour, one Sunday afternoon.
A pier approaches. The steam-horn on the funnel
honks three times as quayside workers wait

for looping hawsers. The couple aren't sad,
w h y should they be? It's been a sparkling afternoon.
She loves the salt-tang sticky air; he's unaffected
by the sour-faced European with his little box
of lens and tricks, w h o fears a black m a n
able to transform himself, the pretty girl
he has his arm about.
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"Blue",

she says, "why blue? W h y
call them blue notes?"
A n d he thinks of the sun
beating down like
a furnace on arched backs,
the cotton waiting, of
living the wrong side of the
tracks, getting by somehow
most of the time, h o w it was
in the darkness, manacled,
keening, as ocean took
hold and big winds
carried slaves pitching
and yawing away
to the new place:
What to say?
In darkening light
... two, three, four, five,
he plays an arpeggio, slowly.

Part 2
Zip!

L o v e O n Safari

Oh, there's game, lions, hyenas,
elephants back beyond trees,
a mother giraffe with her baby,
but this is w h y she's here,
this rendezvous in the dark,
she can see it, now. Unzipping
her tent and drawing him in,
breathing the smell of him.
Steve. W h o sears steaks for their
dinner and brews bitter coffee
only his voice sweetens, "Good
morning, Jambo, h o w are you?"
A small, perfect man, wearing
clothes he's been given, ancient
T-shirt, older Levis. He smiled
when she asked if he'd come:
"Almost too late, Madam."
But not quite. A w a y off
in the distance an owl cries,
they both hear it. "Here", she says,
"quick", reaching up to his face,
the light stubble-nap of his cheek
and small, soft ear-lobes.
"Kiss me."

O u r Stranger

We liked the novelty at first
since village life is all the same
people, places and things
and everything she ever
talked about was new. She'd
lived in cities, d o w n South
and in America though
she was poor as the rest
of us, just the old suitcase
she arrived with and the box
she turned into a typewriter.
Because that's what she was,
a "writer", and tap-tap-tapped
every evening after sundown.
It made her solitary
and what did she find
to write about, we'd ask.
Witch, our children called her
and w e took precautions, a few
spells and offerings: though
she'd no time for "spooks",
she'd exclaim. Later, w e felt
sorry for her. W h a t was she
looking for in our village?
What did she think she'd find?
All this was years ago.
They took her off to hospital
eventually, returned her, took her,
brought her back, sane, crazy,
insane, compos mentis, they
didn't know for sure. O n e day
she died. Next, Mary,
m y daughter wrote from the U K
(she works as a nurse) about
an author from our country
famous there. "Bessie Head".

Our stranger. Mary read in
one of her books h o w she
sat in the yellow-glow of
candle light through curtains
outside her o w n house.
Staring in. I saw that.
I saw her do that.

I.m. Bessie Head: born Pietermaritzburg,
South Africa, 1937; died Serowe, Botswana, 1986.

S m a l l b o y n. West Af. Colloq. 1. Male, lowly in status, subservient, lacking
power [colon, usage]. 2. Term of mild or humorous abuse, as: 'Go, tell that to small
boys of yesterday'. 3. Individual, of no set age, expected to run errands, perform
menial tasks, when directed (by almost anyone). 4. Willing or otherwise:

"Finish ironing."
"Wash the pavers."
" G o for cigarettes, small boy..."
Joe's sixteen.
H e never knew his mother.
His father died when he was three.
The uncle w h o raised him
had too many 'wives',
there was no time for school.
Just a lifetime of errands
for a pot of gruel, torn shirt,
two battered sneakers.
One day, Joe dreams
—it's just a dream,
he knows this—
he'll 'learn book'
and find a trade,
work on the railway
or in a garage, fixing cars
where there's real money.

T o The Interior
W h a t to do? W h e n you find
what you usually use isn't there?
- " T r y 'Channel Two'".
Barbra's loving this. She watches
the faces of puzzled village w o m e n
growing bolder, more inquisitive
as they catch on. "But
h o w do you manage?" "What if
he's big." "Does it leak out
eventually?" (an older woman's
incapable of saying "sperm"). Barbra's
beautiful, clear-skinned, transvestite,
a woubi, who moulds breasts
beneath cotton and wears
luscious face-paint for lipstick.
Mothers have sons like her,
and she'd like to m a k e life easier
for them, meaning less difficult
for outside the city, difference
is almost beyond belief. So
next door, Maxine and Krystal
are having trouble with men
w h o won't even ask "Why?",
a question suggesting answer's
possible when clearly it isn't.
O n e twitches Maxine's robe
derisively. Another spits:

"Geldings, bushmen". But they know
this is self-defence and besides, just
adore the attention they're getting.
Maxine, Barabra, Krystal. They
got together three weeks ago, created
an association out of initials,
hired a white pick-up
and took off. Next morning,
like the missionaries they've become,
they're packed and away, bearing
messages of love and redemption
to the interior.

Hilda

w h o runs a crooked safari agency
blacklisted by three embassies
and four guidebooks I know of,
has her o w n theory. She says:
"Towns become dangerous as
evening wears on because
hoodlums discover they haven't
eaten all day, there's nothing
in the kitty to purchase beer
and something has to be done
—that's when it becomes risky
to be out in streets quite safe
a few hours earlier. It stands
to reason," she says, wedging
another forkful of souffle
in her mouth.

Albino

They say I bring bad luck—a lie.
They say m y mother was bewitched
or else a jealous neighbour
bathed m e in paint stripper
one dark night. O r G o d
mislaid his recipe
creating m e , or lacked
ingredients,
or left m e too long
in the cool light
of the spirit realm
I came out of.
I a m a turncoat
white as leprosy.
They hate me.
They will kill m e
if they see m e
with their daughters.
O n e day, they raised
a stone and I was
underneath, a prodigy,
pink-eyed, pale-skinned,
waiting to suck in sunlight,
to draw it into myself
to use up: all of it.

The Horse, And Mother

"From the day of m y birth I knew no m a n
until I married and then none but m y huband..."
The horse surveyed the crazy soul before her
—clenched fists, mouth fixed like a bayonet
—conjecturing their meaning, took one more
lazy second and slowly began getting up on
dappled fetlocks. They'd tried everything
else to shift it, blows, provender, sharp sticks
but nothing worked before these words
of Mother's, which had some strange dignity
the beast decided, worthy of respect.
In any case, w e knew, she'd been born
with the facility to make the dead rise,
walk, chew their fingers and other mysteries.
And no one was allowed to wake her: her dreams
held all w e knew, knew what w e needed.

After an incident in Camara Laye's L'Enfant Noir, 1953.

Zip!

They are nine, two m e n and a shower
of street-kids, watched by tourists
clutching air-tickets, w h o see
what they're up to, but stay
calm and a safe distance off
till a boy who's the ace, the pack's
joker, shrivelled arms, a strung b o w
for a back, pleads for small change,
one young w o m a n weakens—she can't
spend these grubby coins now—reaches
d o w n to her pocket and zip!
her valise is off through a melee
of porters, arrivals, bored airline
officials, past the gate lounge,
out the exit, to be seen briefly
making for a parked car.

Necklace

She fastens the necklace. Yes,
the m a n beside her is thinking,
rubies set in gold against such
dark skin make it even more
lustrous. She brushes his hair, combs
back the thick c o m m a . In a silent
gallery over their heads—he's
proud of his paintings—women
in chains are driven by m e n
waving sticks, in turbans: Slaves
brought from Nyassa,1879. H e
touches her cheek with his lips
knowing one day he'll marry
a fine Arab w o m a n who'll bear
lots of children. Beside him
the girl starts stroking his brow.

Zanzibar

By The Shovelful
To a curator of the National Museum of Tanzania
who resigned to buy a chicken farm.

Those ten years shake his head
silently: m o n e y wasted, stealing,
jobs for the boys, so he left them
to it. Watched his country's heritage
rot on plinths. Vanish stateside
from 'secure' vaults. Gather dust
among unmarked shelves.
Even ceramics need treating
chemically, he explains,
where
the bone china of egg-shells stays
safely unwashed until hard-boiled
and rushed to kiosks supplied by
new chicken-farms he owns.
He's built palaces, who'd saved
nothing till he dreamed one night
of a bird hatching gold
and found:
"Cash", looking sad and triumphant
and baffled, too, "by the shovelful".

"...to Moscow"
After Chekhov's Three Sisters.

The Battery will march off
in the morning. N o more uniforms.
N o tales from foreign places
or love affairs with m e n whose charm
outshines the boring schoolmaster
you took for spouse. N o worthy
husbands-to-be shot duelling
rivals w h o merely aimed
to wound. N o reasons, either,
only the question " W h y ? "
and answer: " W e must go on working"

and nothing speeds tedious afternoons
of w o m e n in Accra, poolside, consumed
by what they're missing overseas. "If only",
they repeat, "If only w e could go to..."

Nothing so beautiful

"God's gift", she says, directing
tiny lips towards her nipple
for nothing could be as beautiful as this,
nothing: bowed head, minute,
bunched fingers, each curled toe.
She brushes a persistent fly away.
"There, take", expressing milk,
knowing in this land what
motherhood confers, pride,
peace, gratitude, recognition
a child has m a d e her whole.
She straightens his shawl as the bus
lumbers on: after miscarriages,
an infant son she can bring h o m e
and show off, smug, blissful,
ecstatic
—oblivious therefore
to those round her, quick glances
from the m a n in the next seat,
longer appraisals by other w o m e n
in bright head-scarves and wrappers.
A n d so she holds him tighter, trying
to chafe those perfect lips of his,
those two chill lips.

Angel wings

Ten years ago she drew up plans.
Faith, her o w n sweat and the good offices
of a local head-man did the rest,
constructed walls, roof, beds,
to m a k e a refuge and place of healing
that are her passion and the cross she bears;
no time for her to tire or sicken.
Take today: time on the ward,
talk on H I V , clinic for expectant
m u m s , allfiftyof them, preceded
by prayers and preparation
for an outreach program.
Yes, there are disasters.
There is heart-ache and loss.
Sometimes w h e n children die
and rain sheets d o w n outside,
she'll pause to think about her Lord
and wonder. Then a patient needs
injecting, so she gets up quickly.
Her ministering-angel wings
remain unruffled.

The Roads Waits, Hungry

Recycled, patched, transcendent
as the continent itself. H a y e d tyres
and creaking springs beneath three tons
of Bedford chassis—tray, hand-painted,
leans worse than Pisa, a blue, red, green
and yellow Pisa, with wooden benches
to carry market women in head-scarves
of every other colour. Traffic sweeps
past the motor park where they
hoist themselves up, exchange
cash for a ticket the driver's
assistant writes the date on
to wait one hour, three hours, five,
in rising temperatures with mounting
impatience. They depart when stooges
arefinallyreplaced by passengers
w h o pay real money. The driver
jump-starts d o w n a small incline
and there the road waits, hungry.

Monday

On Sundays he prays.
H e says: "Suffer the little children
to c o m e unto me". But they bring
her in on Monday, blood
streaming d o w n her thighs,
another amateur abortion
and babe left dead in utero.
They need a doctor to remove it
and a good Christian doctor
to save her. He says he will:
but on Monday, he believes
in vigilance and sacrifice
and sin. Nurses tremble
in his presence, nervous enough
to drop their instruments.
And so he gets her ready
in the stirrups. "Don't move",
he shouts and slaps the girl,
who can't help but move,
the state she's in. "Lie still",
he shouts again, louder, "still,"
slaps her again. It's Monday
— "Praise God", scared nurses
hear him cry, demanding forceps
reaching for her, "Pluck out"
and "If thine eye offend".

Listening

Five years he spent here
and for w h a t ? — a suitcase
of books for a Party friend
past a sleepy border
that w o k e up for him.
Five years of roll-calls,
screamed at by guards
with rifles, taking aim,
getting ready to fire.
At least he'd done
what he'd done:
m a n y atoned for nothing
with lives and died
holy innocents, after
beatings, loud, nightly,
underground.
It stands
empty today, an old
barracks or factory-site
to be refurbished
perhaps, except for
the bars on the windows.
A n d silent, silent, that is
till he starts listening.
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Kadi

They're going by bus,
she doesn't k n o w where but a long journey;
five hours, her father says
and buys her a bag of iced water.
A n d there are others, like her.
A s they set off, her mother
is waving good bye. Good bye!
When the bus stops, they get out
at the same small round huts they left behind
more or less.
Goats bray in a lane; a dog barks.
T w o old w o m e n greet them.
The others drift off with aunties and uncles
and small, high, not-quite-audible questions.
It's hot. The sun climbs down the sky.
Her father is chatting with the women.
They're in a paved nook between walls.
O n e says it's time to get ready,
takes a cockerel,
in an instant, its blood spatters out.
This is to purify the ground.
Kadi removes all her clothes
as she's told, and lies down:
Take hold of this branch.
She grasps tightly,
even when the second w o m a n
starts twisting her thighs,
and she's trapped,
she's can't m o v e an inch
as the blade does its job

and something inexplicable
is emptying her lungs
intp huge sobs:
what is that terrible burning d o w n there?
It goes on and on
to make her marriageable
so she won't stray or brew carnal desire
and her husband can dwell one day
with beautiful handmaids in heaven
though right now
Kadi understands none of this,
no, nor the emptiness waiting,
the cold bed after feelings and gestures
she won't share for the rest of her life.
They've been taken.
Cut away.
Excised.
The two women begin cleaning-up.
Recks on the walls are from old sacrifices
for this a holy place, a solemn place
where custom dictates what to do.
—This child needs a blanket!, one cries
as Kadi holds herself, shivering, lost in pain.

The Day Kadi Lost Part of Her Hife, Photos by Kim Manresa is published by Spinifex Press.
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Legendary grasping opulent

They call me Bwana, laughing
at themselves: "Here. Pull up a chair.
Have something to eat, only
take care, it's piping".
So these are the legendary,
grasping, opulent, tight-fisted,
Indian 'foreigners', traders
A m i n chased out of Uganda,
'Jews of Africa' so-called,
whose kids paddle, sticky
with sea-salt, build sand-castles,
watching energetic fathers
attack volley-balls on a beach
outside Dar, with no net, or need
to ask a solitary English tourist over
to "Please join us", but they do.

7,6,5,4...
Fire. Three cylinders squeeze
slowly past gantry cameras
designed to burn, begin picking up
speed to make their furious
diagonal charge over
the sky. A voice explains
how many hundred billion
the space-station is going to cost,
large as a football pitch, poised
on the edge in every sense.
Clean-shaven N A S A faces
cut to humpty-dumpty
space walkers, eight nationalities,
w o m e n ! A w o m a n in an aqua-lung
feigning weightlessness in a pool
heaves a spanner, while beyond
the glowing bar T V w e watch,
life proceeds as usual. A boy
warped by polio stares at an empty
begging-bowl, next to a girl
dredging the filthy stench
of a sewer. Patients
at the hospital d o w n the road
observe no change to their
Job-like routine, boils, blindness
dementia, as Discovery
soars steadily on into her future
beyond Earth's pull, some would
say, beyond sanity. Note h o w that
scientist's lapel badge reads: M A R S

- O R BUST.

From Takoradi

Day ticks by on iron wheels.
Outside, the grey-green
canopy contains small plots
of farm, lean rivers, dried
villages of mud, no room
for sky. W e pass a gold mine's
winding-gear and poison lakes.
Sheet-flame points where
snakes are being cleared-out
from the undergrowth, a man
explains, w h o exports timber:
" A tough business." Loggers
must find the right trees
and avoid being killed. Trucks
break their big metal backs
over treacherous roads, hauling
logs chained to bursting. Timber
merchants have no idea h o w
to cut the stuff up. It comes down
to cubic metres, shaped, on the dock,
by the due date, ready to load,
the trees' mortuary slab: their Golgotha.

"What did you do in the War, Daddy?"
'Big Ben', 'Hang-gliding from Lion Kop',
'Tuna fisheries in the Bight': I offered
m y slide-show yesterday to M r Hassan
w h o said he could find a period free
after lunch so here w e are, small girls
in lines by boys whose huge knees
stretch desks almost to breaking,
at school in a backwoods
Tanzanian town
with patient M r Hassan:
"And this is... A n d this is..."
Ker-lick... Ker-lick...
*

Afterwards there is time
for the children to ask m e questions:
where I was born,
where I have been,
which is m y favourite football team
(I say Tanzania)
and what are the staple products
in the country I come from?
Then a question leaps
through a hoop of flame
from a boy, maybe fourteen:
"Were you one of 'them'?"
"Did m y father call you 'Master?'"
"Were you part of the colonial regime?"

and I turn red and hot and silent.
O f course not.
But w h y shouldn't he ask?—and I think
of a m a n in a famous poster pestered by kids
with their: "What did you do in the War, Daddy?
and the answer he gives, no answer
in their eyes, the shame he will feel
and knows he must feel whatever
that was, the invidiousness,
the bitter salt-tang on the tongue.

What Would They Do?

After dark, a hyena slopes
to-and-fro while the camp's Masai
guard with his great-coat and broken rifle
is busy patrolling a Maginot line affluent
European tourists crisscross every day
flaunting themselves, their money,
their Nikons. They won their war long ago
and enjoy roughing it now, rich on history's
pickings, 'making safari', bivouacked
between mud-streaked four-wheel
drives where guides bed down. At
first light, cooks gather firewood
and sizzling bacon smells draw eagles
from the sun. "Such people", he thinks,
this guard, "knowing nothing of danger,
war-lords, northern raiders, faced
with a sorry hyena, even, what
would they do?"

Mud-Crab With Chilli

The cook wraps m e in garlic
and chili bear-hugs and kisses,
Mwaaa!, waves her white hat
and waits for the size of m y tip
to light-up dinner-plate eyes.
The restaurant yawns. Largesse,
bonhomie, orgies for gourmets,
booze-ups for politicians, whores
in cars outside, impatient
on squeaky seats: it's seen all.
Blue Swiss lakes cover walls,
tissue flowers in Chianti bottles grow
dusty, old menus sign testimonials
with a smile. Drunks under tables
puke. Peppers fry tourists from L. A.
alive. Never mind. This w o m a n
knows where the best mud-crabs are.
Her spice sizzles. Her rice shines.

Mask

A s afternoon slides by,
you carve a mask from
'the exotic', coiled hair,
high cheekbones, till you
discover things in c o m m o n ,
find room for trust, say
what you feel and see
it's gone, dissolved—in
laugh-lines, chipped teeth,
dimpled chin—to faces, this
sad m a n , that proud mother
radiant with her baby.

Epilogue

Flowers in her hair
It's true, he says. Back there,
troops raped his wife
and terrorized his children
while he was away, traveling,
looking for work. He returned
to her silence and kids
hungry for what they no longer
seemed to want, love, affection,
to be cared for, healed. And his
poor wife waiting for it to happen
all over again. What else could they do
except run away, he asks, expecting
Til turn on him, demand to know
why he brought them here, to this house,
five rooms, nature-strip garden
he rents from the council.
Violets, daisies and haricots verts.
Loud music coming downstairs.
His wife, Sabine, walks out
to join us, shakes my hand,
mentions a gas bottle her husband
promised to change. Says how fine
the day's been. She smiles
and there are flowers in her hair.

Part 3
The Calabar Transcript

Introductory Note
The speaker of the following narrative is Oba Ovonramwen, thirty-fifth dynastic ruler of
the ancient W e s t African kingdom of Benin and son of Adolo.

The Oba was elected for life. Invested with divine status and 'little father' to the stat
was somewhere between president and archbishop with the role of Chief Justice thrown in
for good measure. 'For life' applied only if he were not overthrown by insurrection by
palace chiefs. Rivalry for the position was such that all royal sons were raised outside the
city, forbidden ingress to the Palace until one of them entered as the Oba, following his
father's death.

Regional centres like Akure to the north also regularly tested the authority of the king
capital.
Mystical, pragmatic and lonely as leaders often are, Ovenramwen came to power at a time
of momentous transition during the closing years of the nineteenth century, as the colonial
scramble for Africa began to impinge on his kingdom. M o r e than three hundred kilometres
away, the old Efik centre of Calabar had been turned into an administrative centre by the
British government to support increased colonial trading interests in the region.
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Prologue

They'd march up to the palace
gate and strike it with dimpled
fists in order to be let in and
led out again by guards while
their boys joked outside
in the gutter. Sometimes
smiling all the way back
to the guest-house they'd
been lodged in; more often
blank-faced, not giving anything
away. We carried our childish
arguments on about just how
great our Oba's riches were.
Mother said simply: "Imagine "
when I asked her. Of visitors
she knew nothing more than names
like 'Cyril Cornelius Punch'
—her tongue tripping over
foreign stepping stones
of syllables—and strange
accoutrements, canes,
straw-hats, eye-glasses
("pince-nez") winking
messages in code somewhere
far off, it seemed, to those
she couldn 't see.

I'm crowned Oba
A s a child I'm special
I can feel it
living in mother's house.
W h e n w e travel to the city
I'm not allowed into the palace with her.
W h e n father dies
I form m y o w n militia;
w e march up and d o w n
terrifying people
and the Electors
choose me.
Coral crown.
Fly-whisk.
Necklace.
Hip mask.
Half of m e asks:
What's all this to m e ?
Anyway, I m o v e in.
The palace goes for miles inside
like a magic trick, a city of its own.
All night, I count pie-dogs
across the street by their howling.
I know power is the most
delicate thing in the world,
wild as a flower, fine
as a hairline crack.

Five days, each longer
than the one before, sunrise
to morning prayer to afternoon
planning meetings, evenings
like angry beasts
out of old stories
waiting to strike.
Five days for rebellion
to sprout teeth.
A n d then the news is good.
The Dezi smashed the blades
he forged without permission in Akure,
his test, a cast-iron flop,
his gesture, in pieces.

Trader P u n c h brings a gravestone,
offers sympathy for my loss,
asks if burial went smoothly
and summons a boy
to unwrap a marble plaque
on which gold-script lays
itself neatly out in lines.
Grubbyfingertipsspell
A D O L O , trace m e n
carved with wings
and circlets of flowers.
Another boy unwraps
a spade for, Punch says:
"This memorial must
go in the ground"
—as if it needed planting.

To Okoro, in exile,
my own flesh and blood,
having dragged your feet
past the city gate, in sad
valedictory convoy of smallgoods
and in-laws, heading north, how
many weeks away, arriving
in one piece, I heard:
where are you n o w ?
I imagine huts by a path,
old w o m e n rooting like swine
beneath hides pegged to a tree,
children in rags,
your truculent wives.
Don't be disconsolate,
face it, you had to go,
being too close, m y dear,
too charismatic-dangerous
and brotherly to love, too
sibling-rival to remain.

Refurbishing
Stippled courtyard, beneath
high iroko, m o o n
in the morning sky
like a bird. Yesterday,
roofing-iron arrived,
thirty sheets hot from the sun,
eight bronze posts
peeping through sacking.
— " N o t enough nails and clamps"
says my Itsekiri builder,
shaking his head.
H e prefers thatch:
but the sharpest downpour,
winds that turns palms
to raucous
arm-waving harridans
and piles the courtyard
head-high with debris
will leave the palace of Ovonramwen
gleaming and hard-edged.
Intact.

The city beats out songs
of night,
owl screech
and ragged laughter.
A girl weeps somewhere.
The season's turned
and harvest done,
so there'll be festivals
and you've a child sick
at home. Still, the epic
you've been writing's
nearly finished, just a few
more dangerous hours
for the hero to survive.
A nighthawk growls.
The girl's stopped crying now.
A commotion starts up
nearby, rape or mugging,
turned 'street justice':
with torn spleen, eyes
gouged like grapes.
Life's sweet and all
these things are part of it.
- " B u t look behind, Sire",
you say suddenly, as the m o o n
bursts through the horizon
like a huge red onion.

Creation myth
in honour of m y favourite subjects.

First came spinach in bunches, cocoyam,
oxtail, boxers' green fists of bananas,
gold foothills of grain, dried beans'
shifting sands for hands
to disappear into
But before that:
hard earth for market place,
trestles, half-open sacks
at a junction where all roads meet
But before that:
townsfolk with baskets
left in a corner the last three days
for rats to gnaw
But before that:
m o n e y in pockets, belts, wallets
brassieres, j a m m e d under beds,
snug in piggy banks
But before that:
Market W o m e n , pleading, taunting,
laughing, jingling coins, calling
you back for your "bargain" with
eyes accurate to the last part
of a fraction
Before them, of course, nothing, a world half-baked,
inchoate, no reason to spin.
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M y Daughter's Wedding

The drumming didn't stop
all night and n o w her
w o m e n fasten clasps
to bless her future,
orators wish children,
priests, good health,
praise singers pluck
sweet words from air
and melodies from instruments
they cradle. All will be well,
the morning beams, as crowds
pour in, swell past belief.
I hope the auguries
are right, m y daughter,
w h o m I give away upon a dais
laced with fresh-cut flowers.
Evbie, breathe their scent.
N o w : turn and face
your husband.

Ologboshere
He knows what he wants
and the word "decisive"
means, this young m a n
of hers, Ologboshere,
mouthful of consonants,
who's been re-appraising himself
and likes what he finds.
He's gone up in the world.
These days, others must
wait till he speaks
before nodding briskly:
yes, they approve of his words
almost as much as he likes
the sound of his o w n opinions.
H e jabs the air with his fingers.
His brain is a short-sword.

M y people

Y o u scratch ten thousand heads
at dawn, yawn, inventory
small pains, exclamation
marks—don't m o v e that!
—tagging your weary body:
no rest for the wicked
and less for you. For there
are children to bear, bush
to be cleared and cleared again,
hunting, gathering,
garnering.
Tools cleaned for tomorrow.
Plans over bitter-leaf soup.
N e w compounds to build.
Shrines to visit a long way off
and gods to placate with offerings,
yams, bush-buck, okra.
Heavy. Heavy...

What's it like?
the island Punch comes from
with its inclement weather
and restless indigenes?
Its scutcheons and Knights
of the Garter he talks about
when he comes to see me?
The m e n in cloth-caps with picks
and w o m e n w h o housetrain them:
w h o serve tea in cups and read
leaves with crooked fingers.
"Pea Soup" they call fog and can't eat.
H e conjures a bridge with the wings
of a giant bird over water.
Steel, the red-hot stink of it, he spits
like a cobra and sways like one.
What about a state visit?
W h y not?
I could go there with Punch.
W e ' d meet their leader
and stand while a band
played: D A - D A - D I - D A - D A ,
their National Anthem.

N o pension
Delivered today: three leopards,
muzzled and bound,
to the Keeper of Leopards.
Goat-fed, sporting ivory
hawk's bell collars, these
beasts will grow old
inside palace walls;
pacing, pacing,
will piss, mate
and yowl at the moon,
warm
as bronze altar-leopards
are chilly and timeless.
Green eyes
cutting holes in the night.
A fourth escaped. One of the hunters
lost an arm through carelessness
and gets no pension.

Ezinma

She'll smile,
pause
and fill
what was
an absence
with her grace:
she stirs,
it's dawn,
lies down,
night falls again.
The moon is out
Stars dance.

M y new deputy
He nods.
O f course he can do the job.
Already he's marshalling
days into order
and binding
decisions. Plans
fan out. Priorities
top themselves
with such alacrity
I ask myself, after all
should I be making this trip?
Loyal, officious Ologboshere
topple headlong over himself
if he can. In his busy blur,
there's no reason
to hesitate,
no time to think:
doubt's a bog,
caution, a dark cloud
on a sunny day
waiting to pass.

Harmattan
comes early this year.
Nights are cold, the air
is from the cooling desert
to the north.
In daylight, distant objects
lose the clarity
of edge and cantle.
I w a k e to phlegm
at the back of m y throat,
lined finger nails,
a fine-grained bloom
on stools, tables, shelving,
the very plates we eat off.

To Calabar, with Punch
City of streets like antique vines
where local people walk nearly
as fast as the incomprehensible
whistling language they speak.
W e bustle past brown toadstools
of rusty iron. Does Punch
know where we're going?
W h e n w e arrive, he points
theatrically to a flag-pole,
neat pelouse and house of cards
four stories high. Whitemen
lounge in the prickly heat
of their uniforms with history
in their eyes. In the roadstead,
iron freighters count twenty foot of draft.
The top-hatted Governor carefully
unwraps biscuits so w e can munch
on the future together, arranging
m y "passage". H e will speak
to the "White Hall" about m e ,
I'll meet Victoria, their Queen
and so his lieutenant shows us out.
Office staff lean over ledgers.
O n e takes the pulse of a telegraph machine.
W e pass a Hausa guard, w h o springs
to A T T E N T I O N .

"Sea legs'
The Captain can't believe
I speak the bare bones
of his language. W h y
not? We've traded with his
countrymen for centuries.
So I can grasp—he asks, halfsmirk, half-enquiry, over dinner
one night—the finer points
of his metier, for instance?
T o twist between compass-legs
round the globe's belly? Fix
position? Plot ocean currents?
Smell land before it
hardens to a thin grey line
just beyond the horizon?
Well, more or less: the mate
and second engineer believe
I understand and Punch looks
pleased. Truth is, I'm learning fast.
We're on a packet-boat and moor
off sandbars. Canoes run
the surf's gauntlet to greet us.
W e deliver mail and trinkets.
Storm clouds close black lids
clearing to blue skies up ahead.
Ship's screws beat white water
beneath our stern. With m y
new 'sea legs', I'm half-fish.
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Their city, London
It's cold.
The tidal reach w e sail up
is full of shit and stinks.
Its banks have been
bricked-in with stones
to form a dock busy
lighters navigate
like terriers. W e
disembark d o w n
a rickety gangplank.
I'm lodged in rooms.
The bed squeaks
brassily. Instead
of wives, I have
a landlady to tell m e
what I should and
shouldn't do, with
just enough politeness.
They take m e to a park
with vegetation I can see
back home, except there are
no birds or butterflies
to set it off. Caged lions
grunt and stare at duikers
in a field. A elephant dies
slowly of a broken heart.

O n e day, they take m e to school.
Children are seated at desks
aimed at a black-board
the teacher scrapes cursive
writing and 5+5=10 on to
with sticks of chalk. In
Nature Study, I inspect
the cupped hand of a nest
woven and feather-lined
with three speckled eggs.
I tell the class of a fabulous
bird cast high on m y palace-wall
out of bronze people say
morning prayers before.
Arithmetic's counting on fingers
and inside heads, I say, doing
Composition on the run.
M a k e stories up, I declaim,
fomenting anarchy.

Troupe
We board a train with baggage and props.
Slowly w e work our w a y up the country's spine.
A s it gets colder, I discover the meaning of ice.
Cities are full of chimneys and people.
I get smuts in m y eye.
Streets are a skin disease erupting.
M e n c o m e h o m e punch-drunk with fatigue,
it's night already,
their cough is like earthquakes.
W o m e n are boiled, starched, hung-out to dry.
W e bring sunshine tofilltheir great halls,
erect creaking rift valleys, conjure
forests of cannibals. Sometimes
w e use an "interpreter" (meaning "paid actor").
A chair is a throne to cast a leopard-skin over.
I dance a jig on m y tiptoes,
squeeze a talking-drum.
It utters syllables.

Trip to the "White Hall"
Tic-tack of steel-tipped heels
across marble floors and small
brisk talk, its lulls and
timbre like musicians
practicing in corners
of a vault where
policy reverberates:
the "Centre", m y
guide calls it, a tall
m a n in a short coat full
of pockets. Decisions
waiting to be taken
march in through the door
and out again every second.
" W e do what w e can
for the world", he sighs
modestly. Patting those
pockets, like someone
piqued by a question.
For
there are poll-taxes to
be levied and counted
d o w n beneath stuccoed
ceilings high as houses
and frontiers five thousand
miles off policed; tribes
sundered over tippled
Madeira in crystal.
O f course
I'm told none of this. Only
"Pink", m y guide thinks aloud,
surreptitiously eyeing maps
full of ocean and
landmasses fanning out.

Meeting Victoria
Not like two boys racing to that pale rock over there
to see w h o comes first.
Not like gold, not like iron.
Not like hunting dogs, baying, in for the kill.
Not like truth, not like lying.
Not like worrying all night, will sleep never come?
Not like strong buildings blown d o w n in a heap.
Not like the turning tide and scream of gulls.
Not like omens.
Not like dying.
Not like being reborn.
Not likefirein the sky
or the delicate bones of a carp.
Not like praise songs or cymbals,
no, nothing like:
for between us
there is no meeting.

Arriving back:
the river is
the grey pond I sailed out of.
Here are the instruments
and machinery permitting
docking, the same swaying
labourers pulling hawsers
thick as forearms.
Dockside, the crowd
is like a soup the
white officials and
official blackmen stir
with short, sharp sticks
and clip-boards,
composed of porters
and boys drawing
rickshaws behind them.
Landsmell is the same
mangrove-and-old-shoe
taken high the nostrils.
Humidity prickles the skin.
Punch stays in London.

About Ologboshere:
I wasn't joking. The city's
clean as a whistle. All rubbish
must be placed outside
the west wall on pain
of death. Street vendors
went on strike (again)
over rearrangements
and changed their
minds when they counted
the cost of penalties he
would levy. Children
employed on parents'
farms must be home
by six. Duties on salt
and dye stuffs imported
by southerners will be
augmented to pay for a new
defence force. H e trusts
I find everything OK
fault-lines across his brow
vigorously exclaim, his voice
rising half an octave,
then another half.

Beyond the boundary of friendship
Funny, how we pass the boundary
of friendship and keep going
till it's out of sight
somewhere behind us.
H o w unlikely this creature
that watched time passing
in a thousand unimportant words
and w a y s — a s rain slid down,
the wind backed northerly
—then vanished, wandered off,
turned sour. W e knew, Elanga,
didn't we, the night
you touched my arm and named
a deal that couldn't fail or
be passed-over. "Consider", you said,
the risk all yours and profit waiting
cash-in-hand for m e to pocket:
what you'd receive, no more
than "token", after all.

when you're shot by peers,
Elanga, their plan's fruition
laid-off in computed angles
speaking the language
of the 303, lax bodyguards
and final procession along
a sparse and muddied lane,
I feel nothing. They break your
neck, knee hard against bone
—and pull. Still there's life in you,
in those great, screeching eyes of yours,
till wives carry you inside.
Next day, the sun goes up,
the sun comes down:
it's stinking hot.

Threenil Threenil Threenil
M o r e trouble.
N e w s has arrived
of an insurrection in the distant East
that must be scotched
or it will spread
like wildfireor the plague.
A pocket dictator
has been whipping his people up
in a dizzy froth and lost
all sense of proportion.
W e will restore it for him
and his supporters.
A brief campaign.
A n away fixture
w e should comfortably win.
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In the wet,
tears are superfluous, lightning
and windcry, fur into rat's tails
tsetse and bone-ache. Land slides
and rivers bleed. In the wet, palms
wave their arms and legs, roads
disappear, umbrellas leak
nothing will ever dry again. Words
like "aqueous" appear on altars.
In the wet, mud rules supreme.
Rainfillsthe sky, humidity
one thousand percent.

The Vice Consul's Treaty
He gnaws impatience like a bone.
H e picks at it, it picks at him.
His face says silence, rage, deceit,
disdain.
His fingers point to victory.
His arm claims righteousness.
His carriage is field-guns.
His neck coils like a steel spring,
his gravitas a ball and chain
around that spring.
His eyes are generals
with outriders.
They say:
Enough.
It's time.
H e buckles in his might
and speaks,
I sign,
" X " marks the spot,
his smile clots.
H e sharpens those rat's teeth of his.

Another plot fails
To the victor the spoils
and I have plenty of spoiling
to do, rebels to dangle
from rafters, dandle
with truncheons, puncture
with heavy-duty gimlets.
I a m the way, the truth, the life
but chiefly: "Death, old man",
I say. H e begs for mercy.
Watch me
slowly shake m y head.
Consider h o w
his pink gums shine.

A message to Punch
goes unanswered
"Needing your help in times
w h e n rumours are everywhere
of mercenaries and foreign
troops in neighbouring
countries, movement
and skirmishing in highland
passes and river crossings,
the annexation of entire
empires and kidnap
of leaders to distant
islands with long
voyages by sea and
solitary deaths in exile,
their people keening, all
that w a s sacred destroyed
wrecked, buried in earth."

Planning an Ambush:
Instructions T o Commander Ologboshere

Inventory gear you're taking.
Fine-tune your team with exercises.
R e m e m b e r , this is a narrative
you're writing a setting
for, scenes, characters, plotting
movements, co-ordinating
reactions, a masterpiece
teased from a band of fighters
invisible along a river
bank and foreign
troops they're waiting for
bent on incursion,
ill-prepared for a trick of light
that's after all no trick
but a m a n hanging
from a tree like heavy fruit
aiming and firing at will
as other m e n lie d o w n to die:
live ammunition, dead targets.
A n d remember you must
Steer clear of whites.

Gecko
A gecko rests translucently
on twenty star-splayed fingers,
squawks, licks
a thoughtful eye,
runs it past
a fissured sweep of wall,
palm frond, overarching,
waits to crack
beneath the weavers' tear-drop nests,
the evening light through cloud
extends
a w o v e n tree-line silhouette,
the gecko chirrups,
the light is gone,
the palm-frond bends a little further.

Messenger
Between each caught
breath, scattered syllables
like seeds
shaken from a pod.
H e collects himself:
"The ambush..."
"Yes?"
but his mind's a clog.
H e tries again:
"Intruders, bleeding
from leeches and tall grass,
equipped with..."
H e stumbles inarticulately on
till suddenly we're all listening
to a song he sings en clair:
'The heads of white m e n
have been docked
and placed in boxes
to be taken off."
"Seven", w e hear him say.
"Seven of them."

mistake
I thought he'd changed
enough to hear more
than the chatter
and static
in his head
and I was wrong.
I thought he'd follow
instructions only grasped
since he's been on
the run—"Steer clear of whites
C o m m a n d e r Ologboshere"
— w h o knows they're going
to catch him one day,
shoot him
with questions,
dumbfound his answers,
string him up.

A n d for the rest of us,
three weeks
of getting ready
to survive
at any cost,
furiously ignoring
anything that might
leech sense of purpose.
Out go the orders:
prepare to be besieged,
scour surrounds,
dig tunnels,
build ramparts,
cut trees down,
scorch earth
to powder keg.
Keep busy
so you don't
feel dawn's chill,
sleep to mortuary-dream
and wake, remembering
corpses, grieving widows,
orphans.

Crucifixion trees

Like washing out to dry
w e tie up bodies to the limbs of trees.
G o d greets lost souls
and comforts them
w e tell ourselves, repeating:
"These offerings will save us".
After two weeks, the stench
gets everywhere, hair, mouth, skin.
It won't scrub out
and nothing's changed
Our prayers are tired voices.
Our w o m e n ululate,
they cry: "Don't stop".
"Don't count".

Death notice
Mother dies suddenly.
I should have been there,
but it was, as I say, unexpected.
O n e afternoon, the w o m a n holding
her hand felt it go slack
her breathing ceased
and she was no more than
a cooling body
laid out on a bed
beneath a high ceiling.
In truth, she'd been gone for years
numbed by hopes and routines
squeezing old brains slowly
between her ears to a pulp.
"Where is your brother now?"
she'd to ask in that high,
cracked voice of hers and:
" H o w will you save your people?"
from somewhere behind grey eyes
that once watched a child at play
predicting "great things",
and a m a n don a coral crown.

Then their armies advance
Like disaster
Like locusts in clouds
Like blood on the ground
Like the stars falling
Like life spilling out
Like rivers in spate, bursting their banks
Like dancers, to the beat of a drum
— listen...
Like the wind's scythe
Like contagion through towns
Like the hook and eye of the m o o n
Like the raked tail of a wandering shark
Like a noose
Like the dying words of ten thousand m e n
— listen...

A sfirerains d o w n on us
the Palace fills with smoke:
what was familiar turns opaque,
staterooms deceive, long corridors
are killing-bottles and the able-bodied,
a creature full of arms and legs
that cannot see where it is going
for the great god Panic is a jealous god.
Old m e n cough out their lungs.
Keepers of shrines blunder
past mothers screaming
for their childrens' perfect
trampled bodies,
so m a n y
cries of grief and pain
trapped in cracked tiles.

Preparing to negotiate

Our meeting will be formal,
I've grown used to this, across
a table paved with books, eager
for regulations and steel nib's
rasp on paper, to inscribe
fresh clauses, "new" undertakings:
but all need not be given up.
T w o years ago I almost
saw their Queen.
They'll find my orders
were ignored and the ambush,
a "tragic accident".
*

Ikidi comes in from next
door where loud chairs
harumph, clearing
their throat.
His lips move.
H e says w e must flee.
The chiefs agree.
W e can't waste
a minute.

Rough fare, homely faces
I wake and where am I?
W h a t is this place I could make
nothing of last night, there being
no m o o n to speak of
and w e never carry lights?
Another clearing in the forest,
huts, a few sad yams,
the empty barns
of farmers hustling
all they can
from meagre Nature.
Poor creatures who'd study m e
with amazement if only they
knew w h o they were
looking after.
Their urchins stare,
are shooed-off.
W e share a plate
of boiled vegetables
whose aroma
is pure forest loam.

N e w s from the city
Put not your trust in walls.
For h a m m e r hates what stands upright
and axe, with one steel jaw, takes it
to worry, dog-like; tears out its throat.
Dynamite blows it to pieces.
Flames lick it clean.
Since our soldiers fought bravely,
Benin must purged, stripped,
torn-up, rendered down,
so walls
are tall memories
and avenues
lines scrawled in dirt
by a child.

W h e n they find us
"Don't move", Ezomo says.
A band of stiff, pink faces marches by
as w e turn root and branch,
green waist, twig neck
to tree.
But there'll be more patrols
and w e have little food to eat.
W h a t thrill there was in flight is gone.
Terrain resists us.
Grey rivers are unfordable,
hills, too hard to climb, tops lost
in chilly mist.
We've played Metamorphosis too long.
Where to and which way now?
E z o m o reads contours,
the changing spoor of beasts:
soil type: no good, we're lost.
That's when they find us.

To Calabar
The rusting chain
around m y shoulders
is m y slave necklace.
It says: "object", "piece
of property", "defeated".
Ifixm y robe, arrange
a face to hide behind,
try to disguise m y feelings,
but bound wrists betray me.
I'm put aboard a ship.
I'd like to find a place
on board affording privacy
where I could think,
find room for pity, even.
There is none.
All anyone can think,
is h o w soon they'll
be finished with me.
I a m a nuisance
and bad luck.
W h e n w e arrive in Calabar,
they watch m e hobble
d o w n the gang-plank
with relief. They jeer
like monkeys.

T w o years later
Up the milled staircase of my house
this morning reels news from Benin,
another city in another country.
M y boy, shocked by what he saw
and must report, weeps almost.
H o w can this be, his wide eyes ask.
M e n count lost sons and daughters
and m a d with grief, beat
their brains out.
Hunger stalks
streets thick with whores.
M o r e houses burn.
The chiefs have fled,
their oracles gone belly-up
while I'm imprisoned here.
W h a t can I say?
"Cheer up? It's not so terrible?
Things could be worse?"
I fetch the lad something to eat.

At the Photographer's
This visit was my wife's idea.
So she can wear a cotton frock,
a string of pearls and leave
her Bible on the bench back home.
Ezinma's "Prudence" now
and Christian.
She praysfivetimes a day.
She says her heavenly father's
waiting to greet her when she dies
and marriage is a sacrament,
the act of congress between
m a n and wife
is holy in his sight.
It all sounds very strange.
She's brought a hat for m e to wear, white,
tricorn, embroidered with gold silk
for she still loves m e even though
I'm bald, these days.
Her lank frame.
M y last sad tufts of hair.
She giggles and I join in.
There is one chair. I sit, of course,
she stands, the glass eye winks
momentarily. "Ready in a week",
the m a n behind the camera cries
congratulating us on: " H o w naturally
you people show your feelings".

Ill

These faces
A nightmare.

Like stones,
these faces turned
towards m e
in the half-light
of a vision shaping
blood, oppression,
ordinary people suffering
so m e n with names
like " A m i n " and "Mobutu"
can drive bullet-proof Mercedes
and live in palaces by lakes.
W h a t of the other ways
for time to spend itself,
lifelines unwind
their love and hope
and expectation
I demand,
but no muscle moves
in these stone faces.

12

Ologboshere, one last time
I used to laugh at you
unceasingly, but was I
really laughing? For
I could paint another m a n
fueling ambition with
his people's zest, life-blood
and future; sure-footed,
full of energy, so urgent
that, observe, paint dribbles
from the brow, beneath
the jaw, left ear-tip
where the subject, impatient's
already on the m o v e again
before his sympathetic image
has had time to dry:
a familiar image. I know
that face too well and traced
its shadows in a burnished mirror
nine long years ago, before Election.

13

Afterword
Ovonramwen became Oba of Benin in 1888 in the western calendar. One of the ways he
ensured election was by having supporters march around the city in terrifying gangs O n
coming to power he promptly sent one of his brothers into exile and successfully resisted an
act of insubordination by the Dezi of Akure, involving the illegal forging of ceremonial
swords. In 1891, he arranged the marriage of his favourite daughter to a junior palace chief
Ologboshere, in a magnificent ceremony. In 1895, a palace chief with w h o m Ovonramwen
had had a long, ambiguous friendship was assassinated by opponents and Ovonramwen had
many of them executed. T w o years later, a party of nine whites andfiftyaccompanying
bearers was ambushed by warriors from Benin, including Ologboshere. Although most of
the party were killed, two whites managed to escape and six months later, a major punitive
force was despatched to bring Benin to heel. The British force fought overwhelmed the city
and a greatfiresubsequently ravaged it. Ovonramwen was spirited out and stayed on the
run till eventually he surrendered. At a subsequent trial, it became apparent that
Ologboshere and others had ignored the Oba's orders not to attack. Ovonramwen was sent
in chains to show local tribes he had been dethroned and was then permanently exiled in
Calabar. H e died shortly before the outbreak of World W a r One.
Ologboshere mounted his own guerilla campaign and was eventually hunted down and
executed.
Photographs of Ovonramwen taken after his capture have a chameleon quality, showing by
turns a smiling, handsome m a n and an understandably angry, embittered one. Pictures
taken in Calabar as he grew older show a m a n whose dignity and bearing have disappeared,
though photographs only ever tell part of the story.

He never travelled to Britain but other African leaders did, including Khama the Great w
went to enlist the protection of Queen Victoria for Bechuanaland (now Botswana) in the
face of threatened annexation by South Africa. K h a m a was not granted his audience with
Victoria but he did address public rallies in Manchester and Birmingham and the South
African threat was resisted. West African kingdoms had been trading with Europe for more
than four hundred years at this time. Though they were justifiably anxious about colonial
intentions, coastal chiefs sent their sons to British boarding schools and purchased
prefabricated iron houses that arrived on regular boats from Liverpool. They seem to have
been prepared to embrace the new and to them, anything must have seemed possible.
Edo culture was oral and names can only be translated approximately using a written,
western alphabet. I have taken this further, modifying and even borrowing names for some
characters though the names of Ovonramwen and Ologboshere are as accurate as I can
make them.
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PREFACE

This Exegesis presents a detailed commentary on the writing of The Calabar
Transcript. It documents the book's history and development, provides contexts for
poems, identifies questions that emerged in the course of drafting of each of the
volume's three parts and outlines h o w I dealt with these questions. The poems helped
m e shape and develop what I began the project with, ideas, models, intuitions, into a
larger structure. The Exegesis provided the opportunity to review the creative process
I'd been engaged in.

I always took plenty of notes, kept all draft material and research materials on file a
often found that journal entries provided n e w directions for the poems to follow. The
first stage of this D C A was to explore poetic form and narrative and, for this reason, I
found it important to complete drafts of the creative and reflective sides of this project
one after the other. T o resolve questions that came up during the writing of poems by
prose commentary would have compromised other poems I had yet to write.

When I've mentioned the idea of a fifty thousand word Exegesis attached to a book of
poems to other writers, some have said h o w interesting this could be and others have
shaken their heads, muttering about the danger of self-consciousness. Janette Turner
Hospital half-jokingly told m e her advice to students at the University of East Anglia
was to complete the creative work and then m a k e the rest up. I approached this Exegesis
as a writing assignment for which a great deal of research—though by no means
all—had been completed.

1

1. Beginnings
Although the presence of the writer is generally implied rather than stated in The
Calabar Transcript, the collection reflects a longstanding personal engagement with
Africa both as idea and place. It's appropriate, therefore, to begin with some
autobiographical details.
I was born in 1948, the year after India gained independence and British
imperial rule began drawing to a close. The old Empire had turned into the
Commonwealth of Nations nearly two decades earlier though competitors took part in
the Empire and Commonwealth G a m e s right up to 1966 and most African states
remained protectorates and dependencies until this decade or later. I grew up with maps
of the Empire still pinned to schoolroom walls, complementing the stories of imperial
derring-do w e all read. I recently picked up an old Eagle Annual and was amazed by the
number of stories in which Australians, Africans, West Indians and Chinese "coolies"
were saved, tricked, beaten and generally put in their place by English males young and
old. Victorian writers like Rider Haggard inspired and conditioned middle-class boys
for entry into colonial service and Eagle seems to have been continuing along the same
lines more than sixty later. Certainly, it presented an ample geography for m y
imagination to roam through.
W h e n I was very young, m y father read King Solomon's Mines to me. It had
awkward, extraordinary Zulu names like Umslopogaasi, a cave and a solar eclipse
which m y father explained with the use of an orange. M y mother had served with the
W R N S in Durban during the Second World W a r (my parents met in Ceylon, n o w Sri
Lanka) and when prompted by articles in the newspaper or on T V , she was always
ready to talk about the violence barely below the surface in urban South Africa. In spite
of this, she looked happy enough in photographs in a smelly old album being pulled
along in a little cart by a black m a n wearing an elaborate headdress and animal skins.
She had also purchased a wooden mask that hung in the hall of our house. It was an
interesting hybrid. Carved out of w o o d stained black, its eyeholes and zigzag teeth had a
traditional look but it wore a foreshortened cloth cap giving it a contemporary character
somewhere between picturesque and sinister.
I was four when the M a u M a u war broke out in Kenya in 1952 and indigenous
fighters committed a number of atrocities on white farming families. The fact that tenand-a-half thousand rebel Kenyans died, dwarfing the tiny number of European settlers
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killed (thirty-two), was less impressive in Britain than the thought of m e n and
(especially) w o m e n in lonely farmsteads ambushed by savage warriors. This reinforced
stereotypes of the dark continent and m y mother still talks about the outrages that were
committed at the time. For that matter, A B C T V continues to show re-runs of the movie
Simba with its byline that if whites can find it in themselves to extend trust, they'll find
not all black Kenyans are waiting to plant knives in their backs. East Africa was
constructed in 1950s Britain as a magnificent adventure playground, exemplified in T V
wildlife and adventure series: but I also remember being taken to a film by m y mother
and told to cover m y eyes as African guerillas in lion-skin underpants did murderous
things to their fellows.
The 1960s brought the Congo and the Nigerian Civil Wars, together with a
series of coups elsewhere, more confirmation that the heart of darkness was still
beating. The m a n at the desk opposite mine at work w h o wore a tweed jacket and
smoked a pipe had done Voluntary Service Overseas in northern Nigeria. H e
commented on what was happening there every day. So did T V news broadcasts and the
print media. A s with other cases, conflict was internationalised, with non-African
powers supplying arms in exchange for oil contracts and the promise of political favours
in the future. There were white mercenaries, air raids and children starving in their
thousands, but it was a long w a y away in a continent where violence was, after all,
endemic. I looked at photos of big-eyed, shaven-headed m e n enlisting in the Biafran
army and thought of the hypnotic sound of the Missa Luba I'd first c o m e across in a
scene in Lindsay Anderson's anarchic study of contemporary Britain, If}
Although the years following independence often involved great social and
political disruption, this shouldn't obscure the enormous optimism and expectation
surrounding the process. In Anglophone Africa, Ghana, formerly the Gold Coast, was
the first to gain self-rule in 1957.1 was nine years old and more interested in plane
spotting and playing with friends than world politics, but I do clearly remember Harold
Macmillan talking about a "wind of change" blowing through Africa. There were
newsreel reports on T V of independence celebrations, cheering crowds with banners,
K w a m e Nkrumah, a small m a n in a round hat and Roman-looking robe accompanying
the relinquishing British governor.

1

The Missa Luba is a Mass sung in "pure Congalese style" by Les Troubadours du Roi Baudouin.
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In retrospect, I don't really k n o w w h y Africa exercised a special hold on m e as a
child. W h e n I was seven m y father was offered a job in Bullawayo and would have
taken it but for the fact that m y mother didn't want to go. M y paternal great
grandmother had married a journalist, moved to Cape T o w n and died there. O n the
other side of the family, there was a tradition of joining the army, leading to service in
Victorian India and, most likely, the Boer War. But though these things must have been
part of the world I grew up in, I only learned about them later.
There were simpler reasons for m y interest. Africans, especially in children's
fiction, comics and films of the 1950s, were presented as strikingly different, culturally
and physically. The continent's "heart" shape and unity fashioned a unique identity
amongst continents, making it particularly accessible to a child's imagination. A n d
growing up in the shadow of empire, I doubtless felt implicated in the lives of three
hundred and fifty million souls being led out of an atavistic past into the modern world.

I was prepared to travel at the beginning of my academic career and when the
Inter-Universities Council in Tottenham Court Road offered m e a lectureship in English
at the University of Ife, I accepted enthusiastically. Ife was a new university in Western
Nigeria partly funded by the Ford Foundation. The students were keen and polite and I
was advised to pack plenty of loose-fitting garments m a d e of cotton. The British
government would supplement m y Nigerian salary with money recorded as foreign aid
that would never leave m y Barclays account in Sheffield.
The syllabus looked Anglo-American: Shakespeare, Melville and speed-reading
for first year students. There was also an introductory course on African Literature. T o
acclimatise, I bought Things Fall Apart by Chinua Achebe, and novels by coloured
South African Peter Abrahams and Kenyan Ngugi w a Thiong'o. They had orange
Heinemann African Writers covers and in some cases illustrations were incorporated in
the text. Things Fall Apart had illustrations. It tells the story of O k o n k w o , an Igbo
farmer whose courage and hubris fail to deal with the establishment of Christian
missionaries in his village and the onset of colonial administration. H e ends by taking
his life, a gesture leaving him isolated and abandoned even in death. M o r e impressive
than any individual character they contained, all the novels created new ways of living,
constructing narrative and perceiving relations in space and time, making them
fascinating to read.
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I remember sitting on a beach outside Malaga before going to Nigeria, smelling
the w a r m wind from the huge landmass to the south and full of expectation. W h e n I
finally got to Ife, I found the students were serious and enthusiastic, the campus
beautiful and every one looked expectantly to future because the present left a good deal
to be desired. The staff, particularly the non-Africans, considered life hard. There was
by turns no electricity, no water, no beer, no Coca Cola, the university administration
was hopeless: somewhere between Kafka and Mister lohnson for the institution was
expanding at a crazy rate and m a n y of the adminstrative staff had little training. This
was what whingeing "Expats" talked incessantly about and I joining their ranks.
O f course, there was life beyond the staff-club grumbling. The local town of IleIfe was the spiritual heart of Yoruba culture and the Oni's court a place of considerable
importance with its o w n story-tellers and elaborate protocols. I was happy to learn from
m y students as well as teach them. Charles Okigbo, cousin of the Igbo poet Christopher
Okigbo helped m e with the local mythology in the limpid sequence Heavensgate
(1962). I played the role of resident whiteman (missionary, B B C reporter and so on)
with the university's travelling theatre company under the direction of Ola Rotimi,
dramatist and later film director. W e put on shows at Lagos, Ibandan, Illorin and Benin
City, a state capital several hours' drive east, packing everything, cast, crew, props, into
four dusty white landcruisers and a bus. At a time w h e n T V wasn't widespread, our
arrival in town was an event and performing under lights in open air theatres with
friendly actors and enthusiastic audiences was a wonderful experience. I published m y
first poems in Ijala and Sokoti, two magazines published on campus. During m y second
year, renowned writer and activist W o l e Soyinka returned from exile to teach in m y
department. Expat rumour had it that he ran a shrine practicing human sacrifice d o w n
the r o a d — w h o would miss the occasional mendicant, after all?
Attitudes towards death were, in truth, disturbing and to an extent I only
registered years afterwards. Following one unsuccessful coup, executions on Bar Beach
in Lagos were replayed night after night on primetime T V (dinner time) and clearly
audible from the flat upstairs. Staff members died in road crashes. A young English
lecturer from Ibadan University gave a late lecture and was killed by robbers armed
with machetes as he walked h o m e through the market. Everyone contracted malaria,
dysentery with its excruciating stomach cramps and turned yellow from the ineffective
malaria pills w e took. The only effective malaria prophylactics began to destroy optic
nerves after a year or two. W h e n the risk of holdup and carjack became too high, w e
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weren't allowed off campus. If w e were allowed, w e were advised to carry cash in the
car to give to robbers w h o might otherwise vent their frustration by lopping off a limb
or two.
I realised I was living in a place where those round m e had a different view of
death than I did. For Nigerians, life expectancy was different and death more readily
accepted as a part of life. It took m e years to acknowledge this and identify its
consequence, a sense of outrage and betrayal that left m e feeling I'd somehow been
deceived. W h e n I subsequently moved to lecture in Australia, I wrote unsuccessful
stories about waking up to small-arms fire d o w n streets and finding the roads lined by
soldiers with automatic rifles every ten metres, something I'd seen on Ikoyi Island in
Lagos. I re-read Frederick Forsyth's The Dogs of War. This had the effect of regularly
transported back to Ife where I'd first read and talked about the novel with an
anthropologist w h o complained its tribal configuration wasn't convincing. Forsyth had
in fact passed through Ife in the days when he worked as a journalist for the Daily
Express covering the Civil war.
At the same time, I was making professional use of m y experience in
Launceston by teaching the work of Achebe, Soyinka, Ngugi and coloured South
African Bessie Head. M y units were viewed by the campus administration as wildly
inappropriate to the needs of students w h o nonetheless enjoyed and valued them as
windows on other worlds. I derived aesthetic and nostalgic pleasure from the texts and
braved criticism until 'Post-colonial Lit' became fashionable. I came across the idea of
"writing back" in a book called The Empire Writes Back by Ashcroft, Griffith and Tiffin
published in 1989. T h e book argues that post-colonial texts regularly define themselves
by subversive engagement with colonial models, "writing back to the Centre" (the
phrase is Salman Rushdie's). There is no pre-colonial tabula rasa to return to. Achebe,
for instance, writes fiction in a language he calls Nigerian English and incorporates Igbo
and English narrative forms in his novels. The notion of writing back captures the
complexities of post-colonial existence running counter to simple political divisions on
maps.
In 1978, Edward Said published his study, Orientalism, and refined his thinking
in The World, the Text and the Critic (1984) and Culture and Imperialism (1993).
A m o n g s t other things, I was impressed by the vision of the imperial system as a vast
mechanism embracing legislature, politics, social sciences like anthropology, maps and
artistic work of every form—all of these things promoting hegemony and hierarchy.
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H o w could I not be impressed? This was the system that had produced m e , an elaborate
ethos and series of assumptions I had been inculcated into since King Solomon's Mines
and earlier.
I mentioned Bessie Head a few lines ago. A participant at the Iowa Writer's
Program in the 70s, she was recognised internationally for dramatic and evocative
novels from When Rainclouds Gather (1968) onwards. I arranged for her to visit
Launceston following an appearance at Adelaide Writers' W e e k in 1984 and
interviewed her for a journal called New Literatures Review n o w based at Wollongong.
She was one of a tragic generation of black and coloured South African writers w h o
went into voluntary exile in the 1950s and 60s and died young or took their o w n lives
overseas (Nat Nakasa and Richard Rive were others). She had a quiet, lilting voice and
great self-composure though it was evident she missed a son who'd moved to Canada
and found her life in exile involved considerable trauma. She explained h o w her second
novel Maru (1972) had c o m e out of a nervous breakdown and her third, A Question of
Power (1974), evidently documents another one. W h e n she left Cape T o w n she took the
unusual step of moving not to Europe or the States but to the neighbouring black state
of Botswana in 1964. She had shifted in other words, from a cosmopolitan urban setting
to a rural one, to find herself subject to sexual and racial discrimination and, what's
more, under suspicion because she was a writer. She struck m e as a private and also a
lonely person and I was sad to hear of her death in Serowe in 1986 w h e n I was
presenting a paper on her fiction in Singapore. Part 2 of The Calabar Transcript
includes an elegaic p o e m in her memory, entitled "Our Stranger".
In Head's novels, Botswanan rural life is plagued by bigotry, witchcraft used to
terrify villagers and racism practiced amongst, rather than upon, black Africans.
Education is the means by which these forces can be overcome. "Our Stranger" is told
from the point of view of a villager and recounts community suspicions and hostility
towards the new female writer w h o has moved to live there. After the speaker's
daughter travels to the U K and is in a position to identify Head's international stature as
a novelist, her mother swings from distrust to wonder. The poem's closing image
echoes a passage in the Epilogue to Serowe, Village of the Rain-Wind (1981). This book
is a collection of oral histories and memoirs and the closing lines mention: " M y h o m e at
night and the hours I spent outside it watching the yellow glow of the candle-light
through the curtains; the hours I spent inside it in long, solitary thought" (179). In m y
poem, it is the villager w h o is looking in at the candlelight—as villagers no doubt did.
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*

At this point, I would like to switch to turn—by way of a passage of prose narrative
completed early in m y project—to consider the pervasive effects of perhaps the most
powerful and notorious of all modern western fictions set in imperial Africa.
High cottonwood trees rose on either side, with lantanas hanging so
untidy and dense that sometimes you couldn't make out the tree itself.
Beneath the forest canopy, palm trees searched for light. Below them,
low foliage m a d e do with next to no light at all. In the midday sun the
launch was by no means so well sheltered. The sun came straight off
the water, turning it from deep green to white and searing the eye.
Gallwey m o v e d back under the makeshift awning he had had erected
before departure.
"Hot enough for you?" asked Engineer Dalton, w h o was sitting
beside him.
Dalton, it was clear, did not want to be sixty miles up the Benin
River. A w a y from the astringent sea-saltiness of tidal reaches,
scarcely themselves salubrious, the fevers and the varieties of w o r m s
only multiplied. W h a t was the n a m e of the creature that hatched itself
in your blood stream and became visible as it s w a m across the eye?
But Dalton had other, less medical, causes for concern about his
health. The Primrose had gone a good deal further than Europeans
usually went. The blacks in the riverside settlements, and w h o m they
occasionally heard drumming in the distant bush, were not subject to
any treaty to protect the subjects of Her Britannic Majesty Queen
Victoria. H o w long would it take to mount an expedition from
Calabar to save them? Four days at the very least. M o r e to the point,
h o w long would it take for news to get back? H e tried not to think
about some of the stories they told at the mess back at Calabar.
Gallwey did not look at the weak pink face of the other man. Why
sign on to do a job if you could not handle the conditions attached to
it. Surely he could use his skills to find employment somewhere more
acceptable to him?
A s Dalton stood up and walked away, Gallwey noticed a group of
monkeys swinging, sliding and slithering through the branches of a
tree on the left bank. A large monkey chased a smaller one along a
branch. The smaller monkey catapulted up to another, smaller stump
which was evidently rotten because it snapped off and stump and
monkey dropped together towards the water. Before they reached it, a
brown floating log in the current threshed arching upwards, long jaws
opened, and were already working from side to side to separate the
animal from the w o o d before they went below the river's surface. A
single dorsal twist sent the water eddying. Gallwey thought h o w trout
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disturbed in a river pool raised m u d with a flick of their tail and were
gone. H e and Carrington and some of the others used to trickle trout
on free Sunday afternoons at school and grill them on small fires of
twigs in Darkker's Spinney.
In the vastness of the British Empire you could do almost anything
almost anywhere. The possibilities were endless. They relied,
however, on the establishment of colonial order. A s an A D C in
Bermuda he had been a part of the maintenance of that order. But the
round of receptions and preoccupation with protocol left him
wondering what he was really doing in that planter island with its
cross-breeding, squabbles and grudges. The n e w imperial frontiers
were opening up in India, Australia, Canada, above all, through the
continental vastness of Africa. Simms, "Roly" S i m m s they called him
because of his girth, used to read despatches from The Times. It was a
relief w h e n the Bermuda posting ended and, using connections he had
begun to build at Sandhurst, he had been able to set up his present
posting.
The possibilities were endless. W h e n you had chosen, however, it
was essential to commit yourself totally. M e n like Dalton could not
see this and, so far as he was able, Gallwey as a result did his best to
avoid them. Unfortunately they cropped up too often and at times like
the present w h e n you could not easily do without them.
Johnstone, the m a n captaining The Primrose, was a very different
kettle of fish. Last night, at anchor (the river was far too tricky to
navigate after dark) Johnstone went over their progress on his chart
and discussed plans for the following day. They did this every
evening. Johnstone speculated about where the current would slow
and the bottom would shoal or sunken logs lie, ready to tear out the
launch's underbelly. H e had never been beyond the groping
mangroves in theriver'smouth and his chart was, by this stage of the
journey, constructed from hearsay. Nevertheless he would plot where
they would be at ten o'clock, the following morning, at eleven, and
where they would lie at anchor doing what they were doing n o w over
their evening whisky. For Johnstone, the meaning of his day's
existence resided entirely in a narrowing wavy line from which other
lines intricately radiated; and movement through this pattern.
Did Johnstone see the irony in names like North Point, Y o u n g T o w n ,
America, used to describe a settlement of half a dozen huts fashioned
from m u d bricks with palm leaves or, if very grand, a sheet of
corrugated iron, for a roof? Did he enjoy the comic-sounding nigger
names: Ugugu, Agagi, Gilli Gilli? Never mind if he didn't. H e would
ensure your safe arrival at them.
In the back of the launch, Gallwey noticed, the porters were getting
excited about something. They were different, these niggers, from the

ones in Bermuda, the ones w h o worked in the fields and the ones w h o
were servants, even, these days, minor officials in the administration.
The comparison said something about the civilising process. Contact
with the white m a n had quietened those boys in Bermuda, turning
them in upon their o w n dark souls. They understood what had to be
done but they did it sullenly and by night, in farm outhouses or the
back alleys, they sat round drinking rum, gambling, speaking Creole
and curiously accented English. The boys in the Protectorate on the
other hand laughed and chattered and had to be watched every inch of
the w a y but they bore you no ill-will, even w h e n they were filching
your gin or trying to m a k e off with your bed linen.
Well, that civilising process had to be gone through. A n d if it took
m a n y generations, if it was just beginning in Africa and was still not
complete in m u c h older colonies, then the sooner you got it started,
the sooner that process would be finished. Gallwey had not had m u c h
to do with farming but one afternoon as a boy he had watched a m a n
working with a horse in a field near their house. The m a n had a long
halter on the beast and, with occasional cracks of the whip he held,
taught it to m a k e endless circles, first one way, then the other. In the
evening his father explained that you had to break horses in order to
be able to ride and train them: not "break" their spirit, his father said,
but m a k e them useful, "contribute their gifts like the rest of us to the
larger scheme of things". It was in a similar w a y that Gallwey saw the
colonial presence in every colony and protectorate in the world.2

To travel into the African interior, Europeans traditionally went up river
(progress was m u c h easier) and the paragraphs just quoted, the first words I wrote for
m y project, follow the same course. They were part of a prose fiction "in progress", 20
pp. long, based on journeys m a d e in the late nineteenth century by Henry Gallwey w h o
served as deputy commissioner and vice consul in the Niger Coast Protectorate during
the 1890s. M y narrative incorporated place-names from maps of the period and
Gallwey's records of such trips, though the piece itself was fiction and behind it lay a
much more powerful and also more problematic source: Joseph Conrad's Heart of
Darkness. This is a text one can argue endlessly about but it seems to m e that, though
technically a remarkable piece of fiction, its construction of Central Africa and its
peoples is violently distorted, garish and dehumanising. W h e n I applied to do a D C A ,
John Scott in fact asked m e h o w I would avoid problems Conrad had encountered and
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I'm not sure I gave a very good answer. Looking back now, I don't think m y prose river
journey was going to c o m e up with solutions, either.3
At some stage, all the African writers I've taught m a k e reference to Heart of
Darkness. They do so in a variety of tones. Ngugi's District Officer T h o m a s Robson
w h o has been shot by M a u M a u warriors in A Grain of Wheat (1968) dies "without
uttering anything coherent except one word: brutes" (212). Like Kurtz's dying words
"Exterminate the brutes", Robson's exclamation defines his dehumanisation in a bitter
and dramatic, perhaps melodramatic, fashion. Chinua Achebe's Arrow of God, first
published inl964, refuses to allow Conrad's novel the same sort of importance opting
for something gentler, closer to ridicule. H e has his District Officer, Winterbottom,
listening in his colonial bungalow to the "distant throb of the drums" outside,
wondering: "what unspeakable rites went on in the forest at night, or was it the heartbeat of the African darkness?"(29), an ironic echo of Conrad's text. The second
sentence of Bessie Head's Maru has "black storm clouds.. .in thick folds of brooding
darkness" (5), a reference I take as a sort of sardonic acknowledgement, doffing her hat
sardonically to her eminent literary forebear.
More recently, Guyanan writer and British resident David Dabydeen has written
back with considerable comic effect to Heart of Darkness in his o w n novel The
Intended (1991). Wilson Harris has summarised his fellow countryman's narrative as
one "which turns a thematic Heart of Darkness around to illumine a groping
pilgrimage—Indian and Rastafarian—issuing from distant colonies in a new video
jungle and a labyrinth of coded sex in the city of London" (this is from a quotation on
the back cover). The young narrator w h o defines himself as "Indian West-Indian
Guyanese" is living in straitened circumstances in South London and studying for his
'A' levels and Heart of Darkness, one of his set texts, spins ironic webs round him and
his multi-ethnic friends. There's a hilarious episode where a young Rastafarian called
Joseph begins shooting his o w n idiosyncratic version of the text with a stolen video at a
World Cruise exhibit at Battersea Fun Fair. Literary image and colour symbols are
worked over with remorseless humour and the narrator is forced to wonder in the course
of his o w n literary endeavours "whether I could ever rival Conrad and the other white
writers when it came to jungle scenes" (144).
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For an account of Gallwey's journeys, see "Nigeria in the 'Nineties", Journal of the African Society, 4
(1930), 211-240.

Other responses seem to m e less happy. V. S. Naipaul's A Bend in the River
(1979) clearly engages with Conrad's text and Nigerian commentator Adewale MajaPearce is discomforted and angered by what she sees as the book's thinly-veiled racism.
Marlow has been replaced by Salim, a trader of Indian extraction w h o travels inland
from the coast of East Africa. T h e new president (the setting is implicitly Zaire under
Mobutu) seems to be a reworking of Kurtz. Both narratives evoke violence and racism
and I agree with Maja-Pearce's interpretation. I find it hard to read a statement like
"slave peoples are physically wretched, half-men in everything except in their capacity
to breed the next generation" (81) without feeling very uncomfortable though as was the
case with Marlow these words are the narrator's, not the author's. Maja-Pearce and I are
perhaps naive readers and poems like m y o w n "Drop the Nigger" also use irony in a
racist context. Nevertheless, I will argue the intention of this p o e m is to register outrage
at racism and I'm not convinced this is the effect Naipaul's text is aiming for.
Robert Edric's The Book of the Heathen (2001) is even more disturbing. It is the
most recent addition to the Heart of Darkness genre and is also the most comprehensive
re-working of Conrad's text I know. Set in the Congo inl897, the narrative turns round
the case of an Englishman, Frere, awaiting trial for the murder of an African child. Frere
seems a decent enough man. Surrounded by the violent depravities of Leopold II's rule,
though, he has become fascinated by the "abnormalities" rather than "divinities" of
men, a Kurtz to w h o m the book's narrator, James Charles Russell Frasier, plays
Marlow. A s with A Bend in the River, one can re-read Conrad's novel through Edric's
and Frere offers teasing insight into the character of Kurtz. Parody and intertextuality
abound, alternatively generating the book's sombre wit and defining its limitations.
Frere is not the only figure identified with Kurtz. The closing paragraphs of The Book of
the Heathen parody of the scene in Heart of Darkness where Kurtz's adoptive tribe try
to get him back before he is taken away by steamer. In the later novel, it is the corpse of
a sadistic priest called Klein that local w o m e n flock to, as Frasier explains.
W o m e n from a m o n g the congregation ran to Klein, flung themselves
over his body and continued their wailing, covering the corpse from
head to foot, almost as though they believed their living warmth and
fanatic beseeching might s o m e h o w resurrect the dead man,
inconsolable in their grief and flailing their arms and beating their
fists against their o w n faces and chests. Most had by then thrown off
whatever garments they wore and were n o w pressed naked over
Klein, the mass of their bodies red in the light of the fires, and they
seemed to m e , seeing them at that distance and still struggling to
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understand everything that had just happened, like scavengers in a
frenzy of bloody feeding over a recent kill.
Nash, I saw, had helped Frere upright and had taken his arms from
around his head.
Beside m e , Fletcher laid his jacket over Cornelius's face and pulled
Abbot to his feet.
A n d out on the water, A m o n ' s steamer drew slowly clear of the shore
and moved ever faster into the quickening flow of the middle channel,
visible to us only by the lamps it still showed, and I watched it as it
went, until even those few dim lights were one by one extinguished
and lost and the vessel disappeared completely into the utter and
impenetrable darkness of the night (351-2).
A s is the case with A Bend in the River and Conrad's original narrative, one can
argue the mediating effect of irony in the fictional presentation of Africans: however
I'm not persuaded by this. Skilfully constructed and historically informed as it is, I'm
dismayed that a book stubbornly anchored in the old Conradian question—who are the
real heathens, blacks or whites, them or us?—should have been shortlisted for the 2000
Booker Prize. Cliches like those in the last line of the passage above aren't even funny
anymore. The garish description of naked African w o m e n in the firelight "like
scavengers in a frenzy of bloody feeding over a recent kill" to m y mind is outrageous.

If one is going to engage with Heart of Darkness, it may well be more profitable
these days to deflate it than to strive for its grim, tragic intensity. Certainly, like colonial
texts by Cary and others afterwards, Conrad's colonial vision gave indigenous writers
during the 1950s and 60s had a clear role to fulfil: for such texts demanded repudiation,
in fact they needed re-writing. Achebe said that Things Fall Apart was prompted by the
failure of Cary's Mister lohnson to get inside either place or character, as far as Nigeria
was concerned. The Nigerian therefore set out to look at these things "from the inside"
(quoted in Pieterse and Duerden in African Writers Talking, 4). This relationship is
clear enough, but what of white writers w h o c o m e after them? Is there an overriding
danger that in going back, they will merely become mired in history? Should bleak
visions of colonial and post-colonial experience be avoided at all cost?
Writers in southern Africa from Alan Paton and Doris Lessing through to Andre
Brink, D a n Jacobson, Nadine Gordimer and J. M . Coetzee demonstrate this is not the
case. They enunciate what has been termed the "other voice" in African prose and
subject colonial hegemony and prejudice to radical scrutiny. Their work has sold
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extensively and w o n international recognition including the Nobel and Booker prizes.
T o what extent have these writers avoided the colonial stereotypes, historicallyencrusted representations and paternalistic attitudes bequeathed by the colonial
mindset?
It seems to m e that vestiges of these things do remain. Characters in Paton's Cry
the Beloved Country (1948) for instance appear sentimentalised and two-dimensional
when compared with what w e find in Mine Boy, a novel by Peter Abrahams published
two years earlier. A simple synopsis of the two narratives makes the point. In Cry the
Beloved Country, the Reverend Stephen K u m a l o travels to Johannesburg in search of
his lost son and his sister only to discover the former has murdered a white m a n and the
latter has turned to prostitution. K u m a l o returns h o m e with his sister. The son faces up
to what he has done and is condemned to death but the father of the dead white m a n
tries to wrest something from the tragedy by helping the destitute black community of
which the boy had been part. In contrast with the paternalism evoked here, Abrahams'
character X u m a asserts responsibility for himself. A n uneducated boy from the country,
he makes the same journey as Kumalo and his son and is subject to poverty and
violence like other urbanised blacks around him. However, X u m a matures, learns to
deal with injustice and the novel closes with his protest against the racism and also the
harsh conditions black and white workers endure in the gold mines. If anyone is going
to save X u m a , in other words, it will be the m a n himself.
M o r e recent novels by Gordimer and Coetzee leave little room for
sentimentalisation of blacks or whites. July's People (1982) predicts what will happen
as the old white regime is finally overthrown. Maureen Smales discovers the emptiness
of bourgeois values as she flees from Johannesburg with her family to take refuge in the
village their indigenous servant July comes from. Point of view in the novel alternates
between white and black characters, with Maureen and July at its centre. However,
where the reader is left aware of the ground Maureen has covered and the liberated, if
uncertain, state she finds herself at the novel's close, July is given no comparable
possibility of growth. This is not a matter of racism but of imaginative and technical
limitation. In m y view, at any rate, the character of Maureen is complex and dynamic
where July remains only partly evolved.
Ngugi w a Thiong'o has accused J. M . Coetzee of "perpetuating the European
racist tradition" in Foe (1986), a parodic re-writing of Defoe's Robinson Crusoe and
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though its consequences m a y be redemptive, the multiple rape of a white w o m a n by
poor blacks in Disgrace (1999) seems to m e uncomfortably close to old stereotypes.4
In spite of this, I don't think there's m u c h doubt that Cry the Beloved Country,
July's People and Disgrace in their different periods helped—to use the old editor's
adage and test—change the w a y readers saw the world. W e live at a time of obscene
disparity between rich and poor, developed and under-developed countries and any
writing that can break d o w n barriers and "connect" as E. M . Forster put it, is a
worthwhile exercise. Last night I watched a television adaptation of Nancy Mitford's
Love in a Cold Climate about life in upper-class pre-war England, immediately
followed by a chilling documentary about street children in Lusaka. All the authors I've
been mentioning m a k e one pause and reconsider a world where such transitions pass
unremarked every m o m e n t of the day. The fact that the type of "crossover" white postcolonial writers engage in will be subject to limitations and necessarily become dated,
doesn't take away the value of contributing to a process extending consciousness.
Acknowledging limitations whilst at the same time trying to go beyond them is a
paradox at the centre of this project from start to finish.
So I went ahead with m y project having taken stock of all this and of pitfalls that
could be avoided, including taking trips up-river. Instead, I thought I'd try something
different from anything undertaken by the white writers I've mentioned: I'd tackle the
story infirstperson of an indigenous leader overthrown by British imperial might.

Conclusion
W h e n I began this D C A project, experience had provided m e with a privileged
introduction to writers and life in West Africa in particular. In addition, I had access to
post-colonial theory to structure m y reading. However, childhood conditioning and the
erstwhile role of "Expat" exerted an influence on m e so that in spite of all I'd learned
from Achebe, Head and others, this theory remained theory and at arm's length as far as
m y o w n writing was concerned. The prose narrative I'd started writing was too close to
its sources to allow m e to address this conflict. It was only after reading more widely
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that I was able to address tensions eventually embodied in the configuration of Parts 1
and 2 of the The Calabar Transcript and to establish the narrative at the heart of the
collection in Part 3.
A note on the term "Africa". Although a single word to describe a continent of
diverse peoples is wildly unsatisfactory it was current w h e n I grew up and still is, so
I've used it. Ryszard Kupuscinski, a writer for w h o m I have the highest regard,
introduces his book The Shadow of the Sun (2001) as follows:
This is not...a book about Africa, but rather some people from
there—encounters with them, and time spent together. T h e continent
is too large to describe. It is a veritable ocean, a separate planet, a
varied, immensely rich cosmos. Only with the greatest simplification,
for the sake of convenience, can w e say "Africa". In reality, except as
a geographical appellation, Africa does not exist.
This is true and expresses m y o w n reservations perfectly. His book is nonetheless
subtitled " M y African Life" and, like this Exegesis, includes "Africa" and "African" in
the text.

2. Ovonramwen: Form and Subject
In 1976, Nigeria was scheduled to host the Festival of Black Arts and Culture. It was an
opportunity for Ola Rotimi to stage Ovonramwen

Nogbaisi (1974), enthusiastically

embraced by the company's actors and still amongst his most popular works. In the
event the head of state Murtala M o h a m m e d was killed in an attempted coup and
everything was postponed for two years by which time I had left the country. In 1975,
before the assassination took place, Rotimi invited m e to play one of the white roles and
so I read the script. It described the overthrow of the last ruler of the pre-colonial Benin
empire by British forces in 1897. A note by the playwright identified his intention to
celebrate the central character, Ovonramwen, a leader "long portrayed by the biases of
Colonial History in the mien of the most abominable sadist" (xi). H e was, the note
continued, a m a n "more sinned against than sinning", prey to colonial expansion driven
by trade. The play's text indicated that Benin's rout and destruction were precipitated
by the actions of insubordinate officers, together with Ovonramwen's failure to take
control of the situation.
O v o n r a m w e n appealed as a subject for m y D C A project because he represented
a link, albeit tenuous, with m y time in Ife and because of the dramatic potential of
situations he'd found himself in. Besides, it was difficult to think of anyone whose
experience and temperament were further from m y own, which could pose interesting
creative challenges. T h e fact m y life was so far from his could even, paradoxically
enough, open up possibilities for m y o w n self-exploration. T o research his life and find
out about the people he ruled might, I hoped, heighten m y understanding of imperialism
from the "other side" and also help m e examine cross-cultural negotiation from a
practical, artistic point of view.
Henry Gallwey, the m a n I'd followed up river journey, played a small but
extremely significant part in Ovonramwen's life. In 1892 Gallwey managed to obtain
Ovonramwen's agreement to a treaty with her Britannic Majesty's government which,
though it's most likely the O b a didn't understand this, stipulated a number of major
changes to the E d o people he headed. These included the removal of trade barriers, the
outlawing of the accepted practice of h u m a n sacrifice and the transformation of the
kingdom into a British protectorate. Five years later an inexperienced colonial officer
called Phillips decided to lead a party to Benin to do something about the Oba's noncompliance with the treaty. It was an ill-founded decision which led to the ambush of
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his party, the deaths of seven whites (two more escaped), many carriers and a massive
Punitive Expedition rapidly organised from Britain that ended Ovonramwen's reign and
destroyed a significant part of the city of Benin.
A s far as I know, Gallwey wasn't directly involved in the punitive expedition
and he later moved on round the colonial circuit. In 1902, he became governor of St
Helena (he reintroduced capital punishment on the island) moving afterwards to
Gambia. H e married Baroness Marie Carola Fransiska Roselyn D'Erlanger, a
sympathetic and cultured w o m a n in London eleven years later. Eventually, as Sir Henry
Galway (he changed the spelling- of his name) he became Governor of South Australia,
distinguishing himself for the number of m e n he recruited tofightin the First World
W a r and also for his political ineptness (he once remarked that in Australia "the people
are ruled by the coolies"). Sacked by the Colonial Office after the war, he returned to
Britain and devoted his energies to a scheme assisting boys to m o v e to work in
Australia.
Galway (as I'll call him in future) and Ovonramwen made an interesting pair.
Each was associated with imperial order for under Ovonramwen Benin, once one of the
region's great empires, continued to exert control over neighbouring tribes until 1897.
Both m e n had a hubristic streak in their nature and later in life had to confront political
and personal failure. Ovonramwen's death in 1914 occurred as Britain was about to
enter W W 1 and confirm its o w n imperial demise in coming decades, a fact suggested
broader ironies. I began sketching a narrative structure that I believed would m o v e back
and forth between the two men's lives. I planned to use prose for the Galway sections
and poems for the life of the Benin leader. The day-to-day running of the British Empire
could certainly be described as prosaic: it was commonplace and dull and, literally,
something fashioned with prose, in the form of endless messages back and forth to
Whitehall. (I later read some of these in the Public Records Office at Kew.) B y contrast
"poetic" seemed an appropriate term to describe aesthetic and spiritual vibrancy of the
Edo.
A s m y project unfolded however, O v o n r a m w e n took over and I only went back
to Galway on two more occasions. H e became the anonymous colonial official
obtaining the agreement of O v o n r a m w e n in Part 3 of The Calabar Transcript in a p o e m
titled "The Vice Consul's Treaty". I also began a fictional diary of Galway's life in
retirement in Britain, set during winter as he worries about boys he's sent out to
Australia and about his wife Marie w h o is ill and going to die soon (the historical Marie

did in fact die before her husband). From Ovonramwen's point of view in Part 3 of The
Calabar Transcript, Galway cuts a very different figure, devoid of sympathy,
monstrous, a bellicose, dehumanised being known only by his title, assembled from the
hardware and personnel of war, a machine to subjugate others:
His carriage is field-guns.
His neck coils like a steel spring,
his gravitas a ball and chain
around that spring.
His eyes are generals
with outriders.
They say:
Enough.
It's time.
H e buckles in his might
and speaks,
I sign,
" X " marks the spot,
his smile clots.
\5
H e sharpens those rat's teeth of his. ( T C T 93)From Prose T o Poetry

The poem just quoted was one of the last to be completed in the project. The ones in th

first draft looked very different though I already had an idea in general terms of what
was aiming for: a discontinuous narrative from short poems constructing
Ovonramwen's life. The sequence would present a highly selective and impressionistic
account from accession to death twenty-five years later. Poetic utterance would be
charged, concentrated and driven by Ovonramwen's voice asfirst-personand first-hand
narrator. Where prose fiction conventionally shifts between dramatic experience and
exposition, short poems favour thefirstof these and rely on the title and other devices to
ensure the reader has enough information to make sense of what's going on. Dramatic
monologue assembled from individual poems would therefore allow me to go rapidly to
the heart of issues as I perceived them and I felt much more comfortable about doing
this than attempting a history novel about an Edo chief who lived more than a century
ago. Achebe had shown how complex an undertaking this would be.
Whilst I didn't intend writing drama, I did think about Shakespeare's histories
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and R o m a n plays and the powerful role dramatic verse can occupy in historical
narrative. I was also interested in h o w these plays use time. Antony and Cleopatra, for
instance, is a masterpiece of anachronism with at least three time settings, last century
B C , seventeenth century England and the m o m e n t of performance, all simultaneously in
operation. This encouraged m e to think about layers of time in m y o w n narrative,
though I only addressed the idea properly as the project came to an end.
Antony and Cleopatra prompts one more comment. It would be possible to
mount a feminist-historicist critique of the play by pointing out that the original
Cleopatra was in reality a mature, competent ruler w h o received little justice in
Shakespeare's account. The character of Richard in Richard III was shaped to serve
dramatic ends and also the politics of Tudor England, rather than present a just and
accurate portrait of an historical individual. These plays reminded m e of the necessity to
make m y o w n artistic decisions about historical narrative, rather than striving to
recreate some absolutely "authentic" version of it. This didn't mean setting out
arbitrarily to distort character and event as I perceived them—quite the reverse—but it
did help m e to keep in mind what m y o w n artistic priorities were.
Historical sources forfirstO v o n r a m w e n poems
i) Prose texts
Thefirstsource historical source I consulted to research Ovonramwen's life was Joseph
Egharevba's History of Benin (n. d.). Egharevba was a Christian Edo from Benin.
Chapter 25 of his History offers a brief account of Ovonramwen's rule between 1888,
the year his father Adolo died and 1897, when O v o n r a m w e n was deposed and sent into
exile in the city of Calabar.
Egharevba's portrait contains conflicting elements. Thefirstnine paragraphs
present an uncompromising, pragmatic leader w h o was in control almost the whole of
his short reign. H e regularly put d o w n threats to his leadership from outlying centres
and neighbouring rulers. In the reign's opening months, he suppressed acts of
insubordination at the town of Akure. In 1892, Nana, an Itsekiri leader, tried to prevent
trade with the E d o people. O v o n r a m w e n subsequently exacted payment for this, in the
form of n e w iron roofing for his palace. There were succession problems in E k p o m a in
1895. Again, the O b a brought his authority to bear and in the following year, built an
eko or war c a m p at Obadan where over ten thousand soldiers were trained and "used in
Agbor and other campaigns" he planned (49).

H e was even tougher on dissent within the city. Shortly after becoming Oba, "he
had chiefs Obaraye, Obazelu, Osia, Eribo and others put to death on the charge that they
had opposed his election" (47). Uwangue, the "Oba's great favourite", was suspected of
having advised O v o n r a m w e n to take this action and was murdered in 1895 by members
of the House of Iwebo. O v o n r a m w e n had chiefs and others belonging to the House of
Iwebo charged with murder and "after a hasty trial were all found guilty and executed"
(48).
After the first nine paragraphs, the picture changes. Egharevba mentions
thel892 treaty with Henry Galway and Phillip's ill-judged adventure. Hearing a party of
nine Europeans and two hundred and forty carriers was on its way, Egharevba explains,
O v o n r a m w e n requested a delay until he had completed the major ceremony of Ague.
His request was denied. W h e n he sent five chiefs headed by a chief called Ologboshere
to escort the party safely to Benin, the History continues, the chiefs ignored his orders,
killing seven of the Europeans and the majority of carriers.
Horrified w h e n he heard what had happened, the O b a "began to offer very many
human sacrifices to ward off the danger" (50). In February, a punitive expedition
assembled off the coast and British naval forces began assaults by land and water.
Though Edo warriors put up stiff resistance, the British took Benin on the seventeenth
of February and caused a fire "from the palace to the buildings in the city" that burned
for four days. A s the British approached the city, Ovonramwen "dressed himself up"
and sat in the palace tower before being prevailed on to "quit the city for a while". H e
went into hiding with a few wives—the rest were sent back to their
families—surrendered after a few weeks, escaped briefly and following recapture was
tried and sent into exile.
The fact that the chiefs ignored Ovonramwen's crucial orders suggested his
control had never been as certain as had Egharevba previously suggested. Egharevba
also notes that, on hearing of the Oba's flight, an important warrior "rebelled... and
began to pillage and massacre" the Oba's subjects (50), another detail undermining the
image of the absolute ruler. M y impression was of a m a n who, though ready to act
decisively and brutally to maintain his authority, finally succumbed in the face of
internal and external forces that always threatened him.
In addition to information about the power politics of Ovonramwen's reign,
Evharegba mentions more domestic details. These, including the spectacular wedding
for Ovonramwen's eldest daughter Evbakhavbokun to Ologboshere (the m a n w h o later
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led the ambush) and the Oba's continuing determination to refurbish parts of the palace
suggested energy and pride on his part.
Egharevba's recasting of politics, dissension and family drama seemed to reflect
a familiarity with traditional oral narrative that implied communal knowledge and
authority. Although I found the brutality of Ovonramwen's world disturbing—there
were shades of the televised executions drifting d o w n from the upstairs flat in Ife—I
appreciated Egharevba's ability to record execution and human sacrifice without
sermons. H e did not construct O v o n r a m w e n as sadistic, despotic or evil. This Edo story,
with its violent acts of revenge and realpolitic, reminded m e of Shakespeare's Henry
/V-V trilogy.
M y second source for details of Ovonramwen's life and Benin was H. Ling
Roth's Great Benin, Its Customs, Arts and Horrors, reprinted in 1968. This interweaves
extracts from various historical records of Benin with sketches of sacred and secular art
objects removed by the British punitive expedition and distributed to Western m u s e u m s
and collectors (the expedition was retrospectively financed, in part, by sales these
attracted). Like m a n y of the sources he quotes, Ling Roth had never been to Benin, but
his brother Felix had served there as a medical officer in 1897. The book's title
accurately identifies a rather chopped-up blend of anthropology, art-history with some
sensational reportage designed to appeal a British audience w h o had recently read about
the Punitive Expedition in their newspapers. The British press had generated outrage at
the death of the Phillips party and the general public and art cognoscenti alike were
amazed at the unlooked-for beauty and power of bronzes and ivory carving w h e n they
arrived in Britain and were put on display.
For centuries in fact, Europeans had m a d e a habit of marveling over any signs of
technology, including building techniques and town planning "discovered" in Africa.
They put forward theories about wandering tribes of westerners w h o must have been
responsible for such advanced skills and then disappeared, indigenes plainly being
incapable of doing so. The great walls of Z i m b a b w e were a famous case in point,
inspiring tales of a long-lost tribe of Phoenicians w h o came, constructed the walls and
vanished again. Ling Roth's book includes a passage by the seventeenth century Dutch
writer Olfert Dapper, comparing Benin's spacious streets and elaborate palace
architecture with cities in his native Holland in 1688. The Dutchman understood Benin
had been built by the E d o people living there. In ironic celebration of European
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fantasies about lost tribes however, I shanghaied his thoughts, putting them instead in
the mind of a fictitious Eurocentric traveler to the city:
W h o dreamed this palace,
—its wide, airy galleries,
teeming anterooms—large as a city
the size of Harlem, for instance?
Where did they go, w h o have left
in their stead a fine, simple people,
warriors, priests, friendly enough,
but no more able to conceive
such creations than children?
A mystery: to get to the heart
of which, w e interrogate
a barbarian king with his ivory
fly whisk and courtiers, regarding
transports they c a m e in, these others,
and w h y they sailed off.
The p o e m is "dated" 1688. It wasn't included in The Calabar Transcript but is worth
mentioning as an instance of the wealth of material asking to be written about and the
ease with which contemptuous European attitudes make themselves targets for ironic
humour.
Great Benin includes a good deal of information on subjects like "Court Life
and Etiquette" and "The City and Its Buildings" which furnished useful background
material. O f course it is mediated through a colonial lens, as is the case with the
following quotation from a trader called Cyril Punch with sketch attached, describing a
visit to Ovonramwen's court:
As night fell the lamp C was lighted, and threw a ghastly light on a
skull on the altar. Nobles kept coming in and took up their position on
the right of the hall at A , m a n y bringing with them the swing lamps
already described...people also thronged in behind us at D. At length
the king came in through the door from his private quarters. H e was
really elegantly dressed in flowing robes of gold and silver tissue, his
arms being upheld by two of his o w n "boys" not by nobles. M a n y of
his unclothed attendants thronged in behind him, and took up a position
on the left side of the hall at B. Conversation between the king and
ourselves was kept up by means of interpreters, w h o walked up and
d o w n the length of the hall with every question and answer (119).
The light on the skull has the ring of Rider Haggard and I always found it necessary to
read Ling Roth's book "against the grain". O n e could, after all, do a similarly gothic job
on a Catholic church implying sado-masochism in the statuary and noting the cross at
the focal point of the altar as a site of violent torture.

Cyril Punch apparently had special access to the Oba. The two m e n respected
and, one gathers, liked each other. Punch was one of thefirstwhites to meet
O v o n r a m w e n after the death of Adolo and obtained a special kind of metal to assist with
a shrine the O b a was constructing for his father. Ovonramwen explained h o w a new
leader was elected and that he had had to overcome the rival claim of a brother,
Orukotu. They also discussed other issues, including ritual execution. According to
Punch: "The King told m e he was sick of it all, but that he could not discontinue the
customs of his ancestors" (66). Perhaps Ovonramwen was saying what he thought
Punch wanted to hear. Even so, this last detail in m y opinion sounded like a confidence
the O b a had chosen to share with Punch: and this led on to the possibility of a
relationship between the two m e n that became an important component in thefinaldraft
of poems.
A. F. C. Ryder's Benin and the Europeans 1485-1897 (1969) supplied further
information about historical context. Ryder documents an enduring, continually
changing relationship between the ruling Edo dynasty to which Ovonramwen belonged
and a variety of European contacts. The book's chapter headings provide a broad
outline of h o w Ryder saw the European side of the relationship developing over four
hundred years: "The era of Portuguese monopoly", "English and Dutch beginnings",
"The Capuchin missions", "The Dutch at Ughoton", "The slave-trade era", "British
encroachment". Ryder's account, in other words, is presented in terms of the European
master narrative. A s Professor of History at University of Ibadan in Nigeria, Ryder was
nevertheless in a position to supply useful information about h o w the Edo constitution
ensured a balance of power existed between the O b a and powerful palace and town
chiefs. This put in place a set of checks limiting the Oba's authority and also ensured a
continual struggle and endless in-fighting between him and the chiefs.
The face of a notable Edo Queen Mother, Idia, gave m e the opportunity to write
back to the master narrative of European history as articulated by historians like Ryder.
Magnified in photographs and manipulated in a variety of ways, this face has become a
ubiquitous icon of African art and culture. It derives from a number of almost identical
hip masks including one I saw at the British M u s e u m . This mask became the subject of
a short p o e m included in the short three-part sequence called 'At the British M u s e u m '
called "Queen's Head in Ivory" and appears in Part 1 of thefinalversion of The
Calabar Transcript.
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Heirloom and fashion statement,
the high-domed pate's attendant
radiating frieze of tiny heads
signs power: squidgy
moustachios and beards
in Portuguese, surround
an ageless dentine face
whose heavy-lidded eyes
and smoky grain see
through, past, far beyond. (TCT 22)
Without becoming ponderous, I wanted to emphasise the traditionalism that
created the carved head and its quality of being memorial art, simultaneously in and out
of time (like Keats' Grecian Urn or Donne's "bracelet of bright haire about the bone"):
hence the conflicting tones of the first line's "heirloom and fashion statement", mixing
irreverence with solemnity. The poem's next seven lines describe what the carved face
looks like and m a k e explicit the statement it makes about Edo-European relations. The
large, round forehead is a dominant feature. The long straight hair and moustaches on
the tiny heads placed round it are European, not African (they belong to Portuguese
navigators of the sixteenth century). Size denotes power in Edo visual representation so
the head offers a direct w a y to share the E d o perception subordinating visiting
Europeans to the E d o court. They are literally on the fringe of power: turned in fact into
a frieze, a decorative motif and adjunct. The adjective "radiating" characterises the way,
like miniature spokes, the sailors seem to c o m e out from a centre (the Queen's head).
"Radiating" also carries connotations of "radiant" in the scientific sense of "transmitting
energy, force ("radiant power") and, in a poetic register, of being glorious, almost
celestial, like the sun.
In its reconstruction of the art work it describes, the p o e m thus attempts to
translate an E d o perception of European figures and what they represent. The final
three-line stanza specifically endows the ivory eyes with a visionary power to transcend
history. T h e eyes become symbols of shifting perceptions of the nature of EdoEuropean power relations in the sixteenth century, the present day and whatever the
future holds. They appear "heavy-lidded" with the suggestion of withholding
information, knowing more than they're going to tell. The "ageless dentine" of the ivory
(incidentally, colonials would say they found a "tooth" which w e would n o w call a tusk)
has greyed with time: so you can see its grain. In the context, "smoky" (how the surface
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of the ivory looked to m e ) carried connotations of the Biblical idea of seeing through a
glass darkly now, but "face to face" when finally in the eternal presence.
The poem is descriptive and it's not necessary for the reader to have seen the
head I was re-figuring in words. I hope the head's spiritual as well as secular power are
clearly communicated. The poem has a compressed, charged quality designed to avoid
romanticising or sentimentalising its subject and, through its texture and construction, to
represent concentrated the energies stored in the carved face.
Going back to Ryder's book, I tried to resist what might be described as the
"Prester John" approach: that is to say, to avoid greeting with fascination facts and
probabilities it contained such as that previous Obas learned to speak English,
welcomed missionaries and showed their emancipated condition by dealing with
European visitors on their own terms. (Prester John was a mythical black leader
supposed to be spreading the word of God somewhere in medieval Abyssinia.) It was
also important to avoid what Edward Brathwaite characterises as "the bitter waste that
was Benin" (The Arrivants, 90) by dwelling on the ruling dynasty's role as slave
traders.
Ryder also returned to events surrounding Ovonramwen's election. H e calls his
rival brother Orokhorho (not Orukotu: Punch was not very reliable with names) and
presents a synopsis I will include both for information it contains and as an illustration
of historical narrative my own poetic version offers a clear alternative to.
Soon after Idugbowa became Oba with the title Ovonramwen he
struck at his opponents, putting to death the chiefs Eribo, Obareye,
Obazulu, Osia and large numbers of lesser m e n on a charge of
conspiring against his accession. H e also destroyed the large village
of Ugbini, presumably because it was against him; and other places
possibly shared the same fate, for rumours of massacres reached the
factories in the Benin River. M a n y of his subjects suspected that
O v o n r a m w e n had been advised to take these measures by U w a n g u e
w h o in 1895 fell victim to a conspiracy headed by Obaduagbon and
Erasoyen, two of the surviving chiefs of the Iwebo association.
Investigations uncovered the plot and a further purge ensued
involving the enforced suicide of more Iwebo chiefs including these
two and several of their accomplices. The trader Punch believed, on
the contrary, that the U w a n g u e , E z o m o and Obarisiagbon had been
mixed up with Orokhorho's faction, and that Ovonramwen's chief
supporters had been the lower-ranking ukoba and the chief eunuch.
These two interpretations are not necessarily incompatible, for the
composition of factions doubtless changed during the course of the
struggle between the two brothers; moreover, the bitterness against
the U w a n g u e would be all the more understandable if he had deserted

Orokhorho's party and used his influence with O v o n r a m w e n to
destroy his erstwhile allies. A n d even though some doubt surrounds
these events, it is clear enough that bitter feuds divided the Benin
hierarchy, and especially the ranks of the palace chiefs, during the
opening years of Ovonramwen's reign. The faction which in former
reigns had found an outlet and run its course in civil war was thus
diverted into subterranean channels of conspiracy, sedition and
murder where they contributed to thefinalcatastrophe (263).
It is interesting to watch a professional historian constructing a narrative with its o w n
satisfying irony and morality, a process rounded off with a footnote he includes about
the O b a seeming "especially anxious for European support and countenance, as he
knew well the large party against him" (263).
From Ovonramwen's point of view, I learned from Ryder, it was possible to
look back over four centuries of partnership with European rulers and their
representatives, a fact that offered promising possibilities I thought m y narrative could
explore over and beyond the relationship with Cyril Punch. There was the possibility
that earlier in his reign the O b a m a y have imagined working closely and directly with
the British presence along the coast and indeed back in the imperial centre. What I had
in mind wasn't the hearty neo-imperial pact of Kipling's "The Ballad of East and
W e s t " — " B u t there is neither East nor West, Border,/ nor Breed nor Birth,/ W h e n two
strong m e n stand face to face,/ Though they come from the ends of the earth!"—but an
imaginative embrace of difference notably on the part of the E d o leader.
This embrace is re-enacted in different forms throughout modern African
literature by Abrahams, Achebe, Ngugi and m a n y writers w h o came later. Wole
Soyinka's autobiographical Ake: Years of Childhood (1981) is a classic example,
describing for instance what it was like to be a boy growing up in Yorubaland in the
mid 1930s-40s and learning about a world beyond his own. M y project would provide
an opportunity to speculate about the process of cross-cultural interaction forty years
before Soyinka's narrative begins.
ii) D r a m a
Ola Rotimi's play Ovonramwen

Nogbaisi, was the only imaginative account of

the Oba's life I considered in detail and I read it a second time. There are three acts. The
first, set in Ovonramwen's palace, opens with the O b a condemning two "prisoners",
Obaruduagbon and Esasoyen, to death for the crime of killing Uwangue, his "Chief
Advisor". Before being led off to execution, they predict O v o n r a m w e n will be
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supplanted by "Whitemen" w h o "will c o m e soon" (6). In rapid succession, w e see the
Oba: (i) assert his power over rebellious villages mentioned by Egharevba, (ii)
confronted by a prophesy of d o o m from an Ifa priest, (iii) entering into a treaty with
Galway, (iv) appointing Ologboshere to suppress the insubordinate Udezi of Akure and
(v) giving Ologboshere his daughter's hand in marriage.
In order to generate an edgy, dynamic, doom-laden atmosphere and establish
bold character symmetry, the dramatist radically reconfigures the accepted chronology
of virtually the whole of Ovonramwen's period as O b a (eight years, approximately) and
transposes and simplifies details within it.
The second act covers the two and a half months between the disastrous foray by
Phillips and his party to Benin and the defeat of the E d o by the British punitive
expedition. W e m o v e between anxious debates in the Oba's palace, Phillips' party as it
moves towards ambush and is overwhelmed, and defeat subsequently inflicted by the
punitive expedition. Dramatic action is enhanced by drumming, precise lightinginstructions and magnificent chants in E d o that are also translated into English.
The third act begins with a scene depicting Ovonramwen's initial trial by
members of the British force. It incorporates information and characters from a
transcript of the trial by Felix Roth included as an appendix in Great Benin.
O v o n r a m w e n states he neither ordered nor condoned the murder of members of
Phillips's party. In the longest speech in the play, he gives something between an
explanation and apologia in regard to the episode. H e refers to the frightening impact of
British expansionism and ruthless treatment of rulers of neighbouring tribes, together
with the reckless disrespect shown by Phillips for the Ague ritual.
This sounds like editorialising on the part of the dramatist. At the very end of the
scene, O v o n r a m w e n re-asserts himself: "I a m still Idugbowa, the son of Adolo...HoeLeopard of the Benin Empire—O-v-o-n-r-a-m-w-e-n N-o-g-b-a-i-s-i! [Dons his crown
and strides off with defiant dignity.. . ] " . 6 The rest of the play follows a trajectory that
has as m u c h to do with the dramatic function of the central character as anything in
historical sources listed above. In hiding, the O b a asks E z o m o to send word to
Ologboshere that "thefightwith the Whitemen begins afresh...we continue the grapple
with the Whiteman and die nobly in the sweat of it" (64). Ologboshere did mount his

6

Idugbowa was his birth name. Ovonramwen was the name he adopted when he became Oba. For
reasons of clarity, m y poems only use the second name.

o w n private campaign after 1897 against the British but I'm aware of no evidence
suggesting this was at the Oba's instruction and this detail seems to m e primarily to
emphasise the fortitude of the O b a himself. In a scene somewhat reminiscent of Lear on
the heath with Kent and the Fool, O v o n r a m w e n reviews what has happened with his
Fool or "Court Jester", Uzazakpo.
They are betrayed to British forces by E z o m o and an Epilogue completes the dramatic
action with two Benin warriors in chains, looking "very m u c h like the prisoners" in the
Prologue (78). They trudge across the stage, talking of the Oba's failing health n o w "the
times are no more his o w n " and of a wide breakdown of allegiance in the state. Finally,
with Sophoclean resignation, they mutter: "It is well./Let fate laugh on. It is/well"(79).
Ovonramwen

Nogbaisi presents a tragic agon, a ritual celebration of old and new

empires colliding and ending the reign of the Ovonramwen in the process. The central
motif of the play is betrayal. A s the O b a is continually threatened by internal forces that
should support him, so his appeal for reciprocity by Galway and the British also falls on
deaf ears: " W e cannot love someone w h o does not really love us in return. T o love
someone w h o does not love you in return is like shaking the huge iroko tree to make
tiny dew-drops fall"(20). These sentences represent a statement about the human
condition, not an analysis of individual behaviour or character trait. Rotimi's play
offered m e valuable lessons in artistic refashioning of received historical narrative; it
did not, as far as I could see, supply m u c h further documentary evidence.
It is interesting to note, by the way, that Rotimi's o w n tribal affiliations are with
the Yoruba and Ijo, not Edo. A s a result, his engagement with Ovonramwen was with a
fellow countryman but not tribal member, indicating for all its sympathy a possible
degree of detachment, too, from a subject some of Rotimi's o w n forebears m a y have
had little reason to respect or like.
iii) Photographs
Another historical source I consulted consisted of a number of photographs of
Ovonramwen taken in the years after his capture. The frontispiece of Ling Roth's book
has a portrait "From a photograph taken on board the Niger Coast Protectorate Yacht
while the King was on his w a y to exile". The O b a is seated in a woven chair, bareshouldered, what looks like an iron chain round his neck, wrapped in a robe of heavy
material. H e stares evenly back at the camera, fingers intertwined, almost smiling.
Another photograph in the Department of Ethnology at Manchester M u s e u m also shows

him also on board ship, perhaps in the same chair, though in a different robe, with
chained ankles peeping out. This time, three indigenous solders in uniform stand to
attention, holdingriflesand he looks angry, brows creased, mouth a disgruntled slash:
m u c h as one might expect a deposed god-king to appear.
In a photo I saw in the M u s e u m of Mankind, Ovonramwen wears the same robe,
standing, a figure of magisterial presence and charisma, brow creased and looking
angrier than ever. I found one more photograph in the photographic library of the
Foreign and Commonwealth Office in Whitehall, titled in longhand "Obasiki and wives
in exile at Calabar" (where O v o n r a m w e n spent his later years and died in exile). T o m y
eye, there is no question this is the m a n as in the other photographs, a good deal older,
sitting in a printed robe and coral necklaces (indicating nobility amongst the Edo)
between two w o m e n in feather hats and European dresses. The w o m a n on the right of
the picture is younger than the one on the left; they each lay a hand on his shoulder. H e
wears an elaborate European hat out of comic opera, fringed with frills. H e peers back
through the same narrowed eyes as the first picture, looking vulnerable, venerable, gone
to seed, it's hard to be sure which. It is an image with stories embedded in it and,
notably, inspired "At the Photographer's" ( T C T 111).
The photographs hinted at what other sources indicated: Ovonramwen was a
m a n of great physical presence, volatile, passionate, a dramatic and complex figure
faced with crisis and a need to cope with change on a scale it's almost impossible to
imagine. O n e of the commonplaces about writing is that it is often advisable to choose
subject-matter one is familiar with. Certainly, I felt more secure artistically speaking as
I began m y original prose journey upriver with Galway and his acquaintances. A s I got
to k n o w Ovonramwen, however, I began to sense not only a more interesting person
than Galway, but also a set of situations vastly more taxing and varied. Galway was a
product of an imperial system designed to annex and control, he knew what he was
called on to do and decisions he m a d e simply involved putting this into practice.
Ovonramwen, also brought up to control and dictate, by contrast faced more and more
questions as his reign went on, a fact that accounts perhaps for the chameleon figure in
photographic images he left behind. These photos are also behind the mercurial element
in the character I set out to create at the centre of the O v o n r a m w e n drafts—most of all,
in the completed version of Part 3.
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iv) Newspapers and Punch's narrative
Reading completed later in the project at the British Library's Newspaper Library at
Colindale substantiated what Rotimi had in mind in referring to colonial representations
of O v o n r a m w e n as sadist. A "savage and bloodthirsty negro potentate" to be brought to
reason from the Daily Graphic, 13 Jan. 1897 was one of the milder references and The
Times like others was fuller of angry letters when news of Phillips's disastrous mission
was published. There were more moderate comments by those w h o had visited the
region and, though it was by this stage beyond scope of m y narrative, it would be
interesting to examine the use of this material as a basis for a dramatic script set in the
period.
Another source I consulted, this time at Rhodes House at Oxford, was a 48 pp.
typescript by Cyril Punch entitled A Visit to the King of Benin made in 1889. Again,
having committed myself to a narrative constructed from short poems and focusing on
Ovonramwen, this was useful primarily for useful background it provided and its
confirmation of Punch as an observant and thoughtful m a n prepared, to a point anyway,
to take things on their o w n terms. For prose narrative or drama in particular, his account
could also prove invaluable.
From Source to Narrative: First Draft of O v o n r a m w e n poems
There were forty-five poems in the first draft of poems about Ovonramwen. A
complete list of titles is included in Appendix 1, pp. 143-144.
Having considered opening m y narrative with Ovonramwen's childhood years, I
decided instead to begin at the m o m e n t a messenger brings news of his father's death.
This dramatic point of departure marked the beginning of Ovonramwen's role as
contender for the position of Oba. In addition, Egharevba's and Ryder's accounts of his
life also commenced at this time and, though I had put together m y o w n version of
Ovonrawen's biography in outline I was reliant on them for anecdotes and
supplementary detail. I wrote a series of poems outlining his campaign to become Oba,
followed by an extended treatment of his eight-year reign, overthrow and a brief
account of what happened afterwards.
Egharevba provided details I could incorporate straight into m y narrative
because of the symbolic weight they carried. For instance, Ovonramwen's plans to
refurbish the palace seemed indicative of a desire to regenerate the state and I tried at
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the same time to suggest a more personal kind of renewal in the lyrical, exuberant
opening in the p o e m entitled 'Refurbishing':
Stippled courtyard, beneath
high iroko, m o o n
in the morning sky
like a bird. (TCT 6 9 )
The one-word sentence the poem ends with, "Intact", thus applies equally to the palace
and the state of the m a n himself.
In order to become Oba, Ovonramwen had had to survive a dangerous and
taxing competition with a brother only slightly younger than himself. Ryder notes
Ovonramwen gathered bands of m e n and marched them up and down streets frightening
onlookers. This historical detail merged in m y mind with urban demonstrations carried
on T V news from apartheid South Africa to produce a poem called "Marching".
Although Ovonramwen's toughs are described in action, this poem's speaker remains
detached, someone prepared to use violent support without becoming part of it and
stricken with feelings of sympathy and grief at its close.
Where do these boys learn the anger
ranging them in ragged files, forcing out their jibes
in breaking voices
as the doors slam shut around us? Leaving
silence. Three goats stutter in an alley.
A tailless dog barks. I give a speech
they cheer and pick their noses through.
thin rain and target practice
with arrows, spears, half-a-dozen borrowed guns.
The boys are in their element.
Mud:
claggy
formless.
malleable.
Gourds for heads
are slivered, pierced, exploded.
s o m e h o w (there is no pretence at discipline)
a passing girl takes an arrow in the chest
coughs blood and dies.
her hips bones dig into m y arms

as I look for her family.
Without the intention of doing so, I had taken the detail about the marching
supporters from Ryder and turned it upside d o w n to reveal compassion and selfresponsibility in m y central character. I had begun recuperating this historical figure in
m y o w n way, as biographers frequently do. For m y subject, this meant taking the
received i m a g e — an ambitious man, capable of brutality—and, without denying these
things, discovering a humane side, making him a more complex character and at the
same time someone readers can more readily relate to.
O n one hand, m y aim was to subvert received idea and prevent m y narrative
becoming trapped in stereotypes of African violence and its savage leaders. O n the
other, it was important not to idealise m y character by censoring unappealing aspects of
him and I don't believe "Marching" does this.
Another poem reconstructed the annual ceremony of human sacrifice to
celebrate the Oba's insignia of coral beads.
The m a n is marched into the yard
with bent arms dark
against grey bodysuits
of flanking executioners.
He sways the bellyful of wine
they gave to keep him steady
before he starts his journey,
but this year there's a scuffle,
words are uttered,
curse or threat
I do not catch, w e wait,
the sword sweeps down,
m y g o w n b e c o m e s a galaxy
of fine, red stars.
The narrative is based on accounts of thel891 coral bead ceremony. Egharevba
and Roth both record that moments before he was sacrificed, a m a n called Thompson
Oyibodudu prophesied the coming of white m e n w h o would "fight and conquer'"
Benin. O f course, his words were borne out six years later. I thought it appropriate to
include this anecdote in m y Ovonramwen sequence as unportentously as possible. M y
version offers a minimalist account of the event whilst at the same time building

verisimilitude: E d o executioners, for instance, wore grey suits and those sacrificed were
given plenty of wine to drink beforehand. In m y version O v o n r a m w e n doesn't actually
catch the details of the "curse or threat" that's been uttered. The poem's last two lines'
fusion of microcosm and macrocosm—blood spilt on the Oba's robe "becomes a
galaxy/offine,red stars"—implicate O v o n r a m w e n in the man's death and his prophesy.
In m y opinion the p o e m achieved what I'd aimed for. However, even if
presentation were as unsensational as 1 could make it and h u m a n sacrifice practiced in
Benin, the event remained alien to m e and its violence seemed to reinforce European
stereotypes. So I put the p o e m aside.
In addition to poems introducing characters and constructing a narrative
framework (the enforced exile of Orhokhorho, marriage of Evbakhavbokun to
Ologboshere, meetings with Galway, Cyril Punch and so on), the first O v o n r a m w e n
sequence also describes day-to-day life in Benin. There are descriptions of the
complicated system of ramparts built round the city, markets and market w o m e n and
incidental pieces about nightfall and the chilly Harmattan season in January when a cool
dust-laden wind blows d o w n from the Sahara. There is a danger, especially in prose
fiction, that this kind of material can read as "filler", or information incidental to
narrative rather than integral to it. I tried to avoid this by writing poems that were
satisfying in themselves, in addition to constituting parts of a larger, discontinuous
narrative.7
Included to vary pace, style and texture, a number of poems with quotidian
subjects m a d e it through in one form or another to the final version The Calabar
Transcript. "Gecko" ( T C T 97) for instance, was initially conceived as an evening scene
with three main elements: gecko, palm frond and fading light. It could also serve as a
transitional piece anywhere in the sequence. After putting together a series of poems
that describe imperial forces closing in ("The Vice Consul's Treaty" to "Planning an
Ambush", T C T 93-96 in thefinaldraft), "Gecko" offered a perfect w a y to conclude the
subsection. Here are the poem's last three stanzas:
palm frond, overarching,
waits to crack
7

A case of material that reads like "filler" occurs in The Two Hearts ofKwasi Boachi by Arthur Japin,
translated by Ina Rilke (London: Chatto and Windus, 2000), a novel based on the lives of two Ashanti
princes sent to the Court of Willem I in the Netherlands in 1837. Early passages include entire pages and
more of description of Ashanti court life, evidently the fruit of research by the author. Besides impeding
narrative flow, Japin'sfirstperson narrator is compromised for people rarely see or indeed recall things in
unrelieved blocks of information.

beneath the weavers' tear-drop nests,
the evening light through cloud
extends
a w o v e n tree-line silhouette,
the gecko chirrups,
the light is gone,
the palm-frond bends a little further.
The poem's subject provides a contrast to all the martial activity in preceding
poems but tension is maintained to the last line as darkness falls and the palm-frond
seems about to crack. B y the beginning of the next poem in thefinaldraft, 'Messenger'
( T C T 101), Ovonranwen's reign has virtually come to an end.
The first draft of Ovonramwen poems ends with the arrival of British forces on
the coast and the beginning the invasion. The O b a is foregrounded throughout and every
one else is seen through his eyes: his father, Adolo, Punch and so on. Characters w h o
appear in a single p o e m are defined purely by information in the poem's narrative and
Ovonramwen's description of them. All w e know about the leopard hunters in " N o
Pension" ( T C T 78) for instance, is that they are skilful enough to catch leopards but also
careless—and the wounded hunter will have to live with the consequences . Such
characters build a narrative context for Ovonramwen and develop his characterisation,
in the case of the leopard hunters, showing his impatience with failure in others. Figures
like Punch and U w a n g u e appear in a number of poems and are somewhat more
developed. In Egharevba and Ryder, U w a n g u e is presented as an ambiguous individual,
friend and possible betrayer of Ovonramwen. I found it hard to avoid the impression
that U w a n g u e wasn't at least partly reshaped in Edo discourse to play the
friend/betrayer role (which figures in every literature) to challenge the interpretive
powers and tease the sympathies of the listener, though this was only speculation. Once
again, his role and others like him in m y sequence is primarily to develop and extend
the central figure of Ovonramwen.
Every character in the first draft of the Ovonramwen poems has a basis in
historical evidence available. S o m e came from Egharevba's History. Others were
suggested by later historical sources and by visual information in bronze plaques and
ivory carvings. " N o Pension" inspired by plaques photographed in Divine Kingship in
Africa (1970) by William Fagg. Having studied these in photographs I was able to
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examine the objects themselves during meetings with Dr Nigel Barley at the British
M u s e u m and visits to Liverpool M u s e u m and the South Australian Museum. Benin
holdings not on display in the British M u s e u m (i.e. the majority of them) are locked
away and a visit I m a d e to the basement of the M u s e u m of Mankind involved
underground passage ways, gothic keys and the opening of chests kept at constantly
maintained temperatures. The ironic disjunction between h o w w e might perceive a
bronze hip-mask, for example—as rare object to be secured out of sight in a sterile
environment—and the spiritual power it once had as part of sacred ceremonies in Benin,
generated the third section of "At the British Museum".
A dozen brass masks:
stored in a chamber
where temperature's constant,
all surfaces dust-free,
tray cabinets, well-oiled,
and styrofoam
brackets
faces
that once scattered light
from the hips of the holy. (TCT 22)
The disjunction is embodied in the shift in language within a single sentence: from
neutral vocabulary and mechanical effect of parallel phrases ("A dozen...faces") to the
bright "s", "t" and sounds, dancing cadence and movement the last two lines.
T o enhance overall narrative rhythm and structure, I wrote a Prologue and series
of Interlude poems. The Interlude poems were not part of Ovonramwen's story; the
Prologue was. Set in "1897: Calabar", it shows the O b a sombrely comparing himself
with former slaves w h o have c o m e back to Africa, aware that his o w n forebears made
money from the trade:
A few returned
w h o were taken d o w n
south-flowing rivers
to markets on the coast. Bright bodies
for wrinkle-lipped cowries,
returned
with a new vocabulary: "parcel"
"Barbados" "potato"
"Atlantic" "mulatto"
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"molasses", the "frock coat"
they sometimes wore.
The "arm chair" they sat on.
They did not always return
to the place they were taken from.
S o m e did not stay
crossing back over
this s a m e
"Atlantic", carrying
what they could in a chest,
personal things, s o m e small pieces to sell,
a wife, perhaps,
and names of foreign men
w h o would listen
to their story.
My father's father's
fathers
grew rich on these people.
now I too
have crossed
grey chopping waters.
The subject of "Breaking Water", an Interlude poem, is the Itsekiri chief Nana
lured under false pretenses on to one of their naval vessels and sent into exile. In
"Breaking Water", Nana is being rowed ashore through the surf. The poem was
prompted by a photograph of Nana with wife and child onboard ship and I was
particularly moved by the bleak dignity with which the chief stares back at the camera.
The poem uses a third person, omniscient narrator. Stanzas 3-12 read as follows:
No shade from beating sun.
the boat falls and rises
and those in it:
the Ebo m e n w h o propel it
lean forward and pull back,
the m a n at the rear holds a steering rod,
the chief in a wet-fringed robe
the others occasionally stare at
sits in the middle
with wife and cross-legged son.

water slaps the boat's sides.
the m a n with the steering rod
grunts, the others
lean forward and pull back,
the edge
becomes a grainy littoral,
the grains are palms and walls and houses.
in one of these houses
staff prepare a h o m e in exile,
talk about a n e w master w h o has
lost everything.
Forward and back,
forward and back,
go the Ebo m e n ,
the breaking water
growls and roars,
the w o m a n
leans against the chief her husband.
his face is a box
with holes for eyes.8
In a note in Great Benin, Punch mentions that he had a ceremonial ebere (or
wide-bladed sword) "made in silver plate for the king, by Mappin and W e b b , from an
old one lent m e as a pattern" (60). The royal family of Benin possessed many examples
of European technology, including afinebrass bed, but did Ovonramwen, I wondered,
speculate about the factory his silver ebere had been made in and processes used to
make it? It seemed likely, particularly because smithing, casting and metal-work were
(and still are) prominent in Benin. So I wrote "Foundry", and enjoyed the unusual
imaginative perspectives that emerged. "The Sea" presents another example of this kind
of poem. It explores the fact that Benin's wealth historically came from Atlantic trading
with European states though the city itself is not on the coast and the majority of its
inhabitants would never have seen the ocean. It's quite possible that someone like
Ovonramwen would have talked with European traders about vessels and trade routes;
and marine mythology is central to Edo iconography and ritual. H o w would such a
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For a note on photographs as sources for poems, see Edwin Morgan's concept of the Instamatic poem,
"imagined snapshots based on stories reported in the world's daily news", Three Scottish Poets, edited
by Roderick Watson, Edinburgh: Canongate Press, 1992,75. The photograph I used, entitled "Chief Nana
with his family in exile, after 1984" is Plate 5 in Southern Nigeria in Transition, 1885-1906, J. Anene
(1966).
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person imagine ships and the sea that had brought this wealth, I wondered?

The sea
is a line through the distance
ships follow
and slide
gradually over.
it contains whirlpools and doldrums.
rucked by the m o o n
its margins spray debris
and tidewrack
so m u c h booming and whistling
Punch tells me, and travellers
on it are "jack tars",
tar being the seal for the hulls of their ships.
they navigate by stars (not the moon).
there's nowhere they will not go,
dark "holds"
full of produce
shuffled by merchants and entrepreneurs
the world over.
three hundred and fifty years
they have worked for m e and m y forebears,
for twenty-eight reigns
we have grown
rich
on the sea's back.
Both poems employ ostranenie or defamiliarisation. They are another example
of how m y sequence was preoccupied with displacement or one kind and another. They
were not included in The Calabar Transcript but pointed a way to a trip Ovonramwen
makes to Britain in the final draft.
I stopped work on the first draft of Ovonramwen poems at this point. Poems to

be completed later would deal with events leading to the sack of Benin and, beyond, t
Oba's trial and exile in Calabar. Since mood and tone would be completely different in
these poems, I felt it was appropriate to tackle these subjects later. I had also written

Interlude poems including 'Breaking Water' about Nana and other dispaced Africans.
O n e was about a Yoruba boy called Tunde acquired as part-payment for a bet by a m a n
called Pinnock w h o took him to Lagos, then Britain, to use in theatrical productions. It's
hard not to feel for what people like Tunde must have gone through to adjust and to
wonder what became of them. It was also fashionable, under rather different
circumstances, for chiefs to send favoured sons to boarding school in Britain, as Chief
Jaja did, and I imagined what it must have been like for the boy in a poem from which
the following stanzas are part:
At night, it is colder
than he could possibly have imagined
and no fires
w h e n class assembled
in wood-and-metal
straight-jackets
of up-and-down rows
called "desks".
Samuel Johnson's black servant Francis Barber was going to be the subject of another
poem though I didn't actually complete it.
I aimed to m a k e m y poems compassionate without being condescending or
sentimental. In the case of Prince Jaja, I was drawing on m y o w n experience for I had
been at boarding school with a Nigerian prince w h o turned up unexpectedly one day.
H e was a quiet person and a fine athlete but unused either to the miserable winter
weather or the unforgiving carbolic soap w e were given that stripped the pigmentation
from his skin. I included the detail elsewhere in this poem and I tried to imagine what it
must have been like for him. All the time I was trying to resist objectifying African
characters as Heart of Darkness and other colonial texts do.

Commentary on issues in draftingfirstOvonramwen sequence
Appropriation of indigenous experience was a major concern in these poems. There is
no question that indigenous peoples have a special investment in their o w n stories and
histories and it can be argued they have exclusive right to this material. In some cases,
as for instance where secret men's or women's business is concerned, or control has

been vested as in the case of specific Aboriginal narratives, this is hard to dispute.
Beyond such special instances though, I don't agree with the exclusivist view and
couldn't have completed Part 3 of The Calabar Transcript if I had. The issue remained
of great concern to m e though and I will keep returning to it up to thefinalparagraphs
of this Exegesis. For n o w , I'll m a k e the following points:
•

I'm not comfortable with the idea that any aspect of h u m a n experience be placed off
limits to writers prepared to approach it with integrity and in a non-exploitative
fashion. I don't agree with censorship of artistic territory by a minority elect by birth
or any other criteria. In the long run, this kind of authoritarianism is bound to pose
artistic and also political dangers, it seems to m e .

•

A strictly exclusivist argument would propose that only Edo writers have the right
to reconstruct matters of E d o history, disqualifying Ola Rotimi (as I've said, he's
Yoruba-Ijo), preventing access by non-Edo writers and tending to militate against
the imaginative rendering of events that still resonate universally today.

•

T h e E d o are part of Nigeria so it's hard to argue that Rotimi, as a fellow
countryman, isn't justified in writing a play lamenting Ovonramwen's fall.
Nevertheless, problems emerge w h e n one starts issuing special permits. Nigeria m a y
well be heading for civil war and balkanisation (as I write this), in which case this
argument would be retrospective only. Should Nigerians living abroad and their
children born abroad be granted special access? If so, it seems reasonable to include
other African writers, whose forbears have been through comparable experiences.
M o r e broadly, is it not fair to suggest a c o m m o n heritage of loss and suffering
equips any indigenous rather than non-indigenous writer to tackle such material?
The list becomes so large it begins to lose coherence.

•

W e inhabit a world that is mobile, complex and resistant to exclusivist arguments.
This is not to deny special challenges confront non-indigenous writers w h o choose
to write about indigenous subject matter.
Intention and respect figure large in handling indigenous narrative. With reference

to Africa and its peoples, British poetry of recent years can show blatant insensitivity.
Take, for instance, "Fundamentals" by British writer Ian Duhig which takes the form of
an imaginary speech to Africans based, according to its author, on diaries written by
Henry Livingstone as he travelled through East and Central Africa. The middle stanzas
of this four-stanza p o e m are as follows:
In m a n y respects, our Christian G o d is not like your God.

His name, for example, is not also our word for rain.
Neither does it have for us the connotation 'sexual intercourse'.
A n d although I call H i m 'holy' (we call H i m 'Him', not 'It',
even though w e k n o w H e is not a m a n and certainly not a w o m a n )
I do not mean, as you do, that H e is fat like a healthy cow.
Let me make this clear. When I say "God is good, God is everywhere',
it is not because H e is exceptionally fat. 'God loves you'
does not m e a n what warriors do to spear-carriers on campaign.
It means H e feels for you like your mother or fatheryes, I k n o w C h u m a loved a son he bought like warriors
love spear-carriors on campaign—that's Sin and it comes later.
(The New Poetry, edited by Neil Astley,1993, 211)
A s a piece of contemporary literature, this seems, to put it mildly, lacking in
taste. Although the principal target for humour is the patronising white speaker, the
people he's speaking to get caught up in the absurdity, the effect being comparable to
what happens to the eponymous protagonist in Mister Johnson. Since tribes in the
region do see G o d as rain, the p o e m appropriates indigenous culture and reworks
indigenous experience offensively. The fact that "Fundamentals" was included three
times in Bloodaxe anthologies that set a norm for publishing in British poetry during the
late 80s and 90s is a disturbing comment on editorial judgement of the period.
Appropriation can take less blatant but nonetheless problematic forms. In "Both
Sides of the River", Charles Boyle describes a bored, middle-aged m a n ironically
reviewing his life in terms of that of a Masai warrior:
Watching dustclouds through a rainblurred window
in the cheaper part of town,
he cut out a Masai warrior
from a book on African history.
His children were initiated
at the correct age
into alcohol, cars and sex.
His wife assumed he'd gone hunting
but this time, she decided, she would sit it out:
no asking w h o was that on the phone,
no reading of letters in pockets.
Moving from kraal to kraal,
enjoying his several w o m e n ,
he recited the names of his cattle
and of trees, rivers and plants...
Often he'd get stuck at alimony
and have to start all over again.
The simple life is neither here nor there—

a spare room, or just the corner of a room,
the horizon stretched to its limits.
(The Very Man, 1993, 28)
The poem's humour comes from the ironic comparison between bourgeois m a n
and warrior. The Masai is literally objectified—a warrior cut-out from a b o o k — a n d
references to initiation ritual and polygamy make both m e n absurd. I came across "Both
Sides of the River" long after I'd completed "Photos at an Exhibition" ( T C T 24), which
also turns round an example of ironic cross-culturalism. In m y poem, a family on a
Sunday outing inspects photographs in the anthropology section of a m u s e u m or
exhibition. T h e young son's natural inquisitiveness—"Corr, M u m , look at this!"—and
anxious wonder about his o w n origins in his next question are placed in the context of
the exhibition's presentation of material and signage and also his father's deep-seated
racism (and lust): the boy is, in other words, being racially conditioned before our eyes.
The mother, isolated and insulated from what's going on (and resistant after years of
patriarchalism no doubt) drifts into her o w n imaginative identification and escape. The
last line of the two poems is similar in effect but they are moving in completely
different directions.
Even a p o e m as fine as Craig Raine's historical narrative "In the Kalahari
Desert", about a missionary family in the Kalahari seems to m e to sail close to the wind
on occasion.
Makolo, their Zulu guide,
puzzling out the Bible, replacing
words he didn't k n o w with Manchester.
Spikenard, alabaster, Leviticus,
were Manchester and Manchester.
His head reminded M r s Price
of her old pomander stuck with cloves,
forgotten in some pungent tallboy.
(A Martian Sends a Postcard Home, 1979, 8)
This briefest of surveys is obviously not meant to suggest that worthwhile poetry
hasn't been written about African subjects during the period in Britain. Douglas
Oliver's A Salvo for Africa (2000), for instance, sets out to bring conditions in
contemporary Africa to attention to a western audience. Poems are organised into
subsections by country, region or topic and introduced by a page of general
commentary. Oliver describes his book as "cri de coeur" turned "bandwagon" (9) and
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though a cynical reader might consider the project paternalistic its accounts are often
moving and informative.
I should also mention I've been concentrating on poems by British authors
dealing with African subjects because I'm not aware of a comparable sub-genre of
writing in Australia. Non-indigenous writing about indigenous experience in Australia
is another area altogether and beyond the scope of m y project, though I've read with
interest theories about experiments amongst the Jindyworabaks.
Instances of questionable practice do not in m y view embargo indigenous
histories for non-indigenous writers nor do they undermine m y o w n project. There is
nothing secret or sacred about Ovonramwen's reign and the taking of Benin. These have
been in the public domain for more than a century. I've already indicated part of m y aim
was to write back to imperial narratives that demonised the O b a and his people. Though
I have not glossed over moments I see as violent and cruel, m y sequence of poems
increasingly generates warmth and regard for the man.
It's relevant to mention audience at this point. The Calabar Transcript will
shortly be published by Five Islands Press and the book's audience will be Australian.
This raises another question in relation to indigenous subject-matter. In a cartoon from
the late 1980s, Judy Horacek has one speaker saying to another: "I feel guilty about
aborigines and the centennial". After a moment's thought, the other replies "Let's
boycott South African products" (Beyond A Joke, 1988, p. 142). In other words, it can
be argued that by writing about colonialism and post-colonialism in another continent, I
a m avoiding responsibility for matters closer to home. There m a y be some truth in this
but as I've tried to m a k e clear, m y approach has been driven by experiences long before
I came to this country. In fact, I would argue that m y poems m a y well connect with
aboriginal issues more emphatically precisely because they provide an unusual ironic
subtext rather than a direct attack.

Orientalism was another major area of concern. Orientalism, as defined by
Edward Said, is a means by which Europe has constructed non-European races and
cultures as "Other" in order to entrench Occidental power and a sense of its own
identity. Said characterises the "closed system" of Orientalist discourse as a means by
which the Orient (and non-European culture in general) is both controlled and
imaginatively skewed. "The Orient", he writes, "then seems to be, not an unlimited
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extension beyond the familiar European world, but rather a closedfield,a theatrical
stage affixed to Europe" (Orientalism, 1978, 63).
The artistic implications of this are virtually without limit since almost every
relevant Occidental representation is, as it were, "tainted". Edward FitzGerald's
translation of The Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam

(1859-79), Ezra Pound's Cathay (1915)

and Dorothy Porter's Akhenaten (1992) are all Orientalist narratives. T o borrow Said's
terminology, they exploit "Oriental sensuality", "Oriental splendour" and, in the case
of Akhenaten, "Oriental despotism" (Said, 1978,47).
It was interesting for m e to read Akhenaten's portrait of an iconoclastic Egyptian
ruler, because it demonstrated the possibilities for creating character through a dramatic
monologue consisting of one hundred and twenty-three short poems. Porter's sequence
combines the scope of the verse novel with the impact and intimacy of drama and a lot
of the pleasure of reading it derives from presentation of setting and context. It
documents Akhenaten's personal tragedy, provides a disturbing thesis on revolutionary
obsession and is a carefully researched and idiosyncratic piece of historical
reconstruction. O f course, the book also falls within territory Said identifies as
profoundly problematic. In addition to installing a n e w state deity and founding a brand
new capital in his honour, for instance, Akhenaten also inseminates both his wife-cousin
and daughters in attempts to have a son and enjoys a protracted homosexual relationship
with his brother. Porter's choice of subject about as "exotic" as it is possible to get, an
ancient despot and sensualist indulging in incest, living amidst Orientalist iconography
(Egypt, the Nile, temples, crocodiles, hoopoes, the pantheon of ancient Egyptian
deities), a seeker after extreme pleasures w h o comes to a bad end.
The problem is not only a theoretical one. Akhenaten presents itself as a
psychological study but h o w , I found myself wondering, can a contemporary Australian
reader possibly get inside the feelings of a ruler in such a society. There seems an
almost unbridgeable gap between our society and that of Egypt more than three millenia
ago and this reminded m e of a disturbing lack of specialist knowledge / had about
Benin. I didn't speak the language, I was neither historian, sociologist nor did I have
special training in E d o arts.
O n the other hand, I could also see h o w the imaginative challenge, the sheer
difficulty, of confronting extreme experience generated some of the strongest poems in
Porter's sequence. " M y Daughter", for instance, describes the first time Akhenaten has
sex with his eldest daughter, Meketaten. T h e girl has a sore throat and he wonders if

she's well enough "for this". Nefertiti: "says no/says she's too young/calls m e evil/like
Sobek/snapping off young legs/innocentlyfishing/inthe s w a m p " but Akhenaten
declares:
I'm not the crocodile god
I'm of the Sun
I don't feed in dirty water
I love her
she's well enough
I take her in m y arms
she trusts m e
it hurts, she shivers
I stroke her face
"Daddy"
this is the best
for m y kingdom...
(99-100)
Description has been cutback to a bare minimum. Pain, affection, love are conveyed in
short active verbs (trust, hurt, shiver, stroke). W h a t does his daughter feel? All w e hear
her say is "Daddy" three times through the poem, but her father's brisk rebuttal of
Nefertiti's accusation of subconscious violence ("snapping off young legs...in the
swamp") and his absolute belief in his deity generate confidence in the reader—so the
same is likely to have been true for the girl. Akhenaten is driven by his sense of duty ("I
have six daughters/where else can I lay/my seed"). In fact, the dissonance between his
passionless account and the intimacy of what it contains is almost as disturbing as the
act itself, repugnant as it is for us to contemplate.
For all its graceful chinoiserie, I'd argue Pound's Cathay also transcends
Orientalist limitations at those moments where setting dissolves and characters step
outside their theatrical role. "South-Folk in Cold Country", spoken by a soldier on
campaign, includes language that says volumes about toughness of spirit, loyalty, the
sense of being abandoned, all of them qualities c o m m o n to the h u m a n condition.
Flying snow bewilders the barbarian heaven.
Lice swarm like ants over our accoutrements.
Mind and spirit drive on feathery banners.
Hard fight gets no reward.
Loyalty is hard to explain.
W h o will be sorry for General Rishogu,
the swift-moving,
W h o s e white head is lost for this province? (Collected Shorter Poems, 149)

In December, 1914, Pound sent this poem, along with "Song of the B o w m e n of Shu", to
his friend Gaudier-Brzeska w h o was fighting in the trenches. Gaudier reported: "The
poems depict our situation in a wonderful w a y " (The Life of Ezra Pound, Noel Stock,
215) and, turning this round, one guesses that contemporary news from the front almost
inevitably fed into Pound's Chinese translations. Talking to m y students about
Akhenaten, Dorothy Porter explained that " M y Daughter" was generated by feelings of
anxiety and trust she had w h e n baby-sitting a sick child, indicating a comparable
creative leap between time and place.
M y response to anxieties about Orientalism in m y poems was, therefore, twofold. First, I explored possibilities of imaginative identification with appropriate
subject-matter (in writing about the wedding of Ovonramwen's daughter, for instance, I
thought about m y o w n daughters' weddings in the future and tried to imagine the spirit
of the occasion, its delicacy, drama, excitement). Second, though I allowed myself to
follow through to completion poems on more or less any subject, I was ready to
abandon anything on topics that turned out too close to Orientalist stereotypes,
including poisoning, witchcraft, polygamy, ritual execution; and I've already given
examples of having done this.
It's worth noting that as I was working on the last draft of Ovonramwen poems,
Allied forces were trying to hunt d o w n O s a m a Bin Laden, terrorist or radical Islamic
freedom fighter depending on your point of view. Though as individuals Ovonramwen
and Bin Laden had little in c o m m o n , their situations were comparable after they had
been "deposed". Each was pursued by invading Western military forces attended by an
angry, vindictive public following events back h o m e in Britain/the U S . A s m y story
finally came together, Bin Laden provided one last Orientalist source of reference
(though m y text never mentions him) for he too was being universally incorporated
within populist discourse in the electronic and print media as I completed Part 3 of The
Calabar Transcript.9
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Bin Laden was identified as the "main suspect" behind the September 11 attacks in Australian, 12.9.01,
p. 3, and two weeks later, an article on p. 4 of the Media supplement for 27.9.01 says: "To suggest bin
Laden has been relentlessly demonised by politicians and media since the September 11 destruction in
N e w York and Washington might be to severely understate the case". T o identify Bin Laden as main
suspect seems reasonable, especially with the benefit of hindsight. T o "demonise" him, a matter of
construction and presentation of an individual by others, is a different matter altogether and this is
precisely what has happened in western media right up to the date of writing of this exegesis.

Artistic Technique
As I've mentioned, Akhenaten illustrated for me how to construct a first-person
biography through a sequence of short poems. Because they offered flexibility and
generated pace, I generally opted for poems in three-line stanzas for m y own narrative.
Two-line stanzas—used for the entire sequence, at any rate—would create a minimalist,
skeletal impression and four-line stanzas would slow down the passage of the eye over
the page. In conjunction with the three-line stanza, I sought a cut-back style of
presentation in which a lot would be conveyed quickly, subjects suggested rather than
spelled out. The poem about Evbakhavbokun's wedding in one early draft looked like
this:
wedding morning, early
mist in the trees
points of light
on the spider w e b
pulp
sap
muffled filigree
of women pounding,
plik
puk plok
plik puk
plok,
y a m and cocoyam for wedding fu-fu
palm fronds and plaited grass
at crossroads
flowers bunch in doorways

distant villagers
trek never-ending paths
through birdsong mesh
somewhere above
a nightjar
clatters
through

a brightening sky
and disappears.
I think the poem achieves the delicacy I was after through effects including: the aurality
of "plik puk pok" (an unconscious echo of cricket at Clongowes in Chapter 2 of A
Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man I decided later), the passage of villagers
throughout the kingdom to watch the ceremony and the metaphorical contraction of
"birdsong mesh". However, the title didn't mention whose wedding was being
celebrated and, even if it had done, the poem still remained a little too diaphanous to
explain itself. There simply wasn't enough information, I subsequently decided, to
follow what was happening.
One solution I tried was to use passages quoted from historical and other
sources. 'Powys and Punch' was headed by an italicised quotation by Cyril Punch:
Conversation between the king and ourselves
was kept up by means of interpreters,
who walked up and down the length of the
hall with every question and answer. At the finish
the king wished to see us closer, and so we were
led up to where the fetish marks were on the floor
at the king's end. Before leaving we created great
astonishment and amusement by insisting on shaking
hands with the king in European fashion.
I enjoyed quoting from a variety of sources (from Edo chiefs to curators at the
British M u s e u m ) and most quotations were a good deal shorter than the preceding one
by Punch. Nevertheless, the technique remained clumsy and awkward in execution and,
at worst, as Ron Pretty pointed out, tended to give the story away and render the poem
itself redundant, as was the case with the following quotation from Egharevba above the
text of a poem entitled 'Last Laugh':
Shortly after Ovonramwen became Oba
he had chiefs Obaraye, Obazelu, Osia, Eribo
and others put to death on the charge
that they had opposed his accession.10
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This is not to say that all head-notes do this. W h y , one might ask, does Cafavy's 'King Dimitrios'
(Collected Poems, 1998, 18) use a note from Plutarch w h e n the poem's narrative and its closing image
repeat, in amplified form, the information the note contains? T o signify that it's a re-writing of an earlier
text? T o tap into the authority of that text? T o establish the sense of a dialogue between received idea/text
(Plutarch) and a more informal re-interpretation and re-telling of the story ? Out of the contrast between
Plutarch's fragment and Cafavy's reconstruction c o m e the values of individuality, freedom to abandon a
mask, casual condemnation (this is explicit in the p o e m ) by society. T h e contrast between the tellings of
the narrative as it were re-enact an interpretative process. Together, headnote and poem show h o w an
incident can be retold to affirm the teller's values.

Even the introductory note I placed at the beginning of the whole sequence to
establish character and outline narrative failed to establish direction and purpose, as
Dorothy Porter's short introduction succeeds in doing in Akhenaten.
In m a n y cases, m y poems simply needed re-writing. A n example of this is
provided by comparing the wedding p o e m just quoted with the longer, more detailed
and completely different format of the final version, entitled: " M y Daughter's
Wedding" ( T C T 72). Revision throughout this project ranged from minor changes to
brand n e w poems whose connection was virtually unrecognisable (the only c o m m o n
detail here is the freshly-cut flowers). Once an initial version existed, however, it
became an imaginative site I could revisit m u c h later. This was the case with the
wedding poems, where later drafts became
other ways of approaching an event in the back of m y mind since I'dfirstwritten about
it.
Reviewing the structure of the sequence was another w a y to try to achieve
narrative clarity. Akhenaten is full of incident, observation and a variety of characters
associated with the Pharaoh's family and court life and Porter demonstrates
considerable skill in controlling and unifying the narrative. Another extended dramatic
monologue, The Journals of Susanna Moodie by Margaret Atwood, showed the benefits
of a bolder, sharper, as it were more foreshortened style of narrative.
In Journal I (1832-1840), Moodie disembarks at Quebec, travels inland with
other immigrants, begins life on a farm with her husband, copes with a bush-fire and
house-fire and leaves with her husband ('Departure from the Bush', 92-3). Throughout,
she is coping with hostile neighbours and an acute sense of the foreignness of her
surroundings. Journal II (1840-71) describes further incidents: the death of a son by
drowning; three dreams evoking memories from her time in the bush; memories of the
1837 war; the murder of a black m a n married to a white w o m a n ("Charivari", 100); the
deaths of "the other children". In the arrival of other immigrants, she sees her o w n
displacement though as time passes she recognises she is beginning to establish psychic
roots quite distinct from the social world of teacups and water-colour painting. Journal
III (1871-1969) takes her from "Later in Belleville: Career" through death and thoughts
"from the underground" to fierce revenant. Finally, she says: "I a m the old
woman/sitting across from you on the bus, her shoulders drawn up like a shawl; out of
her eyes c o m e secret/hatpins, destroying/the walls, the ceiling" (116).
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Atwood is writing back to journals written by an early nineteenth century
immigrant to Canada from England. Where her journals present the historical Susanna
Moodie as full of cheerful resourcefulness as she overcomes the trials of frontier life,
Atwood's character is profoundly alienated to begin with and the enduring connection
she establishes with her new country is m u c h more painfully achieved. Talking of
contemporary urban Canadians in thefinalp o e m with their bulldozers and dreams of a
"silver paradise", Atwood's Moodie exclaims: "it shows h o w little they know/about
vanishing: I have/my ways of getting through" (Poems: 1965-1972,1991).
I really like the idea of character as tutelary spirit or ghost and Ovonramwen
hovered in m y imagination somewhat as I suspect Susanna Moodie did in Atwood's.
Her character actually turns into a ghost at the end and Ovonramwen's life in exile from
"To Calabar" ( T C T 109) onwards involves another sort of disembodiment. H e also, I
notice now, has a dream of his continent's future ("These faces: a nightmare" T C T
112), as Moodie dreams Toronto's. I think this parallel is coincidental but I certainly
identified the Journals as a model of h o w a single speaker/character can serve as focal
point for historical events on a very large scale.
Atwood's sequence is a third the length of Porter's and her poems seem more
concentrated: major transformations are taking place continually, the speaker and her
surroundings in profound, shifting relation with each other. In its interplay between the
speaker's sexual, family and court life and the extended trajectory of the Pharaoh's
worship of Aten, Akhenaten, on the other hand, creates an impressive scope and
amplitude. I wanted to apply what I'd learned from both texts in m y o w n narrative. It
wasn't until the final draft of The Calabar Transcript, though, that I was in a position to
start doing so.
Conclusion
"Poetic" was a word that sprang to mind as J inspected the magnificent regalia and
bronzes from Benin n o w lodged in the British M u s e u m , the Pitt-Rivers M u s e u m in
Oxford and elsewhere. A n d poetry could locate m y narrative beyond the dead hand of
colonial prose. After moving into the domain of indigenous history I began to feel
uncomfortable with Galway and everything he stood for, confirmation that m y work on
O v o n r a m w e n had begun to grow and open up all sorts of new possibilities.
The first draft of O v o n r a m w e n poems was promising and suggested a reasonable
match between form and subject. I felt I had imaginative access to Ovonramwen. From
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historical sources and m y o w n intuition, I was reasonably confident in m y reading of a
m a n wrestling with change and almost inevitably doomed to fail w h o nonetheless
maintained his dignity and became a m u c h more sympathetic individual as time went
by. It's true he muscled his w a y into becoming O b a and wasn't averse to issuing brutal
commands. But he faced trying and threatening challenges within the palace (from
palace chiefs), within the state (where centralised authority was always touch-and-go)
and from a colonial regime whose officers' behaviour could be at once remorseless and
erratic.
From historical sources and Rotimi's play alike I was struck by the sense of
indecision, almost paralysis on Ovonramwen's part in knowing h o w to deal with
circumstances at the end of his reign: though I had yet to write about this. Power
relations in Benin had shifted to such an extent that, from being supreme leader, the O b a
or "little father" as he was also known, became someone w h o had to be protected, a
passive, not active figure, occupying the role of "figure head".
Since I was creating a character based on an historical individual rather than an
authoritative, "authentic" account of him, I felt I was able to use imaginative licence in
matters of interpretation and reconstruction. W h a t I had to ensure in future drafts was
that m y audience would be able to engage imaginatively with the character I had
constructed.
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3) Decolonising the Mind: the Bigger Picture
In the course of completing thefirstOvonramwen draft, I began to write poems with
other African themes and settings. If m y motive in writing the Benin poems was to see
get inside the mind of the O b a to see imperialism from the "other side" through the eyes
of the Oba, these other poems became a programme by which I could more broadly
"decolonise m y mind" (the phrase derives from Ngugi w a Thiong'o), equipping m e to
tackle the O v o n r a m w e n sequence with more confidence and understanding. If, as
Edward Said had demonstrated, the imperial project was systemic, then moving beyond
it was as I've suggested going to necessitate a great deal of personal re-assessment as
well. I found myself watching documentaries on television, for instance, from an
entirely different perspective, simultaneously interrogating their assumptions and m y
own. T o put this in a different way, I was confronted by the fact that I was as much as
product of colonialism as subjects a number of m y poems were about.
I came to see h o w this second phase of poems could connect with and inform the
Benin sequence I'd been working on. The two drafts would therefore become integral
parts of a single volume, rather than remaining separate and unconnected sequences.
The main elements that emerged in m y thoughts about the Benin poems included:
•

the rule and exile of O v o n r a m w e n

•

implicit parallels and actual contacts between Britain and Benin (both were ancient
imperial states ruled by a dynastic leadership from courts in imperial capitals; and
dealings between the two states during the 1890s structured the second half of m y
narrative)

•

Ovonramwen's overthrow as a microcosm of colonial domination elsewhere in the
continent.
In the previous chapter, I mentioned Dorothy Porter's Akhenaten as a model for m y

Benin poems but there was an important distinction. It seemed to m e her book drew
readers into its ancient Egyptian world, increasingly immersing and overwhelming them
as the narrative neared conclusion. In addition to introducing readers to Benin, by
contrast, I wanted m y audience to register a continuous process elsewhere in time and
place in the continent: to be able to see wide angle, so to speak, while being able to
study detail close-up in one particular place. The second phase of poems could thus
record cross-cultural contact in the lives of European and African characters from a
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mythical "first point of modern contact" to the present using the special mobility and
representational possibilities of poetry.
Three poems will illustrate h o w African texts I was teaching stimulated writing
not directly attached to the Benin project. First, the poem that became Prologue to the
collection: "Silk-cotton tree" ( T C T 4). This opens with a sentence from Achebe's
Things Fall Apart that reads "In the old days, spirits of good children lived there,
waiting to be born" (33). I wish all poems were also waiting to be born-as this one
was, almost spontaneously-fired by language as vital as Achebe's sentence, with its
measured passage through three phrasal movements and the deep feeling and belief they
carry. In the same vein but entirely independent of the novel, m y poem spans its o w n
miniature narrative about children and w o m e n wanting them and it aimed for a
comparable delicacy of feeling: "As women/bore straining weights above,/they held
tiny, invisible bodies/to their breast. Sang silent lullabies". Delicate, yes, but without
sentimentality, I hope. Because tribal existence was hard (amongst Igbos, at any rate),
competitive, preoccupied with measuring achievement, including h o w large a family a
m a n could be head of, "for children proved a m a n male and important"—and society
remained unforgiving of childless w o m e n .
"Silk-cotton tree" conjures up no idyll, then, but it does create a timeless place,
out of history and beyond the grief of enslaved or colonised Africa, where the drama of
family, sex and birth are at the very centre of things—about as close to an idyllic state,
in other words, as one could get. The only place this p o e m could occupy in m y
collection was at the beginning, in fact before everything else happened: hence, its
position and role as Prologue.
A p o e m omitted from the final draft, called "Strong Enough T o Kill", is a good
example of the interaction between autobiography, literary text and the event bringing
them together. I've already mentioned m y awareness of the M a u M a u campaign as a
young child, something mysterious and a long w a y away but associated with disturbing
feelings of fear and violence. Teaching Ngugi's A Grain of Wheat showed m e another
side to what had happened and evoked other emotions—loss, disorientation, betrayal. A
colleague at work mentioning that girls in Kenya gave themselves to soldiers in
exchange for bits of ammunition jagged something in m e and I picked up a history text
he mentioned where, in translation, I came across one of the oaths those w h o joined the
M a u M a u had to swear. I went off and wrote the poem.
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It's dark. A m a n reads the oath. You are seated
in a circle listening to each line beat out
a savage poetry in service of the absolute. All
sorts of you. This boy will smuggle
guns past check-points; those girls swap
sex for half-spent ammunition
clips from soldiers. W h a t will
you do? Blow up a truck? Bear
wounded comrades? The ceremony's
brief: they sacrifice a beast, goat, sheep,
and then that 'poetry'—If you argue or prevaricate...
You carefully repeat: If I argue... Immediately
the circle feels tighter. If you disobey orders
in the field—and voices round you waver, too.
if you are called up in the night.... Of course
you'll go, but there is absolute,
and merely human. If you should fail
one night, you'll pay what's due
behind a garage, distant cattle-shed
along s o m e ancient lonely road. You will remember
blood-froth iron tang round lip of bowl. Do not
mistake an oath that's strong enough to kill.11
I supported the notion of freedom-fighting, particularly in a context like this. But
I found an oathing ceremony that initiated and bound young m e n and w o m e n — n o more
than boys and girls, really—on pain of death, to be a horrifying ritual. After thefirsttwo
brief sentences presented in the third-person, therefore, I switched to second-person
narration to point a peremptory finger at the boys and girls involved: B e sure you k n o w
what you're undertaking. Stanzas four andfiveare indented, accelerating pace,
emphasising the absolute cost of personal commitment, before a change in stanzas six
and seven from conditional to the future tense: "you'll go...you'll pay...you will
remember". In contrast to the shared, supportive rhetorical drama of oathing in a
symbolic "circle listening to each line beat out/a savage poetry in service of the
absolute", solitary punishment will be exacted "behind a garage, distant cattleshed/along s o m e ancient lonely road". T h e poem's range of feeling is far from the
"terrible beauty" of Yeats' summation of civil strife in Ireland: more like "terrible
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The oath, as translated, is marked in the poem by italics. It appears in Carl C. Rosberg and John
Nottingham's The Myth of "Mau Mau": Nationalism in Kenya, 1970, p. 246.

compassion". It closes with the sensory death symbolism of "blood-froth iron tang", a
hardening to the organisation's imperative ("Do not mistake") and the metaphysical
terror of words transformed into an oath quite literally "strong enough to kill".
A Grain of Wheat has always seemed to m e an unresolved narrative, as if the
conflict and confusion it depicts refuse to be bound within a flawless,finishedpiece.
For m e , too, there was no easy coming to terms with the society it presents, m y o w n
childhood memories, nor, indeed, the multiple betrayals involved in the girls, foreign
soldiers and respective currencies of exchange—bodies for arms. By the end of the
poem, however, I had worked out one something I was clear about: that children should
never be inducted into war and, in a rhetorical retrospect, I wanted to warn these
Kenyan children against forces that were waiting to snare them.
"Strong Enough T o Kill" is, in m y view, a sombre and disturbing poem. I think
it maintains control over what it has to say, but the violence embedded throughout ran
the risk of reinforcing atavistic "Heart of Darkness" stereotypes. In any case, many
other poems in Parts 1 and 2 examined violence threatening the young, so I did not
include this one in The Calabar Transcript.
"The Horse, A n d Mother" ( T C T 42) retells an episode from Camara Laye's
L'Enfant Noir (1953), another text like Things Fall Apart that offered an early and
enticing introduction to modern African writing, as far as I was concerned. M y poem
tried to catch the w a r m humour of the original and in Zip!, Part 2 of the final version of
The Calabar Transcript, provided contrast and added variety to other poems in the
sequence.
A total of fifty-eight poems were generated during this phase of the project and
twenty finally included in Part 1 of The Calabar Transcript (including the Prologue to
the collection,"Silk-cotton Tree"). A number of others were later used in Part 2.
Subjects were drawn from an eclectic range of sources: television and radio
documentaries, current affair programs, history books, newspaper articles and
photographs, trips to the Foreign and Commonwealth Office library and the M u s e u m of
Mankind, experts I met there, talks with a Yoruba naval officer called Marvin training
for his master's ticket at the local Maritime College in Launceston. Lois, a Luo nurse
retraining on our campus began to teach m e Swahili and prompted poems, as did a visit
to a missionary training centre d o w n the road and the foreign language phrase book
given to m e by a m e m b e r of our External studies unit, a former white farmer in
Zimbabwe. M y growing library of African C D s furnished further points of departure.

The satirical p o e m "World Banker" marked a lecture by a representative of this august
body on the subject of social capital (rather than the other kind) given in Launceston.
W e r e these poems too reliant on their sources to be able to get back to African
subjects and the black diaspora they frequently addressed? It was, after all, more than
two decades since I'd been in the continent and I was haunted by the prospect of
becoming another Occidental amateur, a writer for w h o m stereotype and fantasy
predominated. But the idea of being "inside" and "outside" the continent is misleading:
I was back in Africa more surely with Lois teaching m e Swahili in m y office on campus
than I was in backpacker accommodation in Cape T o w n a year later, surrounded by
young British tourists. A n d the idea of "sources" is misleading, too. Far from being
fixed or static as the term "sources" implies, these poems' subjects became conduits to
historical patterns and panoramas that were beyond boundaries of time or place.
Commentary on drafts of poems for Part 1 of The Calabar Transcript
A complete list of poems for Part 1 of The Calabar Transcript is included in Appendix
2, pp. 145-146.
I've criticised a couple of contemporary British poems for representations of
African subjects that are, in m y opinion, exploitative and lacking in judgement and
integrity. The headings and techniques that follow certainly weren't uppermost in m y
mind as I wrote m y o w n poems, but they will serve to suggest h o w I tried to avoid
similar pitfalls in m y o w n writing. All the time, received ideas, images and texts were
being critically engaged although, as I've indicated, the "theory" came after the writing
and it was individual subjects that inspired and provoked m e to write.
Recontextual i sation
"Fanagalo" is based on the old g a m e of taking phrases from a foreign language phrase
book out of context. Fanagalo is a Creole (otherwise k n o w n as Kitchen Kaffir) enabling
the m a n y races inhabiting southern Africa to communicate with each other.
Bartered in Swaziland,
char-grilled in Kimberley,
mined on the Rand, sought
by etymologists and pidgin
fanciers, this worksong
blues m y 'Kitchen Kaffir'
phrase book strips
down to bare essentials:
what must be known,
what has to be done. Listen:

Tell the maid I need her.
Put the cattle in the kraal.
Pay attention to your bossboy.
Where have YOU been?
What were those boys drinking?
Why was he run-over by a truck?
—while yet in English
you can't miss the syntax.
In one continuous sentence, thefirstten lines of m y poem offer a playful
definition of h o w Fanagalo came into existence. Trading, cooking and mining
metaphors ("bartered", "char-grilled", "mined") are used to humorous effect but
pointedly, for it would have been during the course of such activities that the language
formed. Patterned assonantal rhymes ("bar-", "Swa-", "char-"/"in-", "zi-", "grill-",
"pidgin", "Kitchen Kaffir", "essentials'V'Rand", "Kaff-) and the conflation of
"etymologists and pidgin fanciers" (with the deliberately outrageous pun in the last
phrase) establish a taut, witty mood. This gives way in lines nine and ten to plain
language stating uncompromisingly: "what must be known/what has to be done" by
black labourers. The next six italicised lines are taken verbatim from the phrase book I
had been given. They represent the sort of jobs male and female workers would be
ordered to do and callous way they'd be treated so that, in the final question,
ascertaining the circumstances of a traffic accident seems more important than finding
out the state of the victim. The final two, hanging lines return, in ironical fashion, to the
language's derivation in a context of hierarchy and subjugation. In July's People, the
narrator describes Fanagalo as "the bastard black lingua franca of mines, whose
vocabulary was limited to orders given by whites and responses made by blacks" (45).
Italicised entries in this p o e m are from Fanagalo (Kitchen Kaffir) Dictionary,
Grammar

and Phrase-book by J. D. Bold, published by Central N e w s Agency Ltd.,

South Africa. The entry about the accident reads, somewhat forensically: "I can't
understand h o w he fell under the truck. H e is an experienced shovelling boy". Though I
was pleased with what the p o e m accomplished in a short space of time, it was omitted
from thefinaldraft of The Calabar Transcript, for reasons of length.
I did something similar in Drop the Nigger ( T C T 16), a p o e m based on
instructions in a 1925 boy's Meccano construction kit. The text of m y p o e m re-fashions
directions in the instruction manual to m a k e a model called "Drop the Nigger". The
directions are accompanied by an illustration with numbered parts (Plate 1, Strip 2 etc.)
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In this case, I modified the manual's language to achieve rhythmic effects and
assonance (drop/slot, make/Plate, hit/6, back/hatch), used short lines to suggest an adult
speaking to a child and began with a bland, expository, second-person opening ("To
m a k e your Nigger drop/through the slot/you have made"). I was struck by the
mechanical and dehumanising quality of the original directions, together with the tender
age (seven or eight) of the boys featured on the kit's cover. The poem demonstrates and
enacts once again the process by which young minds were trained in racist attitudes:
Meccano was, after all, marketed as an educational toy.
Today, it is difficult not to read the casual brutality of the phrase "Drop the
Nigger" without thought of the racial murder called lynching formerly practiced in the
Southern States of the U S . This suggested the grotesque fantasy-hanging in the final
four lines—"and your Nigger will drop/like a m a n with noose round his neck/and stones
at his feet/through a hatch"—serving as a coda to everything that has gone before.
T V documentary into poetic symbol
Journalists have access to a great range of material and an eye for what's interesting. Of
course, any material they assemble for documentary purposes will be subject to (a)
government scrutiny in m a n y cases w h e n shooting is done "on location"(b) social,
editorial and personal agendas of journalists producing them and (c) editorial
perceptions concerning audience and marketing.
"Patrol" ( T C T 28-29) is based on a documentary screened on S B S TV's
Dateline program for 29 August, 2000 and became the occasion for another kind of
poetic recontextualisation. T o clarify the relationship between the program and m y
poem, I'll begin with is a synopsis of the contents, structure and argument of the
Dateline report. Since this Dateline feature is representative of a great deal of similar
reportage-with-editorial-analysis I studied and m a d e use of, the synopsis is reasonably
detailed. The piece lasted thirty-two minutes and was presented by British journalist
M a r k Corcoran. Jennifer Byrne introduced it by referring to civil war then being waged
in Sierra Leone, unsuccessful efforts by United Nations to keep the peace and the use of
mercenaries employed by the government of Sierra Leone.
F I L M S E Q U E N C E shot inside helicopter as it approaches a village
just attacked by rebel forces. Rock music accompanies shots of rocket
and machine gun attack by mercenaries in the helicopter.
C U T to segment in front of helicopter on tarmac.

M A R K CORCORAN:
South African Neil Ellis calls it his office-an office that just happens
to be a Russian-built helicopter gunship.
N E I L ELLIS:
It is a reliable aircraft, strong, ideally suited for African conditions.
These are 80 mm. rockets obviously of Russian manufacture, used
very effectively in the Chechnyan campaign.
[ELLIS has a quiet voice, a mild S A accent and looks like a business
man. H e commands a team of mercenaries.]
GRAHAM MCKINLEY, ex-defense advisor to British government,
is shown in Freetown radio studio, in his weekly program, telling
rebels to give up. In i/v with M C , he says all the trouble comes from
diamonds.
CUT to helicopter on mission again. Again, rock instrumental music
creates action-film ambiance.
V O I C E over intercom [NE]:
/ see them. I'm not sure if they're civilians or not. There are not
supposed to be any civilians here—it's all supposed to be a rebel
area. This is where they're supposed to be staying.
R O C K E T S , machine-gunning again.

MC:
There's no Hollywood bravado just a cold, clinical efficiency to it all.
M A P of West Africa identifying Freetown, capital of SL. M U S I C A L
S O U N D T R A C K [Sanatana] accompanies shots of Freetown and G M
explaining that diamonds are the source of the war.
C U T to shots of m e n mining for alluvial diamonds. M C voiceover
explains that Executive Outcomes drove rebels out of diamond
mining area but their contracts were terminated as a result of pressure
from international community and civil war recommenced.
S H O T S of burnt-out buildings in Freetown, amputees, dead bodies,
flocks of vultures.
S E G M E N T on history of U N involvement in SL, linking with footage
of training schemes run by officers seconded from British Army,
enthusiastic S L recruits from government and rebel forces w h o would
serve in N e w Sierra Leone Army. Granting of personal amnesties to
rebel deserters. M C supports charges of U N incompetence by i/v with
U N C-in-C, Maj. Gen. Vijay K u m a r Tetley w h o makes the
"extraordinary admission" that he doubts the whole concept of U N
peace-keeping role in situations like the one in SL.
M C shown on foot patrol with Gurkas attached to U N . In response to
M C ' s question as to w h y these soldiers do not wear pale blue U N
helmets, he is told it is because they are not fighters but peacekeepers.
S H O T of members of local pro-government militia "who rely on their
elaborate dress and black magic" [MC].

C U T to 6 year-old girl amputee and shots of others in camp in
Freetown for new victims.
CUT to i/v with representative of Human Rights Watch in Refugee
C a m p . She points out that behaviour amongst members of N e w S L A ,
supposedly protecting civilians, can be as violent as that of rebels'.
G M notes U N plans to starve rebels of funds by stopping illicit
diamond trading but says they won't work and that mercenaries may
be viewed as a reasonable alternative.
V K T also sees a case for mercenaries to take the place of his U N
force, even though this "isn't healthy" and would be open to
corruption.
CUT back to helicopter sequence and rock music soundtrack. It's
clearly impossible to identify individual people beneath at altitude.

MC:
How can you identify targets?

NE:
You can tell the difference between a rebel and a civilian.. .you get the
feel.. .so you can tell the difference.. .Normally rebels are carrying
guns, civilians won't be carrying guns. If a civilian is carrying a gun,
he's a rebel.. .so he's a target... .1 enjoy the job. I want to stay and
retire here. Make this my country.
S H O T of 3 armless girl-amputees and voiceover by M C : A n d this is
another reason Ellis wants to stay. For the suffering goes on. H u m a n
Rights Watch representative agrees that conflict will continue without
major changes.
R E G G A E M U S I C . Beach scene, palm trees, S L girls walking, white
m e n lounging by a table, camera pans horizon to show patrolling
British naval ship and then follows mercenaries' helicopter gunship
flying past.
M C [serious-voiced]: And so the war drags on, the UN on the beach
contemplating what went wrong, a British warship offshore is
engaging in a bit of good old-fashioned gun-boat diplomacy while the
gunship sets off on another mission. Mercenaries or military
contractors, it doesn't really matter what they're called—for Sierra
Leone, they may be the best last chance.
C L O S I N G R E C A P in Dateline studio by JB.
Watching this, I was struck by three things. The first was the elliptical
argument used throughout. The civil war situation led to indiscriminate violence
before the UN arrived, the UN offered no satisfactory solution, mercenaries
were indiscriminate in their form of killing and, like government and rebels,
could also be subject to corruption. However, since they were more effective
militarily, they offered the "best last chance" (I can't follow the logic here,

because all three solutions led to the same destination: indiscriminate violence).
Secondly, the proposition that diamonds were the heart of the problem sounded
simplistic: civil war and social breakdown usually have m a n y roots. (In
examining this D C A , Professor Julian Croft noted: "While smuggling might
have involved a predatory West, most of the arms for diamonds came from the
Ukraine, and most of the organization behind the rebels was from Charles
Taylor's administration in Liberia (with some help from Burkina Fasso), backed
by Ghadafi in Libya".) M y final conclusion was that analysis was provided by a
British journalist, a former British defence adviser, a South African mercenary,
an Indian soldier—without any commentator from West Africa in general, or
Sierra Leone in particular.
Material like this helped drive m y project. W h e n "serious" journalism is
flawed to a point where it comes close to misinformation, it's hard not to react
and I reacted poetically. T h e "star" of the documentary was undoubtedly the
helicopter gunship which dominated visually and aurally. M y poem "Patrol"
starts with a series of short, brusque c o m m a n d s placing it 2000 feet above the
Kaba River in Sierra Leone. The dictatorial tone and choice of language
("chopper", "gunship" "crew", "mercenaries") suggest a military context;
geographical details and action in the first two stanzas conjure up the drama of a
military operation. Use of consonance, assonance and short sentences
liguistically create a noisy clatter corresponding to the sound of the helicopter's
engine and rotor-blades. The operation involves journey, goal and ironic contrast
("the people are friendly,/their country, bew-ti-full. At present/though, beauty
and friendship/are two thousand feet away", lines 8-11), all elements
emphasising the present, what happening right now. But what is the mission
goal? T h e answer recedes as the narrative disintegrates into the twisted syntax of
stanza five, the shifty gesture of the Belgian mercenary, emphasis on the visual
("his pink facefills/thescreen") rather than anything more substantial and final,
unanswered question (who are the targets the mercenaries have "never/missed
yet?").
Early drafts of the p o e m ended at this point, the end of stanzafive.However, a
satisfactory narrative resolution hadn't been reached and the characters needed another
context to establish adequate depth and complexity. So a sixth and final stanza follows
them to base and afterwards, a bar at the beach. They joke—someone says " D o w n the

hatchski" to the Russian pilot—but they actually say "next to nothing". Their silence is
emphasised by the surf pounding the shore—ironic counterpart to the way they and
other combatants pound their targets with gunfire.
"Patrol" doesn't try to offer political analysis. It works on and directs the
reader's feelings, seeking a moral judgement of what I consider an obscene business.
W h e n I first c a m e across the image of the French warship offshore lobbing shells into
the jungle in Heart of Darkness in the late 60s, I thought of B52s at the time opening
massive b o m b bays over forests in Vietnam. I couldn't see this helicopter gunship as
other than a later version of these things. In fact, in the context of The Calabar
Transcript and Part 1 in particular, it becomes the ultimate symbol of the predatory
West hanging over Africa doling out endless and pointless destruction. The poem's use
of the source material provided by the documentary is highly selective, reworking
authentic detail around a narrative climax to reverse the programme's original thrust. In
place of the documentary's audiovisual resources —powerful visual imagery and
dialogue, gratuitous musical sound track and narrative commentary that deconstructs
itself—my p o e m is short, concentrated, emotive and expressive. Its techniques include
strong sound patterns, syntactical variety, fragmented dialogue, action and complex
metaphor (the ironic charge of "rotors unwind/steel haloes" hinting at fresh possibilities,
the mercenaries as avenging angels, their gunship as angel of death, for instance).
B y no means all T V documentaries are as contentious and problematic as the
Dateline feature I've been talking about. Documentaries can also furnish information,
interviews and visuals, prompting a less angst-ridden source for poems. I was struck, for
instance, by the experiences of a young Nigerian w o m a n called Eunice in an instalment
of a Channel 4 series called Lagos Airport shown on A B C T V . T h e series extended a
popular "airport documentary" format that had previously featured British airports at
London and Luton. Murtala M o h a m m e d airport is a chaotic and hazardous point of
entry into Nigeria and though part of the remit for the series was to exploit the humour
and patronise the place, the emphasis was on direct reportage (the reactions of
passengers at losing luggage, for instance) and what I considered a genuine effort to
capture what it's like to work there. Eunice's story was depressing. She had to pay for
the right to work as a porter and m a d e so little m o n e y (there's little obligation to tip)
that at the end of the day, she didn't have enough for the taxi ride h o m e through the
city's dangerous streets. In spite of this, her resilient hope and religious faith were
apparently unconquerable.

I wrote a p o e m called 'Eunice' in which I tried to balance all of this. I wanted to
avoid over-sentimentalising her plight and response to it.
Twenty years of age
— h u g e smile, smooth, peerless brow,
she'll never look more beautiful
— a s she manhandles bloated suitcases
to a taxi rank where bloated naira
tycoons decline to pay, there being
no legal obligation, rubs her nose
in s o m e private gesture of defiance
in the face of tribulation, and manages:
"Well, tomorrow's another day".
"Eunice" was not finally included in the finished volume of poems but "To the
Interior" was, another p o e m prompted by a television documentary, on this occasion,
about transvestites in Senegal. Woubi Cheri was broadcast on SBS. In consultation with
m y supervisor, I decided not to reference Woubi Cheri in The Calabar Transcript
because m y p o e m was a very m u c h an imaginative reworking of the original.
Historical reconstruction
Historical reconstruction in m y poems involves taking a m o m e n t or suggestion from an
history source and either (i) making a fresh narrative out of it or (ii) filling-in the outline
provided. "Reading Music" illustrates the first. W h e n Vasco da G a m a travelled to the
Cape, a celebration took place on a beach between indigenous Africans and da Gama's
mariners.
A s soon as w e saw them w e went ashore. They forthwith began to
play on four or five flutes, some producing high notes, the others low
ones, thus making a pretty harmony for negroes w h o are not expected
to be musicians; and they danced in the style of negroes. The captainmajor then ordered the trumpets to be sounded, and we, in the boats,
danced, and the captain-major did so likewise when he rejoined us",
The First Voyage of Vasco da Gama, Cambridge, Hakluyt Society,
Ser. 1, vol. 42.
The European musicians were able to follow the African rhythms not, apparently, by
what they heard—this remained incomprehensibly alien to them—but by watching the
dancers' feet. The resulting collaboration must have been one of the earliest instances of
World Music. It also represented a metaphor for faith in cross-culturalism for sailors
could see what they couldn't hear. Historical anecdote provided a symbol m y poem
sought to re-invest with meaning, to bring to life again. (Once again, lack of space
meant it wasn'tfinallyincluded in the Calabar Transcript).

"Listening" ( T C T 51) is an example of the second kind of historical
reconstruction. The origins of this p o e m were in a T V documentary about a South
African band whose members had had to flee apartheid Johannesberg to live in Britain
in the 1950s. It was called Songs from the Golden City. O n e of the band had been
imprisoned, temporarily, and the film recorded his experiences of returning to what was
left of the place he had been incarcerated in. His memories reduced him to tears on
camera and his words carried enormous dignity, particularly as he thought of those w h o
went to their death without having committed any crime whatsoever. H e was moved by
the injustice he saw and still haunted by the sounds of such m e n before execution.
"Listening" becomes a universal memorial for all w h o "died holy innocents,/after
beatings, loud, nightly,/underground" anywhere in the world, unable to record their
story, the act of listening symbolic and shared by the rest of us as w e too strain
imaginatively to identify and m a k e contact with invisible victims in the poem. Although
early drafts of this p o e m carried a few details over, it was extensively re-written and no
significant connection with the T V documentary remains.
Re-storying
Re-storying refers to the reconstruction of lost or actively suppressed narratives
about indigenous people. "That Cruel W i n d " ( T C T 15) derives from the fact that
an the expedition to the Cape of G o o d H o p e in 1487 headed by Bartolomeu Dias
included:
two male Africans kidnapped.. .from the shores of modern Angola,
and four females from the Slave Coast. The intention was that the six
should be landed at intervals along the coast, dressed in European
fashion and equipped with samples of gold, silver, and spices that
might help to locate sources of these items along the coast. W o m e n
were the predominant choice for this local exploration because it was
hoped they would be more respected in the event of conflict (Africa,
the Biography of a Continent, 1997, 366).
They were never seen again. G o d knows what happened to them. Perhaps some survived,
made the most of their circumstances, even. They were being dropped in foreign
territory, unable to speak the language, laden with objects that no doubt looked worth
stealing and four were w o m e n .
M y p o e m employs artistic licence by supplying these Africans with European
names and backgrounds (this happened to a good number of their fellows) to heighten
the incongruousness of their situation. They were indeed "going back" to their native
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continent—but they certainly weren't going home. It was a cruel, mindless gesture on
the part of the Portuguese whose drive to trade is imaged in the "cruel wind" blowing
from the poem's first line to its last. The poem is set soon after landing and told from the
point of view of one of the Africans. From him, w e learn about Kate's pathetic selfdeception ("it's an adventure"), Maisie's grief for a child left behind, the shambles the
enterprise amounts to and the fact the speaker is well aware of all of this—and of the fate
probably awaiting them. The p o e m fills in a poignant m o m e n t of silence history has left
us.
"Native Speaker" ( T C T 12) is another kind of re-storying. I was moved by a
couple of Radio National features on interviews with the last living speaker of their
respective languages, subgroups within the Inuit and San languages. Both were w o m e n .
The second program, entitled Shifting SANd, was about Elsie Vaalbooi, w h o lived in the
Northern Cape, Republic of South Africa and became famous as the last speaker of
Khomani.
"Native Speaker" describes a w o m a n harried by white researchers more
concerned with what she knows about her language, than with her feelings. The "being
made of sighs and clicks" suggests a San or "click" language and, facing her o w n death
and her language's, the woman's loneliness and sense of loss becomes absolute. She
must conduct her o w n funeral rites:
Her old lips m o v e
one more time, an elegy she must
pronounce herself (who else?), a final
dancing phrase rejigged, with tiny
modulation, "So it passes" or perhaps
"I greet the ancestors"
and the scene shifts to images of the desert, a waste of sand, the nest/of bones that was a
bird of passage/blown off course, dry tumbleweed/upon a rock" (TCT 12).
Elsie Vaalbooi died last October, as far as I know under the circumstances other
than those described in the poem, and, following her "discovery" by language experts, a
concerted effort has m a d e to find other speakers of Khomani to keep the language
going. The p o e m in other words was generated by her rather than having her as its
subject, though I felt it fitting to dedicate the p o e m to her memory. "Native Speaker"
uses Elsie Vaalbooi as a point of departure to tell a story that must have been re-enacted
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as languages have progressively disappeared over the recent past—and will continue to
do so.
Aesthetic Material
The poems mentioned under this heading refer to specific instances of
appropriation of indigenous art by the non-indigenous. "Kiki with African Mask,
1926'" ( T C T 18) ironically reworks a famous photograph by M a n Ray depicting the
Montparnasse model Kiki holding a Baule mask. Although the model's face is laid on
its side and the mask held upright, the intention is that the mask serve as an ironic foil
to the woman's cosmetically-presented but living beauty. At any rate, this is h o w I
interpreted the photograph as I began a p o e m which, in m y view, inverted the
photograph's symmetry and emphasis.
Kiki's head m a y be visually striking, therefore, but the mask she holds "sucks in
her beauty" and its attributes ("ebony glows round a brow,/long nose for
exclamation/above tiny mouth") have presence and individuality in comparison with
the model's mannequin features ("luminous skin/hair slicked back, crescent eyes").
Indeed, beside the "shark's zigzag teeth" of the mask, the poem observes "the girl's
mouth/is merely a bow-wave in lipstick/Man Ray tells her to wipe off. The girl's eyes
are closed, M a n Ray is more interested in her as sex object than the picture in its
developing fluid next door ("He pats her bottom. H e hasn't finished with her yet" and
the enduring image the p o e m leaves us with is the w a y the mask "stares out/through
narrowing eyes". It is staring out at a Western audience, challenging it to see beyond its
o w n narcissism and cultural myopia.
Catalogue notes to the Sydney exhibition where I saw M a n Ray's photograph
offer a different interpretation. They see the mask as a form of shadow-double
characteristic of the artist's work, expressing "the element of crisis and drama in our
century", the photograph in total, therefore: "modern civilisation reflecting on its o w n
weaknesses and anxieties" (World Without End: Photography in the Twentieth Century,
2000). I remain satisfied with the interpretation m y p o e m produced and the poem's
ultimate target in any case remains the contemporary art world where cognoscenti
applaud M a n Ray's picture without taking into account the complex aesthetic status of
the Baule mask as work of art and belief. M a n Ray is satirised in retrospect as sexist
and artist but the poem's impetus is supplied by the fact w e still go to museums to gaze
at such works. A n d if this sounds overly polemical, consider for a m o m e n t the

photograph's title— Kiki with African Mask, 1926— surely nothing less than a timecapsule from another era.12
A s Kiki's eyes are closed, so the female speaker in "Blue" ( T C T 32) also
betrays lack of vision in her casual question about "blue notes" in jazz :"why blue?
Why/call them blue notes?" In its earliest form, "Blue" was a satire about an ambitious
young university professor exploiting a knowledge of the Blues purely to further his
career. O n e day, his scholarly understanding of a musical style and culture transposed
from the Senegambia region in West Africa to the American South would be extended
by some painful event or other in his hitherto sheltered life. H e would finally become
acquainted with what the blues are actually about: loss, pain, resilience, rather than
some technical definition of time, place or style. Perhaps there were some personal
recriminations in this early version—not that I was ever a young professor but I a m
conscious of building a career partly on African texts and, what's more, in an
environment safely removed from harsh realities they address. A later draft of the poem
had a travelling performer-speaker doing a guest lecture on campus, a rather sad figure
galvanised by a searching question from a mature-age student about the Blues. The final
version reduces character to "she" and "he", "she" sounding Western, her impatience
Eurocentric, his depth of feeling about diaspora suggesting he's black. The whole tenor
of the final draft has changed. It is n o w about the ancient riddle of what can't be put
into words—in this case, music and through music, suffering—using a poetic form built
solely out of words.
In the first of these poems in particular, m y p o e m also appropriates indigenous
art, but this is hard to avoid, since its target is an art work epitomising this process.
Shakespeare
I love watching and reading Shakespeare, which has brought m e face-to-face with racist
attitudes frequently identified in his plays. Specifically, I have written poems to
speculate about audience reactions to modern and historical productions of them.
After watching a video of the 1965 production of Othello, with Laurence Olivier
in the lead role, I wrote a p o e m also called "Othello" ( T C T 10). T h e film was based on
a production that had previously run at London's National Theatre and is presumably
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M a n Ray's photograph is also known as "Noire et blanche". The title used by m y poem is from the
image owned by the National Gallery of Victoria: see World Without End: Photography in the Twentieth
Century, Sydney: Art Gallery of N S W , 2000, cat. no. 55.
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indicative of the actor's reading of what would engage audiences at that time. Viewed
forty years later, it seems to m e Olivier caricatures the M o o r in ways that wouldn't be
used n o w , using ridiculously exaggerated gestures, eye-rolling and (I once heard)
mixing boot-black into his makeup. M y p o e m describes an actor like Olivier in his
dressing-room methodically using racial stereotypes to assume his dramatic role as
Moor. H e begins:
...inhabiting the body of this other.
Begins to be the other, breathe deep breaths,
hear sounds cicadas make, a distant
lion's roar, invoke strange deities
with palms raised suppliant and pink.
Subsequent lines show the actor's thoughts about the adulatory reception he'll receive,
undercut by dawning suspicions that what he's offering in reality is the "image of bad
Art/in floppy shoes/wearing custard pies". Like M a n Ray's Kiki with African Mask,
1926, Olivier's Othello is anachronous, another time capsule storing attitudes, on this
occasion from Britain in the 60s.
I don't k n o w h o w Olivier came to feel about his interpretation. M y poem isn't
about him. In the most basic terms, it suggests h o w dramatic reception triggers a
perception of the banality of stereotype. Nevertheless anyone who's seen the video
recently or remembers the film m a y make the connection: and if they do, they m a y well
see the p o e m as another sardonic retrospective, a quiet " H o w could you?", at the same
time letting his unspoken "Because they wanted it", linger after him.
A n earlier draft of this p o e m included reference to another Moor, Aaron, in Titus
Andronicus. In this instance, I used Aaron's dramatic language in the play to evoke the
violently racist response of groundlings who:
call such m e n fool, devil, arch-fiend,
hell-bent; regard it natural they're
full of self-loathing.
I went back to the original text after watching Harry Lennix, a black American actor, in
Julie Taymor's film Titus (1999). Lennix's performance is striking. H e is m a d e up with
African facial scarifications and accepts his role as evil mastermind with an air of tired
acceptance: everyone else hates him, so w h y not join them? So the film's audience, too,
is momentarily gulled into thinking: h o w could such a m a n not detest himself? H o w
could he not play the role assigned to him? Hence the "self-loathing" and complicity
between actor and original seventeenth century audience m y draft sought to capture.
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W h e n the East Indiaman Dragon moored off the coast of what's n o w Sierra
Leone in 1607, the m e n put on one of the earliest recorded performances of Hamlet (see
John Dover Wilson, Hamlet, 1968, xxi). This became the basis for "Beneath Lion
Mountain" ( T C T 6-7) which begins with the Dragon's crew entertaining Portuguese
traders w h o row out to greet and spy on them. The sailors swap tall tales of seafaring
with the traders' accounts of African black magic. During the afternoon, the Bosun's
hunting-party captures and evidently murders three w o m e n on shore. It's an
infringement of orders and the narrator is moved by what he hears ("Poor, thin, piping
sounds/they are. A n d then, no more") but the incident doesn't detract from a
performance of Hamlet put on in the evening. What's really important is trade, getting
off early next day, outdoing wily Portuguese competition.
Blinded by an illusory sense of superiority, the crew see no connection between
theatrical murders they act/watch in the evening and the real thing that afternoon, any
more than they identify the three sea-borne corpses that float by next day with the image
of the drowned Ophelia. (In fact, they don't see them as human corpses at all, merely
the remains of "females".) They have no idea that their "superiority" as whites is
maintained by projecting their o w n violence on to Africans ashore, that in truth they,
rather than the Africans, are the stuff of "hobgoblin tales", the "Devils", devourers of
humanity w h o turn themselves "to beasts".
"Beneath Lion Mountain" in other words illustrates the psychological processes
of denial and projection at the heart of racism. I set out to explore ironic possibilities,
fusing the preoccupation with violence, death and the mythology of the afterlife in
Shakespeare's play, withfictionalelements from the location of this particular
performance. Is the p o e m sensationalist, an entirely unjust fantasy? Those w h o have
read studies like V. S. Naipaul's The Loss of El Dorado (in this case, about European
dealings in the Caribbean and South America) will probably say no. M y intention, in
any case, was to present a harsh satire of pre-colonial rapacity, delusion and folly,
s u m m e d up by the absurd image of Hamlet/Mr Jones, "skewered, poisoned" and
dwarfed "beneath a lion-headed mountain/ black as pitch, which rises to the stars".
In all three poems, text and stereotype are reconstructed in performance so that
poetic re-enactment captures social attitudes: dramatic and literary form becomes
testimony to social fact, illusion documents reality.
Shakespearian drama supplied contexts in other poems. I used the phrase "I
banish you" to head a p o e m in which a m a n and a w o m a n , suffering in contemporary

Africa, dismiss a world order that by its economic anomalies and injustice has already
"banished" them. The poem's ironic allusion to Coriolanus (as he embraces exile by
turning his back on R o m e ) came to seem too literary, bearing in mind its content and
protagonists and I did not use it in thefinaldraft.
" E x a m " is about a girl w h o has previously been abducted, raped and enslaved by
guerillas. N o w she is a high school student studying Romeo and Juliet for an exam. The
origins of this p o e m were in a television documentary I'd seen about girls taken from
school run by Carmelite nuns in a night raid by the infamous Lord's Revolutionary
A r m y in northern Uganda. S o m e of the girls were recaptured by the nuns but others
could not be saved and were left behind. The girl at the centre of the poem, one of the
escapees, feels she owes it to the ones left behind to make a success of her school work.
I chose Romeo and Juliet as an ironic contrast, set against the enormity of what the girl
had been through and was n o w preparing to write a short academic essay about. The
survivor's guilt she's experienced carries its o w n dignity and redemption.
Autobiography
"Savvy B o o k Nigger" ( T C T 30-31) is based on a visit I made to the library at the
Foreign and Commonwealth Office in Whitehall. The poem itself is self-explanatory
but it is worth commenting briefly on its identifiably autobiographical format and
position near the sequence's end.
The title—meaning 'semi-educated black', it appeared under a photograph in
one of a number gubernatorial albums I inspected—signals the anger and outrage
expressed in the body of the poem. It's not, of course, thefirstin the sequence to
generate these feelings: they are there all the time. However, to write a large number of
poems in which the speaker directly gives vent to his fury would become numbing and
monotonous and, more to the point, could tend to make him the focus, rather than what
he was describing. I waited, therefore, till virtually the end Part 1 to acknowledge m y
feelings directly. T h e p o e m was, in fact, one of thefirstones I wrote and it's ironic,
though not totally surprising, that the august decorum of a library in the old imperial
centre, with its application forms, orderly attendants and book-lined walls should have
prompted such a powerful reaction in m e .
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Conclusion
W h a t started off as a series of poems to bolster m y interest and "decolonise m y mind"
turned into a means of contextualising the O v o n r a m w e n narrative. There were more
than enough poems, in fact, to fill their o w n part or section. If placed before the Benin
poems, they could introduce the narrative in Part 3 and identify it as a climax and
epitome of a process stretching for centuries before and behind. They would at once
pre-date Ovonramwen's overthrow and present after-echoes of it. Ultimately I was
obliged to abandon the weaker poems and even some I didn't consider weak, to avoid
repetitiousness (which didn't rule out repetition for legitimate emphasis) and to find an
order for the remaining poems that would transform individual pieces into a single
composite image and statement.
I was specially pleased with what I saw as "guerilla lyrics" like "World Banker",
"Othello" and "Kiki with African Mask, 1926", which identify their institutional targets
quickly, strike and withdraw. I like the connotations the word guerilla carries: of
subversion, mobility, clandestine operations and I believe poetry has an obligation to
sneak round the back and cause its o w n disruptions and threats to order.
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4) Ovonramwen: Two More Versions
Although I'd studied historical accounts of Ovonramwen's reign, the Weltanschauung I
brought to it was still largely derived from m y reading of the Igbo novels of Achebe and
Buchi Emecheta, the fiction of Elechi A m a d i (a Ekwerre writer from the Niger delta
region) and Soyinka's work in various genres. In addition, I found Emanuel Obiechina's
Culture, Tradition and Society in the West African Novel (Cambridge: U P . 1975)
brought together c o m m o n strands in their writing in his invaluable linking of narrative
and culture in the region. N o w , however, it was time to try to get a clearer idea of h o w
culture and society functioned in Ovonramwen's Benin, so I turned to new sources.
These included oral histories collected in Benin in the 1950s by R. E. Bradbury and
books on Benin by him and other modern experts.
In addition, I thought it might be useful to examine h o w Ovonramwen's Benin
looked from the point of view of Britons w h o had been on Phillips' expedition and the
punitive one that followed it. I read Alan Boisragon's The Benin Massacre (1898) and
R. H. Bacon's Benin, the City of Blood (1897). Boisragon was one of the two members
of Phillips' disasterous expedition to escape attack and make their w a y back to the small
colonial settlement of N e w Benin near the coast, to be invalided back to Britain. His
book consists of introductory chapters on Benin's history and geography, details of
Phillips' expedition, four chapters on "Our Escape", including rigours of travelling
through bush and avoiding capture and a synopsis of the Punitive Expedition—which he
could only follow thousands of miles away.
Chapter 1 of The Benin Massacre presents what it considers the Golden A g e of
Benin, during the late Middle Ages, associated with the arrival of Europeans, first
Portuguese, then English and Dutch. B y the time the first English expedition to Benin
arrived in 1553, the King (/. e. O b a ) of the period could greet its members in Portuguese
and was eager to trade. T h e city was magnificent and King's Court "very grand". The
slave trade brought great wealth during following centuries but after it was banned "the
once great Benin City became what the Punitive Expedition found it, namely, a very
large collection of scattered huts scarcely superior to any ordinary village of those
parts" (12). During the nineteenth century, Boisragon argued, Benin turned inward.
Without the ameliorating presence of whites to civilise and demystify, the all-powerful
and pervasive system of Juju allowed centralised authority in Benin to control and
terrorise its o w n people and tribes round about. "And with [Juju] go such gentle

customs as h u m a n sacrifices, cannibalism, twin-killing, and others" (29). Not only did
Juju m a k e a mockery of c o m m o n humanity and decency, it also allowed the King to
control and embargo trade with the outside world.
Boisragon, a captain in the British A r m y , knew all about the power of
centralised authority and more than a little about terrorising the populace. The standard
British technique for "pacifying" peoples was the arbitrary burning-down of villages
and dwellings found anywhere within a delineated area. The justification used by
Boisragon that "these people need saving from themselves and/or their rulers" remains
as unconvincing as it is today w h e n powerful states seek to invade less powerful ones.
The key issue for Boisragon is the fact that a regional leader had defied the might of the
British Empire. Trade, the actual reason to impose that imperial might, was frankly less
important than that such hubris should go unpunished.
Perhaps to mute the logic of this overbearing approach, Boisragon adopts a
schoolboy pose in the telling of rest of the book—indeed, the frontispiece photograph
makes him look like an over-grown school prefect. Pluck, loyalty, the absolute certainty
that like his audience he knows right from wrong, together with four chapters of
adventure and derring-do in the bush m a k e The Benin Massacre read like a ripping yarn
for grown-ups, seasoned with piety for poor Phillips and the others killed. It's an
impression created equally by W . H. Overend's illustrations of officers standing hands
on hips and their m e n crouched dauntless behind M a x i m s for the Illustrated London
News. Schoolboys, of course, don't have the same moral complexities to deal with as
adults.
R. H. Bacon ( C o m m a n d e r R N ) was Intelligence Officer for the Punitive
Expedition and told his story in Benin, City of Blood. H e was a racist of a different
order of magnitude altogether. In his book, blacks show a capacity for depravity
unknown to whites and not conceivable by them. Bacon is so disgusted at the human
sacrifices, crucifixion trees, headless corpses and mass burial pits he finds when Benin
finally falls, after stiff resistance, that he talks of "millions" slain, "blood lust and the
desire to terrorise", "love of mutilation and torture" and "centuries of stagnant brutality'
(90). Goodness knows what sort of intelligence officer he made. H e seems uninterested
in accurate information (even with allowances, his figures are absurd), only in flights of
overweening moral righteousness. W h a t he found shocking—the crucifixion trees and
filled burial pits—were traditional E d o practice and victims, it appears, sometimes, if
not always, willing.

R. E. Bradbury spent more than six years amongst the Edo, became fluent in
their language and was affectionately k n o w n as "the white m a n on the bicycle". His oral
history notes are held at Birmingham University Library's Special Collections
Department under the heading: "R. E. Bradbury, Fieldnotes from Benin 1951-61".
Including interviews and reports from a cross-section of m e n and w o m e n conducted
during the 1950s, they offer a unique insight into customs, social history and lives of
individuals back to the end of Adolo's reign. They demonstrate that the Edo developed
strong traditions, including an elaborate dynasty, pantheon of gods and recorded history
of dealing with Europeans. It was disconcerting also to come across references in the
notes to a royal harem guarded by eunuchs, court jester, witchcraft ('asen', the word for
witch, derives from 'sen', to disappear, as they did during daytime) and poisoning, ritual
and otherwise. It seemed it was going to be necessary to revisit m y decision in Chapter
2 to censor stereotypes I had taken as imposed by the European imagination.
Bradbury's field-work became the basis of two books he wrote: The Benin
Kingdom, a volume in the Ethnographic Survey of Africa, edited by Daryll Forde, 1957
and Benin Studies, 1973. The books outline h o w Benin was administered, belief systems
and values underpinning this and the relationship between the Oba's court, the city of
Benin and interlocking connections with the rest of the kingdom. Bradbury provided
more detailed information about O b a and chiefs, helping m e imaginatively to locate
myself in Ovonramwen's situation. I felt the poems so far completed were appropriately
configured, presenting a leader confident enough to pursue his o w n agenda of dealing
with whites and at the same time anxiously monitoring events for any sign of
insubordination. Bradbury's comments on links between court and those living in the
hinterland was also interesting, including the practice of sending young sons to become
emada, w h o served the O b a in an honorary capacity, and lived at the palace (I acquired
a photograph of a courtyard full of them, taken in the 1930s). They could expect the
O b a to give them a wife or otherwise provide for them when they later left his service
as young men.

The motives involved here seem universal: fathers sent sons off so they could
achieve personal advancement at court and their fathers could bathe in the reflected
glory of such a prestigious connection. I wrote two poems about emada, entitled
" E m a d a " and "Dismissed", the second about the humiliation of father and son when a
boy was expelled from court and sent h o m e again.

Bradbury's books have no illustrations so it was interesting to read The Art of
Benin, by Paula Girshick B e n - A m o s (1995), The Royal Art of Benin, The Perls
Collection, edited by Kate Ezra (1992) and Divine Kingship in Africa, by William Fagg
(1970). All of these are lavishly illustrated with photographs of art-work and BenAmos's book includes recent photographs of ritual and ceremonial costumes in use.
Though they contained additional information about Benin, they were useful to m e
primarily as sources of visual stimulation, images I could lose myself in and even
incorporate into poems. Articles in equally well illustrated journals like African Arts, on
tattooing, for instance, and keloids (a kind of scarification) on brows, also generated
poems.
I would like to emphasise that although I was researching Benin art extensively,
meeting experts and inspecting artifacts in museums, m y aim was to collect material
and heighten understanding for an imaginative project of m y own. A s Ben-Amos points
on, Benin art has become an academic industry over the past quarter of a century,
generating and demanding expertise. The oral histories assembled by Bradbury are
particularly exacting. Extensive, complex and unstructured, consisting of accounts by
different E d o speakers, on occasion describing the same events from entirely different
points of view.
With m y artistic priorities in mind, I was determined to make impressionistic
and intuitive use of such material. I was prepared to write about whatever caught m e eye
in relation to O v o n r a m w e n and his society: anecdotes, remembered fragments, aspects
of social practice. It was important at this stage of m y project (as throughout) that m y
poems avoided making mistakes over details and, even more, that they did not run
counter to m y understanding of E d o culture of the period. This did not mean, however,
that I didn't feel free to remain selective in what I chose to use.
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Commentary on Second and Third Drafts of Ovonramwen poems
and poems on other subjects completed during this phase of writing
A complete list of poems included is included in Appendix 3, pp. 148-150.
Bradbury opened fresh possibilities for m y project. His oral histories supplied
details about events I'd previously only been able to reconstruct from outlines in
Egharevba and others. After reading an oral account of the assassination of Uwangue,
for instance, I felt able to write with more confidence than in the earlier poem,
"Deathday". "In this world?" O v o n r a m w e n apparently exclaimed on hearing news of
the killing and I used the phrase to title a new version, ending tersely: "Dragged, almost
living, home,/they laid a corpse across your bed". The same oral history (Benin Series
note no. 228) describes h o w Obaraduagbon, one of the chiefs accused on participating
in the assassination, was besieged by the Oba's m e n and eventually killed by his o w n
sons. For reasons of space, I'll quote the poem rather than the oral history itself: in any
case, the details incorporated from the history are pretty self-apparent (the wine, chief's
crinoline robe, double-knots and so on):
dangling
When Obaraduagbon tried
to hang himself,
he failed.
Given wine,
and time to change
into chief's crinoline,
all set,
he launched off into space
and the rope snapped.
He wasn't going to try again
but after a week
without food or water
(the house being surrounded)
his sons decided
to assist.
They checked
the rafter's stoutness,
rope's length for snagging,
double-tied the knots,
and, one to each jerking
puppet leg,
they pulled down hard,
then cut the rope

to let him stiffen.
A s a result of reading Bradbury's reports, there were also new stories and
characters to incorporate. Nothing I'd read so far included the story of Eghaghe, a
w o m a n Ovonramwen had fallen in love with, impregnated and removed from her
husband's house, according to one of Bradbury's informants. The woman's husband
eventually committing suicide. Ovonramwen emerges as treacherous, brutal or
passionate, depending on one's point of view, and the story inspired a poem in which he
shares his m e m o r y of events with Eghaghe. In the poem, Ovonramwen is speaking to
Eghaghe and the concluding reference to—"three m e n to cut down your husband/from
the rafters, after he'd heard/and one name for m y new son,/Aiguobasimwin,/f/ie Oba is
rivaled by no-one" (italics in the poem)—juxtaposes Ovonramwen's ruthlessness with
the husband's final hopeless gesture.
In addition to supplying more information, the oral histories also brought old
issues to m y attention. I can demonstrate this by comparing the opening of "Orhokhorho
Leaves Today", a purely imaginative poem in the first Ovonramwen draft, with an
account of the same event in an oral history by Bradbury's informant, Osuma. M y poem
starts by describing h o w Ovonramwen's junior brother leaves:
accompanied by his three wives,
children, servants,
and too m a n y cases to carry,
a family gaggle
up the narrow
and in his case necessary
road to the deep north
at dawn. They drag
past city gates
where it's too early
for beggars and bleary guards
take no notice—they've
been awake all night,
besides, they're only interested
in travelers of importance.
All I'd known when composing this poem was that the brother had been sent
into exile. The account in Bradbury's field notes showed that m y fabricated account

wasn't so far from what happened: so intuition and guesswork could be valid means to
use to reconstruct historical detail.
" O v e r a m w e took one m a n w h o was very poor and gave him to
Oroxoro. H e took tattered clothes and gave them to Oroxoro saying
these were the things left behind by his father. H e sent him to
U r u m w o . H e was told he must not sleep in Benin that night. All his
property he left behind. His servants w h o should have carried them
ran away saying they were the Oba's servants. H e left that night"
(Osuma, in B S 226.4).
The tone and handling in the field notes were different, however. In m y
imagination, I'd seen the brother leave with his family and baggage, evoking pathetic
spectacle ("too m a n y suitcases to carry"), sad humour ("family gaggle") and arch, ironic
allusion to Basho ("narrow/and in his case necessary//road to the deep north"). Osuma's
version on the other hand presents a hard, harsh image of humiliation. It rings with
truth, bleak and hopeless. There is no intention whatsoever to soften or protect. A n d the
idea of protection was relevant to m y treatment of Ovonramwen and Benin. A s I've
noted, I was writing back to the demonisation of a m a n and his culture. In the first draft
of poems, I had been trying to defuse pervasive stereotypes. In doing so, was I running
the risk of idealising m y subject-matter, attenuating the truth of 'how things were'? For
the sake of historical accuracy, should I therefore venture back to territory that
sometimes seemed perilously close to Orientalism?
Since Bradbury's oral histories indicated that witchcraft, poisoning, royal harem
and eunuchs and other aspects palace life were part of traditional Edo life, therefore, I
re-instated poems on these subjects suppressed in thefirstdraft and wrote new ones (e.
g. 'YuNux') to accommodate what I had learned. This involved more than a simple
readoption of stereotype, as I realise, looking back over a short poem, "Bloodharvest"
about the vengeance exacted after Uwangue's death:
It's time
to lop and w h i t t l e
heads,
let
bodies
glut
the busy jagging
v u l t u r e ' s beak
to bleaching bones
my poor Uwangue.

So: let brothers sisters
fathers mothers w i v e s
stamp out your grief
for heads stacked
high in dirt
like y a m s ,
Uwangue's gone
and you can share his passing.
Post-Civil W a r Nigeria was like an open wound and poetry that came out of the
period expressed a violence that turned back on itself. The rhetorical virtuosity of a
poem like Soyinka's "Massacre, October '66" (Idanre and other poems, 1967) visibly
does little to diminish the anger driving its speaker. John Pepper Clark's war volume
Casualties (1970) expressed shocked dismay that the things it describes happened in the
writer's native country. "Bloodharvest", I can see now, is m y response to these poems
and the situation they described: and civil conflict is still exemplified for m e by Nigeria
half a century ago—rather than Northern Ireland, say, or the break up of states in the old
Yugoslavia.
I was also unsettled by the way so much in Bradbury's oral histories
documented personal aggrandisement, power and patriarchy in Edo society. Big men
took what they wanted: lesser m e n took what they could get away with. The Edo didn't
sell themselves as slaves though an informant notes "important warriors might seize
[fellow country m e n and w o m e n ] so long as nobody found out". A n d this didn't just
apply amongst the Edo, as the same passage makes clear: "it was not safe for the Edo in
the riverside markets unless they were very strong. The Itsekiri and Ijaw would seize
them and paddle away with them in their canoes" (BS 17.1). Marriageable girls were
just that, by kidnap, rape or otherwise. It wasn't safe to travel by highway through the
forest. I'd had m y o w n experience of this in Ife, but it was sobering to discover that
more than a century earlier a system of armed convoys had had to be employed and
roads being sealed off until suitable arrangements had been made and security assured
(BS 17.2).
All this wasn't helped by the fact that Charles Gore, the Benin specialist,
pointed out he had been condemned to ritual execution by beheading the last time he'd
visited the present Oba's court. It was a symbolic sentence, he explained, resulting from
an unfortunate political entanglement with a m u s e u m curator, nevertheless, it was
disconcerting to hear about it in his small Earls Court flat. A n d yet, as I reminded

myself later, Eghaghe's story wasn't very far from what w e might find in a tabloid
report of a legal case in Sydney's western suburbs or Devonport, just as Uwangue's
death could be an act of political assassination anywhere in the world today.
W a s I imposing m y o w n subjective, bourgeois, Eurocentric values on what I was
finding in the oral histories? Undoubtedly I was, as the analogies I've just used indicate.
In revising this project, I c a m e across an article by Dr Gore and David Pratten arguing
that vigilantes, varsity cults and 'area boys' draw on old repertoires of discourse to
resist Nigerian state "Politics of Plunder", granting their actions historical status and
validity. In spite of this, however, having female students sleep with individuals
covertly to gain information from them (a standard practice employed by varsity cults)
seems to m e disturbing and I can't find the violence used by vigilantes and 'area boys'
anything but morally unacceptable. I had at any rate considered the question of context
and acknowledged m y o w n thought processes and squeamishness.13

I haven't written much about poetic form because I was still making frequent
use of three-line stanzas and aiming for stylistic continuity so new poems could be
interspersed with old ones. In addition, m y research was prompting poems that were
quite distinct from the O v o n r a m w e n saga.
"Victrola", for instance, was prompted by photograph albums of colonial
officers at the library at the Foreign and Commonwealth Office. The photographs
featured indigenous subjects, cryptic titles bearing witness of the reductive colonial
gaze and the body of the p o e m is constructed from these titles. It begins: "Flat-nosed
Fulani, note filed-teeth'V'Huts being burned'V'Village ablutions'V'Albino
twins'V'Saluting the flag. Christmas, 1916"/"My dog, Toby, looks for His Master's
voice..." After a terse, rhythmic list, register and point of view shift and in the last three
lines the reader finds himself seeing through the eyes, or more to the point hearing
through the ears, of the photographs' indigenous subjects, as they stare at the
contraption white m e n entertain themselves with: the change in point of view is
signalled by indentation and m o v e m e n t to a new line
Natives...
with serious faces round the tent watch a disk spinning.
Peculiar, the scratchy, anaemic sound out of the speaker
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that might almost be music.
Once again, poetic structure is used to stand colonial perspective on its head, rendering
it absurd by shifting to an indigenous point of view: those subject to the colonial Gaze
are n o w the ones actively gazing back.
At the library of the Centre for West African Studies at Birmingham University,
I came across an old copy of The Nigerian Field that listed "Lorry N a m e s in Nigeria", i.
e. the phrases painted on the front of m a m m y wagons, such as:
God's Decision, No Appeal,
Oh Nigeria Why Worry
The Nightmare of Onitsha
Charlie's Wreck
Clanking Nellie
Mark ofZoro
Nothing Pass God
—the last, reminding m e of m y favourite from Ife days, Money Sweet Pass All. This led
to a p o e m including some of these names. Though I abandoned it, it subsequently
became the basis for "The Roads Waits, Hungry" ( T C T 49) a very different piece going
back to what I remembered about these vehicles from Ife, including their names, bold
colours, impressive, antediluvian British engineering and the skill needed to select the
right one to travel in. M a m m y wagons can't depart till they're full of passengers so the
prospective traveller must find one that's full: full, that's to say, of real passengers, not
stooges who'll quietly dismount after you've paid your fare. The allusion in the poem's
final line to the hungry road is in the same vein as Soyinka's awe-filled reverence for
the road as site, indeed, quite literally, altar, for sacrifices to Ogun, god of technology,
progress, the road and all these offer—and take. T o say you take your life in your hands
on Nigerian roads is not to resort to cliche but articulate a sacramental gesture the god
m a y or m a y not take you up on.14
The first draft and the p o e m completed m u c h later were completely different but
once again establishing an imaginative site over time led to the poem in itsfinalform.
Having read R o y Fuller's Consolations (1987) and seen he was prepared to
publish brief, incidental poems as short as four lines long and not haiku or imagist
pieces, I felt comfortable about writing m y o w n poetic jottings in response to reading I
was doing: visits to museums, the Public Record Office at K e w and so on. After the first
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1 can't muster it in Yoruba but the slang name for the most basic kind of m a m m y wagon translates into
English as "Get d o w n andfightme", from the embittered cries of those at the road side, unable to get a
seat.

dozen, I created a section called "Off-cuts". I thought they might support each other and
create the effect of an historical collage. The following, for instance, is based on a
report filed by a District Officer, dated 1897:
2ND November.
Left Benin with 35 m e n and a maxim.
Arrived at Urua on the 7 T H .
Edelu and Ulia threatening attack.
whole area potentially hostile.
beside more men,
w e need apparatus
to launch rockets.
Another incorporates an Edo phrase in translation in the penultimate line, from
an article in African Arts on facial expressions and scarification.
Foreheads
are for puckering,
staring grimly out beneath
portentous, towering, knitted,
power-dressing
for the brows
of m e n and w o m e n :
"the C a n e of Eyes"
to beat you with.
A third, from one of Bradbury's oral histories, is a recipe for an offering to Esu,
mischievous messenger of the gods:
1 dried rat
2 stock-fish
6 snails, with shells
3 yams, topped and tailed
palm oil, kola
and a 1/2 bottle
of Chateau Neuf du Pape
(the rest being drunk by the priest).
The last line is as dictated in translation by one of Bradbury's interviewees.
I was more ambitious with poems dealing with multicultural Britain and its
status as imperial and post-colonial centre. Originally home to working and middleclass whites, Handsworth absorbed waves of immigration from West Indians from the
late 1940s, to be followed, in the early 50s, by an influx of people from West Africa and
the Indian subcontinent. The conductors on cream and blue double-decker Corporation
buses were the first black people I'd ever seen and I described them in a poem called
"Handsworth" as:
big-boned men, ferocious
laughing faces, up and down
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the rear stairs' xylophone, their huge
boots dance calypso tunes all day,
shaking rattle bags, repeating:
"Tuppence ha'penny, dear.
Any more fares?"
Granny in the same p o e m has a contemporary adult perception of "tree-lined/multistoried Handsworth changing":
as it will, Palais
to Hindu temple, cabbage
to y a m and okra at the New Caribbean
Motor Transport Caf, baltis and Rastas,
pickins, Reggae, coriander, Basmati
rice pilaf.
The p o e m consists of a good deal more than these two extracts from it, included to give
an idea of voice and cadence.
I'd been impressed by Peter Reading's games with typology and layout in
poems from The Prison Cell & Barrel Mystery (1976) onwards and developed my own
form of layered narrative. The following is an example, under a title that doubles (as
indicated by font) as newspaper heading.
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ILLEGAL IMMIGRANT SLAYS SECRETARY IN FLAT
Case proceeding

1.643 2978. Phone-I'll
be waiting ...

The scene; "Africa Night" (twice
a month at Bojangles)

...scrawled on a page from her
diary. T w o kisses appended, in
the form of "x"s.

2. "Expected something like this
would happen" (dubious
neighbour to police).

King Sunny Ade. Aroma of grass.
Gyrating caftans draw white
jungle bunnies.

("Only went for the music,
indeed.")

3. His friends call him Zac.

Note borne across floor

"Skirt seek you, brudder."

4. Pale blue envelope waits in the
BrrrBrrr... Brrr Brrr
hall. N e w s from home. Bad. His
little girl's sick. Can he find
money?

"Madam - you ask I should cal

Balham. Next evening, her flat. "Isaac Nwonga, you stand
Rose. Couscous. Clean sheets.
charged with eight counts of
theft in addition to ... "

Voice smooth as oil on water, he
walks through the doorway; lonj
blade in hip-pocket.

6. N o papers. N o permit. N o
residence visa. N o means to
obtain proper employment,

albeit: "Hung like a donkey"
[loud feminine giggles over
Chardonnay].

"Time you mus' die, white bit

I didn't keep this p o e m because the immigrant's loneliness and guilt at hearing
of his daughter's illness back home—the point of the poem—becomes overlaid with
stereotypes of violence and sexuality. T h e stereotypes are current, for the idea for the
poem came from a nationally-broadcast radio program on interracial sex called Jungle
Love (!!). From the point of view of form, the poem was an interesting experiment.
I wrote other p o e m s using variations on this format. "Dear Xaviera" grew out of
a sub-genre of pornography in which white males fantasise about black men sleeping
with their partners. The poem's three "voices" include: a letter to Xaviera Hollander in
Penthouse on this subject, the thoughts of a male reader who reads and is sexually
excited by it, and the reaction of his partner who discovers the magazine. Each voice
has its own font and the use of discrete stanzas or subsections emphasises the silence
and alienation between the male reader and his partner (she's disgusted but can't bring
herself to say anything) that are a microcosm of broader psycho-sexual tensions.
Another poem, "Keep the Flag Flying, Boys", grew out of a TV series called Sex, Race
and Empire and reads as if it were a "treatment" for a fictional TV program on
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interracial relationships temporarily established during the Second World W a r between
British servicemen and Kenyan w o m e n . The real T V series had interviews with the m e n
and w o m e n concerned, the former young, inexperienced, sometimes in love but ready to
pack up and go h o m e w h e n war ended, the latter, abandoned and angry though some,
even decades later, still registering feelings of deep affection.
The second p o e m was the more successful of the two, generating a terser, more
abrasive satirical effect: though I also tried to catch some of the frankness and sadness
in some of the soldiers' accounts. The unusual poetic layout can be more difficult than
Peter Reading makes it look, particularly because each tiny subsection must adequately
carry forward narrative and characterisation. It's essential too, that the poem's targets
are clearly established, so the reader doesn't take at face value what's meant to be
ironic, a problem occasionally apparent in Reading's o w n work.
T w o more conventionally laid-out poems came from time spent on the
Birmingham University campus. "Across the Table" constructs a narrative about an
African m a n I saw doing research into missionary history in West Africa (the library's
London Missionary Society holdings are extensive). The poem is worth mentioning
because of the w a y Achebe's characters, Nwoye/Isaac, the troubled Christian convert in
Things Fall Apart and Oduche in Arrow of God, silently proffered their o w n family
histories for the m a n sitting opposite: they seemed, as it were, his grandfather and great
grandfather, and knowing them I felt able to m a k e a character of him. A little girl I
noticed on the campus's Science Day for Schools became the subject of a p o e m called
"Kite". Her n a m e could have been Sita or Katriona or Adebisi. It was an occasion where
race and colour seemed irrelevant and I was particularly struck by the girl's absorption
in the task of getting her h o m e m a d e kite to fly. In contrast to the nagging orders of
teachers, she became a symbol of the movement to break free of every possible kind of
mental conditioning, a being out of some contemporary Song of Innocence, perhaps:

...a small girl
trawls the non-existent breeze
past pingpong atoms, balloons
pumped full of helium, painted
fluorescent glyphs for faces
of other kids, without the time

to hear her teacher's testy
Kindly listen or Right, now,
can I have my group in twos,
please?
In the event, I used none of these poems in The Calabar Transcript though
"Keep the Flag Flying, Boys" made it to the penultimate draft, "Honey", with its
historical sweep, was going to act as postscript to Part 1 of the final collection and
" M a m m y W a g o n " emerged in a different manifestation as "The Road Waits, Hungry"
( T C T 49). I will return to "Honey" in Chapter 6. S o m e of the poems weren't strong
technically. Others turned out to be beyond the limits the collection eventually defined
for itself. Poems about multicultural Birmingham, for instance, didn'tfitinto Part l's
preoccupation with African subjects and this was the only place where they could have
been included. " M a m m y wagon" was so changed in Part 2 it was, as suggested on pp.
85-6 above, a brand new poem. All of these poems were experiments and I wrote
without worrying about final shape or subject..
O n occasion, phrases from these poems would reappear in others I had yet to
write. Their "palms mysteriously pink as his" (the little boy comparing his hands with
the conductors' in "Handsworth"), becomes the actor turning to Othello into racial
burlesque ("palms raised suppliant and pink"). For the little boy, pink palms signify
difference: the fact that they look like his o w n only serves to emphasise physical
contrast in every other respect from the West Indian conductors. Conversely, the actor
deliberately alienates himself in order to reconstruct himself as racial clown, as he
beginning to suspect. What's interesting here isn't stylistic recycling, so much as the
emotional continuum implied, and the negotiating and re-arranging going on over time
below the surface of m y conscious mind.
Third ("Long-line") Draft of O v o n r a m w e n poems
Throughout m y project I was reading contemporary poetry all the time enjoying,
amongst others, the seductive power of the long line poems of the American C. K.
Williams and the English poet Peter Redgrove. Redgrove often seems to fumble,
overwhelmed by the minutiae and complex sanity of world around him: a rhetorical
strategy, of course, and a strangely beguiling one. H e doesn't address African themes in
his poems (apart from a rather disconcerting preoccupation with "black girls": in poem
such as "Florent", in The Weddings at Nether Powers and other new poems, 1979).
However, if I were going to nominate an English poet who's writing connected with

what I'll loosely call the African psyche, I'd choose him because, more than any other
writer I know, his poems express a metaphysics of flux, a fascination with transition
between states of being also at the heart of m a n y African belief systems. Redgrave's
poetry particularly reminds m e of Soyinka's and the resulting oscillation between them
regenerated m y o w n project's o w n cross-culturalism.
If, therefore, my first Ovonramwen draft was characterised by short lines and
brief stanzas and the second preoccupied with historical context and detail, I found
myself writing a third "long line" draft and enjoying a newfound stylistic and
imaginative freedom. O v o n r a m w e n was n o w speaking like this:
Where we live, water climbs
vertically and round corkscrew roots
up stems that crave light. Sap turns gourds
into footballs. D e w plumps the melons.
Rain fills sky—humidity one thousand per cent
—thick, black columns of it. M u d is earth
in suspension. Friendly water shines leaves,
keeps them going. Light, laterite, water
ticks over, turns over, revolving
to harvest gathered by beefy farmers
and stacked head-high to store. Great pale penis yams.
Squashes with female clefts bleeding sap
on farmers' hands. Reservoirs beneath
pore and skin. This waterworld is something
more than physical; poised, a state of grace,
iron and chlorophyll. ("Waterworld")
H u m o u r , wonder, the multiplicity of life in the wet season of an equatorial region: in the
person of O v o n r a m w e n I was drawing all sorts of things together and turning them into
exuberant, eccentric reflection. After the tight, sometimes breathless style of other
O v o n r a m w e n poems, it was like undoing m y collar and kicking m y shoes off. Energy
was generated by assonance, sentences sprawling across three or four lines and a
general eschewal of decorum which didn't, however, destroy all possibility for the
reverence, notably in the final sentence.
Other poems began rumbustiously: "You scratch ten thousand heads at
dawn,/yawn, fart, pick through dream dog-ends" and: "First came spinach in bunches,
cocoyam, stockfish,/oxtails, boxers' green fists of bananas, gold/foothills of grain
mountains, dried beans'/shifting sands hands disappear into" and: " A tree's a green m a n
with imagination/ruffling his leaves or making his top-branches/flail and vociferously

crash (the tragedian)". Inventing m y o w n mythology to try to catch the protean richness
and replenishment of oral fiction (though not creating it), I began another poem in this
way:
Stories
are small, amphibious creatures
eager to escape the mouths of people
and get back to the story-lake
they c a m e from. They frolic in the waves,
waves of sound. The lake is deep.
Its radiance increases as each story-creature,
salamander, frog or newt, moves deeper.
The gradient is aeons...
I was aware that, in projecting m y experience on to Ovonramwen, I was turning
him into a mouthpiece for m y o w n feelings and memories. There would be time to
worry this, later. I wrote poems about ecological themes and one reworking the road as
symbol for modernity (it figures prominently throughout African literature, from Cary
to Ngugi). I enjoyed this new style of writing so much that I began to re-write earlier
Ovonramwen poems and events using it and produced a draft of about thirty poems. It
was, however, the poems on brand new subjects that were most satisfying to write and
though I thought about it, I decided it was neither feasible nor desirable to recast the
whole O v o n r a m w e n sequence over again.
Conclusion
By day, in Birmingham, I had been pouring over the hundreds of carbon-copied sheets
delivered in small green boxes by the Special Collections librarian, providing access to
a comprehensive record of day-to-day life during and after Ovonramwen's reign. It was
what a character in a novel by Le Carre might call a gold seam, one that revealed a hard,
amoral, brutal place more extreme than anything I'd read about in King Solomon's
Mines. Every evening I would drive back to m y old h o m e in a well-heeled suburb where
I was staying, to dine at an antique table with linen napkins and Sinatra on the hi-fi,
wondering w h y I had chosen such territory for m y imagination to wander through. M y
otherwise charitable parents, meanwhile, would complain about immigration being out
of control and rail about the fact that they'd never seen so many blacks and Indians in
the neighbourhood.
The result was a batch of new poems to add to the (still unconcluded)
O v o n r a m w e n suite. S o m e of the second draft of Ovonramwen poems came to seem
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wooden, lacking imaginative life because I'd never really believed in t h e m — a n d were
subsequently abandoned with relief. Others (the killing of Uwangue) became the basis
for more successful re-drafts contributing a documentary quality to the completed suite.
P o e m s about Birmingham and m y o w n memories were, I've suggested, a sort of potter's
field for n e w poems (some perhaps still to be completed). Back in Tasmania, the "long
line" sequence provided access to a an entirely different Benin, a surreal, subjective,
fabricated place helping to m a k e w a y for the completed version of The Calabar
Transcript, Part 3. T h e fact that, unless radically modified, none appeared in the
completed book doesn't diminish their importance in freeing m y imagination and style
and enabling m e to complete the project.
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5) Being there: exploring travel writing
Thirty years ago in Nigeria I found myself rather despondently considering
students in denims from the market drinking Coke and watching K u n g Fu movies:
nothing very Nigerian about any of this I thought. W h e n I mentioned it with a
colleague, she pointed out that in other respects the students remained very m u c h within
the world of their parents and grandparents. Whether they liked it or not, for instance,
they would be inculcated into the extended family system, local custom would remain
important, they'd go on hero-worshipping indigenous musicians like Fela and so on.
Having m a d e a sound start to m y project, I was n o w keen to see h o w much had changed
and h o w m u c h remained the same on the continent since I'd left. In any case I'd had
always considered the project would be incomplete without a trip back to test m y ideas
on the pulses, so to speak. M y original plan was to visit Benin but Nigeria seemed
unsafe for backpacking (my means of travel) and in any case the project had broadened
in scope to such an extent that I decided a trip to South Africa, Tanzania, Malawi and
Ghana m a d e better sense.
A s I got ready to go I began questioning the Orientalist premise that the
Occidental traveller carries his images with him and that his record consequently says
more about his o w n culture than the one he's visiting. W a s I therefore fated to repeat
what forebears and indeed contemporaries had done for centuries and still were doing
and fail to register what I saw? A concept that had previously seemed persuasive came
to appear rather reductive and static n o w that it was m e doing the travelling. Besides, if
one of the primary motives of travel is to measure one's imaginative preconceptions
against the m e n and w o m e n and cultures one goes to meet, is it inevitable one to be
deflected by prejudice and conditioning? T o deny oneself the possibility of imaginative
relationship and identification with another is surely the ultimate act of solipsism and
segregation.
Whatever m y theoretical positions I had beforehand, I was feeling excited and
anxious by the time I was walking through customs at Cape T o w n , Dar-es-Salaam and
Accra. I was keen to take everything in, also, not to drop m y passport or have m y
pocket picked. I was on holiday, albeit a working three-month holiday tofindmaterial
as a writer. I had notebooks and, without trying to follow any program, as subjects for
poems began presenting themselves to m e I wrote rapid drafts in scarcely legible
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longhand, describing what I saw, conversations I had, trips I made. These drafts became
the basis for Zip!, Part 2 of The Calabar Transcript.
All the poems were redrafted and developed back in Tasmania. M a n y didn't get
into the final collection and the remainder were joined by a few previously written ones
and others generated by T V programs. I considered it appropriate to interweave all of
them into a survey of lives and situations that would read, broadly speaking, as travel
writing. W a s it wrong to incorporate material from journeys made by others, as in the
case of poems suggested by what I saw back h o m e on T V ? T o begin with, I'd point out
that there isn't such a large gap between collecting stories from fellow travellers as I did
in African states I visited and making use of more crafted ones from the electronic
media. M y poems didn't in any case formally identify themselves as part of a travel
journal or personal diary (though m a n y started this way) and dates and locations were
rarely mentioned. Since the term travel writing frequently carries Orientalist overtones I
wondered if something like "poems of geographical transition" might not be more
accurate—and decided to leave it to the reader to make their o w n mind up about
classification.
Major changes in approach and orientation distinguish poems in Part 1 and Part
2 and it was m y intention that these would register with the book's audience. Thus,
where poems in Part 1 generally offer a western perspective or deal with black
experience in historical settings ('Rastaman' T C T 11, 'This Cruel Wind' T C T 15),
settings in Part 2 are located in contemporary Africa and the emphasis is on indigenous
rather than white subjects. Whites, notably tourists, are on the margins, material often
for deprecation and ridicule. They're traveling through, adventuring with cooks and
guides in four-wheel drives ("What Would They D o ? " T C T 58), about to fly h o m e
again ("Love on Safari"). Poems about indigenous experience, on the other hand,
address burning issues: suffering imposed by religious fundamentalism ("Monday"
T C T 50), racism and bigotry ("Our Stranger" T C T 35-6, "Albino" T C T 41), sexual
discrimination ("To the Interior" T C T 38-9), poverty to test mind and spirit ("Small
B o y " T C T 37).
Broadly speaking, I planned a shift from 'outside' to 'within', a movement from
looking through a glass (often, to be precise, 'lens') darkly, to seeing, if not face-toface, then more directly and with sympathetic insight. Poems provided a means
imaginatively to understand the subjects I encountered.
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I'm not aware of details surrounding the composition of Sharon Olds' "The
Food-Thief (The Gold Cell, 1987, 12-13) but it's a powerful, disturbing,
compassionate p o e m set in Uganda. It describes a thief who's being driven d o w n a road
by a circle of m e n with sticks intent on "beating him to death". Villagers are starving:
the thief has taken food out of the mouths of others. It's possible Olds saw this (a
colleague of mine saw a m a n killed in Nairobi under similar circumstances) or she m a y
have c o m e across the event second-hand. Though it's too long to quote, I would like to
identify two aspects of the p o e m that might be viewed as problematic as a means to
defend and contextualise a number of m y o w n poems in Zip!
First, the subject of Olds' poem. If one imagines h o w T V shows like Dateline or
60 Minutes, would deal with it, they would almost certainly present the food-thief's
treatment as a characteristic representation of violence and the dire state of the
continent. At another extreme, one can imagine a literary theoretician arguing the poem
proceeds from a basis of moral superiority, coolly looking d o w n in Olympian fashion
on the friction a m o n g villagers beneath. The villagers are African, the poem presents an
outsider's (specifically, American) point of view, even though Olds doesn't appear in it.
Is it not a classic example of the "Gaze"? N o , I don't believe it is, or at any rate the idea
doesn't do justice in this case. "The Food-Thief is about desperation and survival
amongst people turning on themselves, as its closing lines state:
.. .he is asking them for life
with his whole body, and they are driving his body
all the w a y d o w n the road because
they k n o w the life he is asking for—
it is their life.
Despite the terrible particularity of description, "The Food-Thief is ultimately about
humanity at large, driven to w o u n d and punish itself.
W h a t about poem's language and feeling, notably, the neutral style employed to
tackle the subject? Surely the deadpan note with which the poem opens is callous? This
is h o w the p o e m begins:
They drive him along the road in the steady
conscious w a y they drove their cattle
w h e n they had cattle, w h e n they had homes and
living children. They drive him with pliant
peeled sticks, snapped from trees
whose bark cannot be eaten...
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Don't the effect of repetition, the plodding, bored cadence and measured logic indicate a

poetic intelligence sufficiently unfeeling to be careless, exploitative even, of the pligh
of others? Again, I don't think this is so. "The Food-Thief could have been shrill, it
could have been cloyingly sentimental or a piece of moral terrorism. In m y opinion it
manages not to be overwhelmed by its subject because its author cared enough to
maintain control and wrest truth from it. If the poem thunders, it thunders-one might
propose the oxymoron—silently.
Now, I'd like to reverse the situation and consider an African poet writing about
an English setting, as the black South African poet Arthur Nortje does in "London
Impressions". The first of the poem's two sections goes like this:
Out of the Whitehall shadows I pass
into a blaze of sun as sudden as fountains.
Between the bronze paws of a lion
a beatnik stretches his slack indifferent muscles.
Nelson's patina of pigeon shit
hardly oppresses that plucky sailor. Cloudbanks
lazily roll in the blue heavens beyond.
The birds h o m e in on seas of seed.
Foil tins float on the dusty water.
The walls are full of faces and thighs.
I smoke a Gold Leaf close to the filter,
viewing dimly the circles of traffic.
The isle is full of Foreign Noises
that jangle in Trafalgar Square,
England expects every tourist
to do his duty n o w the Pound is sickly.
(Poems of Black Africa,
W o l e Soyinka ed.1985, 28-29)
Nortje playfully casts himself as a postcolonial Caliban (Shakespeare's Caliban
tells Stephano and Trinculo: "The isle is full of strange noises", Ill.iii), ensconced in
Trafalgar Square, down the road from Whitehall, smoking and watching "circles of
traffic" round him. He has, so to speak, scored an imperial bull's eye he could never
have imagined in his "shackled" childhood in apartheid South Africa. Reconstruction of
a landmark and symbol make this a classic instance of 'writing back to the Centre', and
they go hand in hand with nuances in tone and language usage indicating a non-native
born English speaker. Hard to imagine an English poet calling Nelson "that plucky
sailor", for instance, though I could envisage Derek Walcott doing just this. In fact,
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unlike the case with "The Food-Thief, disjunction between language and subject is at
the heart of the poem.
"London Impressions" repositions the reader vis-a-vis the location being
described and the speaker and, though subjects and settings are different, a number of
m y poems aim to do something similar. Others are closer to 'The Food-Thief in their
depiction of suffering and desperation. In Olds' poem and Nortje's, one is aware of the
bringing together of disparate elements, the known and the unknown-till-now. W h e n I
talked above about arriving with notebooks and no program, this wasn't the whole truth
because inevitably I was bringing ideas I'd been developing over the length of m y
project and beyond. I think a travel poem or poem with a foreign subject should offer a
space where old and new, form and subject, are allowed to act on each other. At the
very least, it should have been quite impossible to write such a poem before embarking
on one's trip.
Commentary on writing and issues involved in drafting Part 2 of The Calabar
Transcript
A complete list of poems for Part 2 of The Calabar Transcript is included in Appendix
4, pp. 151-152.
I believe the writing of a number of these poems provided means imaginatively
to enter into lives and experiences of rendered 'other' by western culture and I hope a
sense of discovery comes through. The use of indigenous point of view is a decision
already discussed in Chapter 2.
W h e n I talk about discovery, I don't have in mind a 'road-to-Damascus'
illumination: on the contrary, this was the result of a good deal of re-writing back in
Tasmania. Nor was I keen to set myself up directly as moral arbiter though the poems
do, I hope, dramatise issues and prompt readers' thoughtful engagement with and
sometimes censure of, subjects and events depicted in them. B y no means all the poems
I wrote were serious, which is just as well because the final collection would have been
too sombre. I will reproduce below a humorous poem not finally included in Part 2 ("I
Spy a p o e m here", pp. 85-86 below) and discuss the issue of m o o d and tonal range in
the collection.
T o illustrate the re-writing process, I have reproduced three early versions of the
p o e m that can be found at the beginning of Part 2 called "Love on Safari" ( T C T 34). A
five day "Safari" to the Ngorogoro Crater and the Serengeti entailed m y camping at

sites inside and outside the national park. One evening as night fell, I noticed an
American girl invite a young Tanzanian, probably her party's cook or driver, into her
tent. It was a private act and, it seemed to me, one of affection and desire on both sides.
The boy, in his jaunty top, seemed gentle, the girl welcoming. Though holiday liaisons
like this are both conventional and visible-enacting fantasies and psycho-cultural
baggage tourists bring with them-the gesture still seemed romantic. The fact that we
were in a country where a quarter (probably more) of the sexually active population is
HIV positive or has AIDS, seemed to add a defiance and bravado to the romance. I
wrote a poem next day to try to capture all these things.
LOVE ON SAFARI
It's no accident, it was waiting
to happen, this liaison between
the denimed girl and her cook
with beret and stripey top, sneaking
quietly into her tent - love on safari,
black on white, the real 'African
experience'. Who was his partner
last night, who was hers, ask ads
in vain on TV, hoardings in airports
if the condom breaks... If they
use one... Is she anxious?
Might he lose his job?
One day, they'll each call it
a calculated risk and say, after all,
that's what life is. Later, the tent
turns dove-cot with clicks, chirrups,
rustling sounds of bodies re-arranging,
making comfortable.
Back home, though I still liked the dove-cot metaphor and also the way the
previous stanza led up to the assertion "after all/that's what life is", I thought the poem
ended weakly ("rustling sounds of bodies re-arranging/making comfortable"). The first
sentence was short, strong, carried a lot of information (in conjunction with the title and
associated stereotypes) and set the poem up. The second sentence, on the other hand,
seemed disjointed ("It was waiting...experience") and even more so, the next four
("Who was... his job"). The detail about airport hoardings was based on what I'd
observed and appropriate to the context, but the lines were in too much of a hurry to get
to the poem's conclusion and, more serious, the two protagonists had disappeared in
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generalised and unremarkable questions ("...if the condom breaks... If they use one...
Is she anxious? Might he lose his job?").
So I wrote a second draft. The first three stanzas remodelled material from the

first draft though not as effectively-they bore the marks of a re-write. The fo

stanza is more assured: its colloquial flow, the tensions bundled up in the phra

urgent questions", waiting to be unpacked. What was new was a shared psychologi
dimension in their relationship. In the afterglow of sex, they each wonder how

the other was in answering fleeting questions beforehand: without being melodra

they've just entrusted each with the other's life and now those questions and a

start coming back to them (Does he always use a condom? Does she make a habit of

sleeping with local men?). There's no dialogue. The "stubborn questions" are sil

internal, indicating fear and denial, spoiling the warmth they should both be a
relax into.
LOVE ON SAFARI
They knew soon as they met.
She crossed the world for it, he left
his village, blond sophomore and Masai
with beret and striped-top employed
as her cook, for this rendezvous
after dark, despite ads on TV asking:
Who did she sleep with, last night?
Who was his previous
partner?
and other questions right now
as far from their minds as
it is humanly possible to get.
Banal urgent questions.
After, they lie side by side,
her sleeping bag, dove-cot
with chirrups and rustling sounds
of bodies bedding down comfortably.
Still in the glow of it. Stubborn questions
concerned with honesty, for instance,
and the durability of latex.

Although I decided I liked some of the changes, others weren't so satisfactory.

line in particular seemed crass, the interposed phrase ("Still in the glow of i

whole in poem somehow detached and smug. What fired the poem in the first place
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the wish to celebrate an act of love that rose above racialised cliche. It was too easy to
use the occasion to sneer, to quietly deride.

So I tried another version:
LOVE ON SAFARI
Oh, there's game, lions, hyenas,
elephants away back in those trees,
a mother giraffe and her baby,
but this is what she came for,
this rendezvous in the dark,
she can see it, now. Unzipping
her tent and drawing him in.
He's kind and gentle, their cook,
saving money to take to his parents.
She'll be back in Seattle by then,
the wind off the mountains
and these days, hot memory.
Quick, she says, here, reaching
out to his face, the light stubble-nap
of his cheek and small, soft ear-lobes.
Kiss me: as if too late already,
last call to board, gate closed,
the great wings swaying
over concrete.

The first seven lines of this were very close to the final version. The exposit

details about him in lines 8-9 ("He's kind and gentle, their cook,/saving mone

to his parents") were rather clumsy and made way, finally, for more physical de

stronger characterisation, including the use of italicised dialogue. The inform

Seattle detracts from the poem's subject and the plane's departure, though a dr
moment and symbol, tried to pack too much in. The shift to envisage the future
moves away from the emotional focus ("Kiss me").

So "Love on Safari" as it appears on p. 34 of The Calabar Transcript focuses on

the moment. It's dramatically realised in ways the first two versions aren't. We

that the girl is part of the group of fellow tourists and can speculate how thi

setting for the relationship with the guide. Everything in the poem from the imp

opening phrases on, points the climax of her reaching for him, asking/demanding
kiss her; and three-line stanzas supply pattern and "beat" to the story. Though

characterisation is minimal, both central figures are clearly drawn and the dia
(again, not exploited in the first two versions) is sufficiently emphatic that

the last line in public without a poignant inflection asserting itself. There's

surrender to cynicism here, as in the second version. Listeners have talked about the
power relationship they see between the white w o m a n (superior) and the African m a n
(inferior): I'm comfortable they see this and accept this reading has validity. However,
the experience the p o e m offers m e is a different one, redemptive, staunching the bitter
tide that surges through some of the other poems.
"What did you do in the War, Daddy?" ( T C T 57) attempts to establish another
conduit to the experience of the African "other". In a village not far from Kilimanjaro, I
visited a school and spent an hour meeting a class and answering questions from
t h e m — a sort of living geography lesson. I wasn't very good atfieldingquestions about
Australian staples and found myself in deeper water still on inquiries about Australia's
"president":, since it's hard to translate the role of the Tanzanian supremo into our
concept of "prime minister". Then, out of the blue, a boy sixteen or seventeen years of
age asked m e if I'd been a m e m b e r of the colonial administration and I felt m y face
turning red. I was upset and angry that he should ask such a question. It was fair enough
that his chronology had mistakenly made m e old enough (I was only thirteen at the time
Tanzania gained independence) but h o w could he ask me, a person striving to be such a
thoroughly reconstituted and ideologically-sound post-colonial? At least I didn't blurt
out anything in the heat of the moment. I just said no, I hadn't been, and as I wrote a
draft of the p o e m that evening, I had to face up to m y absurd self-righteousness.
Back in Tasmania, I did a lot of work on the draft. I invented the slide-show,
which provided the p o e m with a plausible dramatic setting and, at the same time, in
conjuring up places like London, Cape T o w n and the Australian coast, created dreamworlds as far as most of these children were concerned. The jerky rhythm, rather bizarre
vision ("boys whose huge knees/ stretch desks almost to breaking") and movement
between lines in thefirstpart of the p o e m set up a more profound kind of alienation
registered by the speaker himself. The strong sense of estrangement is diminished in the
second section, lines 11-14, as the speaker gets over his initial shock, the tyranny of
classroom takes over and a measured question and answer session gets going. Until, that
is, a question leaps through a hoop of flame: "Were you one of themV, to be followed
by two more questions, for emphasis. T h e circus connotation of tiger jumping through
fiery hoop, connects the idea of slide-show entertainment for kids.
A s I wondered about the poem's resolution, the image of a well-known W W I
recruiting poster came to mind. The poster depicts a youthful, unscathed father seated in

an armchair, as far as I could remember, with young boy and girl at his feet. The
original purpose was to shame those w h o had failed to join up after 1914 into enlisting,
though w h e n I first saw it the poster had been resurrected with a contrary intention this
time of encouraging young m e n not to fight with U S forces in Vietnam. W h a t linked m y
situation before the school children with the youthful father was the moral ambiguity,
mixing shamefulness and innocence, that confronted both of us. Possibilities for ironic
interplay were complex. I'd done nothing "wrong" by being born and growing up in
postwar Britain but as a consequence I was in the privileged position of presenting
Tanzanian children with images of places most would never visit and I couldn't
adequately describe to them. The young father might have been a coward o r — w h o
k n o w s ? — a conscientious objector, in either case unable to explain to his children what
he'd done. H o w possible is it to exonerate oneself totally from blame when challenged
by the innocent? Though it is implied rather than stated in the poem, I'd been younger
and in this sense more "innocent" during colonial years than the Tanzanian pupil w h o
asked the questions framing the moral crisis the poem describes.
Leaving such questions to multiply, I used a strong sensory image ("the bitter
salt-tang on the tongue") to convey h o w the father felt and close the poem. It's an
image, incidentally, that rhymes with one chosen by W W I poet Wilfred O w e n in
"Dulce et Decorum Est", referring to "vile, incurable sores on innocent tongues" and
recognises some continuities never change.

"What Did You Do In The War, Daddy" was included at a late stage in
completing The Calabar Transcript and represented an important addition. Children,
especially disadvantaged and suffering children, had become a recurrent theme in m y
collection. "What Did Y o u D o In The War, Daddy" was the m o m e n t where I, as the
poem's speaker, confronted them directly in a personally upsetting and entirely
necessary meeting.
"What W o u l d They D o ? " ( T C T 58) is an example of what I meant earlier w h e n I
talked of using a p o e m to try to understand someone imaginatively, a process that's
stock-in-trade for writers prose fiction and non-fiction. Its focus is a Masai guard
patrolling a safari c a m p site. H e wears a great coat and has an ancient broken rifle
reminiscent of the Great W a r , setting up an ironic contrast with European tourists w h o
" w o n their war long ago": whether figuratively (they " w o n the battle" to become rich)
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or literally (twentieth century conflicts in Europe cleared the w a y for social and
economic progress to today's affluence). The Maginot line was an elaborate and useless
set of fortifications that failed to slow the German advance into France in 1939, so its
use here suggests the tourists' safety is less certain than they think. The choice of
"bivouac" is to suggest a play-encampment, a sort of military equivalent of hobbyfarming.
Reference to the w a y "guides bed d o w n " (line 9) and cooks' "sizzling bacon
smells" (in lines 10-11) shifts focus back to the local workers and the guard. His wry
considerations about the blindness of his charges and (however m u c h money they make
at h o m e ) their inability to cope with the simplest challenges in his world affirm his o w n
role and dignity. The p o e m revalues the relationship he has with the tourists: to be
precise, his thoughts and the form they take, do the revaluing. Imaginatively engaging
with character and situation provided the means for m e speculate about what might he
have been thinking situation, almost, one might say, uncovered the thoughts as they
crossed his mind.
The phrase "draw eagles/from the sun" (lines 13-14) came out of m y
unconscious, drawn as such phrases often are, by rhythm and context, and its force of
language and action seem to glimpse another realm entirely, a place where power can be
s u m m o n e d and cosmic forces controlled. It offers, perhaps, a glimpse of tribal-memory
suppressed by contact with the West but not altogether extinguished.

"Albino" (TCT 41) is also told from a first-person indigenous point of view,
though its operation is quite different. Salif Keita is one of m y favourite musicians and
is albino. Being born in Mali in a fishing caste rather than a griot's, m a d e it difficult for
him to become a performer in a society organised according to heredity: being albino
m a d e it tougher still. Taking m y cue from this, I wrote a p o e m in the first person about
an albino beginning in angry repudiation: "They say I bring bad luck—a lie". It goes on
to translate the discrimination albinos can be subject to into mythologies of spite and
disparagement ("God mislaid his recipe/creating m e " etc.), direct abuse ("I a m a
turncoat/white as leprosy"—lepers are also white) and violence ("They will kill me/if
they see m e with their daughters"). Finally, revealing the insecurity driving their
behaviour—along with other practitioners of apartheid and segregation—Albino's
enemies express their fearful envy of "a prodigy...waiting/to suck in sunlight,/to draw it

into myself/to use up. All/of it". Delivered by an albino Everyman, the poem is
ultimately a fable about the universal h u m a n blight of prejudice based on the colour of
one's skin.
Questions arise from this poem. Can I, for instance, prove that all African
albinos are subject to discrimination? N o : but discrimination takes numberless forms
including these, I've no doubt. H o w would African critics respond to the poem's
charges? I don't k n o w but I've read enough in the work of Bessie Head, Achebe and
others to be ready to engage with segregation and discrimination in this context. 15
Other poems in Part 2 deal with prejudice. I've already mentioned "Our
Stranger" ( T C T 35-6), another study of the outsider figure based this time on the
experience of a specific person in a particular place: Bessie Head in Serowe/Botswana.
Though its contents are imaginary, "Necklace" ( T C T 44) is also precisely located, this
time in Zanzibar, and addresses power, race and gender in its portrait of rich Zanzibari
(i. e. m a n of Arab extraction living in Zanzibar) and the young black mistress he will
abandon one day to marry an Arab w o m a n . The p o e m moves back and forth between
the girl's thoughts and the baselessness of any expectations the girl m a y harbour. The
title of the picture on the w a l l — " Slaves brought from Nyassa, 1879"—is from a
painting I saw in Zanzibar's main museum. A s indigenous people on the mainland were
enslaved and brought to the island not m u c h more than a century ago, so the poem
demonstrates subjugation and exploitation of another order still goes on: history
doomed viciously, it seems, to repeat itself.
"Legendary grasping opulent" ( T C T 54) sprang more or less directly from the
incident it describes. I was sitting by myself on a beach beyond Dar's northern suburbs
and a party of Tanzanian Indians asked m e over to join them and share their food. Since
I still had vivid memories of Field Marshall Amin's expulsion of Asians from Uganda
in 1972, an act of blatant racism and political expediency, the friendliness and kindness
of these families on their weekly trip to the beach occasioned a joyful and mocking
repudiation of the Field Marshall's policies. A n d at the end of a long and enjoyable
afternoon, they drove m e back to town in their pick-up.

15

In writing the present chapter, Soyinka's "Ogbanje" in Idanre also came to mind, a p o e m about the
spirit-child that keeps returning to be born again. M y p o e m shares a certain hard-edged puckishness v
it.

Unlike "Albino", these three poems do have specific targets justified, in m y
opinion, by their respective subject-matter and context. I wrote other vignettes critical
of Zanzibari Arab m e n , conscious that in doing so / was opening myself to the charge of
being racist (notably one called "At the Telephone Exchange" inspired by a rude
Zanzibari queue-jumping at the post office). 'Necklace' is the only one I finally used
and all I can say is that it is based on a mix of history and personal observation of life in
Zanzibar that was as honest as I could m a k e it.
" M o n d a y " ( T C T 50) came out of an anecdote I heard from an Australian girl in
a backpackers' at the old Ashanti capital of Kumasi. Working as an intern in a hospital
in Accra, she had c o m e upon a brutal doctor w h o considered himself a devout and
worthy Christian. W h a t stuck in m y mind, apart from the plight of the pregnant girl, was
the fact that even nurses under him were terrified: other details, I invented as I wrote the
poem. The original doctor happened to be Ghanaian, though race and colour are
unimportant in a p o e m which, like 'Albino', dramatises at a failing c o m m o n to the
h u m a n condition, in this case, the arrogance associated with religious fundamentalism.
"They need a doctor to remove it/and a good Christian doctor//to save her" identifies the
physician's dual roles as physical and spiritual saviour and he has been singled out by
the girl's carers ("they") precisely because he combines roles. W h o are "they"? The
girl's parents? Parishioners concerned about her well-being? The father's family? Their
precise identity doesn't matter, only the awe in which they evidently hold the doctor
and, one gathers, in which he holds himself. It is an awe of sufficient magnitude that,
though he accompanies the operation with "Praise God", hisfinalBiblical utterances as
he removes the remains of the dead foetus—"Pluck out" and "If thine eye
offend"—seem to arrive directly from the Deity himself.
B y no means all the writing in Part 2 is sombre and, as the list above makes
clear, quite a number of humorous and light-hearted poems came out of m y trip. "MudCrab with Chilli" ( T C T 59), with its demonstrative cook, gustatory pleasures and
Breugalian excesses—puking drunks, pepper-fried American tourists, whores
"impatient on squeaky seats' of cars—functions as a comic counterpart to 'Love on
Safari'. Its kiss, though joyful, is sexless and the roles of the two main characters
reversed. Thus it's the female cook, evidently African, w h o is the demanding partner in
this encounter a n d — M w a a a ! — claims her kiss in the body of the p o e m ("Love in
Safari" stops just beforehand) with the white male tourist on the receiving end. That
Mwaaa!

is always fun to perform at readings.

"To the Interior" is a humorous treatment of a serious subject, gender prejudice

(TCT 38-9). It is followed by "Hilda" (TCT 40: a sardonic sketch of hypocr

action), "The Horse and Mother" (TCT 42: as has been mentioned is based o

anecdote in Camara Laye's L'Enfant Noir)) and "To Moscow" (TCT 46: court

Chekhov, this is satirical portrait of "women in Accra, poolside" who, l
Sisters, yearn to be somewhere else).

To indicate the range of material Part 2 was selected from, I will repro
another kind of poem, one that came out of the experience of Larium, an

drug that is effective against the disease but has the potential for ser

which may include: "side-effects may include nervous reactions, hair loss

complex, skin disorders, co-ordination problems..." and the list goes on

taken my first pill, the following poem promptly wrote itself, a comic c
anxiety at the packet's warnings.
I SPY A POEM HERE
— or a poignant short story
perhaps, where a man develops
a bad facial tic, is derided by friends,
his whole life starts falling apart — or
monologue recited by giddy redundant
air-hostess in harrowing retrospective, a
stream-of-consciousness novel, 200 pp.
let's say, drawing us into the protagonist's
agonisingly realistic paranoid delusions
when he wakes one morning completely
bald, breaks out in a rash, then a plague
of boils, and unable to face the world
starts up a cell of urban terrorist/
suicide bombers, a five act tragedy,
he acquires self-knowledge: too late,
the device, already activated, explodes
in a second, an epic, infernal, Dantesque,
innumerable cantos, desperate, futile,
posthumous quest for expiation. Slain
archbishops. Atomised children.
The drug subsequently made me so depressed in Ghana, I decided I'd rather take my
chances with malaria.
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In their introduction to Writes of Passage: Reading Travel writing (1999), James
Duncan and Derek Gregory cite a distinction between two kinds of translation made by
a scholar called L. Venuti. The first involves "a domesticating method, an ethnographic
reduction of the foreign text to target language cultural values, bringing the author back
home". T h e second is "a foreignizing method, an ethnographic pressure on those values
to register the linguistic and cultural difference of the foreign text, sending the reader
abroad" (5). Travel writing, Duncan and Gregory contend, is often inherently
domesticising and as I look back to poems in Zip! I can see the point they're making. So
perhaps I'm obliged to review m y outright rejection of the Orientalist view that one
does take preconceptions when travelling. At the same time, the research and thought
I'd put in before leaving m a d e m e more observant and receptive to what I found when 1
arrived. A n d w h e n Duncan and Gregory talk about 'agitations of personal perception'
(quoting from R. Cardinal's 'Romantic travel' in Roy Porter (ed.j, Rewriting the Self,
1997, 135-155), they sum up very well h o w educational "difference" can be.
First and foremost, I measure difference in personal terms—what I observe in
others and through direct person-to-person encounters. "Mask" ( T C T 60) is about what
happened to m e on one occasion as m y perception of an African m a n as "other" and
"different" changed over sixteen hours' conversation between us. Clinically, one might
describe the experience as a process of imaginative identification but this wouldn't do
justice to what became for m e a psychic experience: and therefore could only be
conveyed satisfactorily as far as I was concerned in the form of a brief lyric. I put the
p o e m at the end of Zip! because it represented a summation of what writing could
enable m e to achieve.
" M a s k " seems to m e self-explanatory but it's worth mentioning the
circumstances that led m e to the experience it describes. I was travelling by rail from
Mbeya, in the south-west of Tanzania, to the capital Dar-es-Salaam and found myself
sitting across a wooden table from a short m a n w h o didn't initially seem at all interested
in responding to m y attempts at conversation. T o begin with, it seemed he spoke no
more than the most rudimentary English. A s the journey went on, however, he began to
open up and talk more and more fluently, explaining incidents w e saw—people
sneaking off with untaxed rice w h e n w e stopped at stations, for instance—and telling
m e about his o w n life as founder and curator of a number of m u s e u m departments. H e
had finally resigned in disgust at levels of corruption and as a result of the careless
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treatment he saw artefacts receiving. Life was trying, he said as he watched bulging rice
sacks disappearing across the rail tracks, so people learn to adapt.
After leaving his career as curator he had set himself up as a chicken farmer and
m a d e a good deal more m o n e y than ever before. Before he got off, he explained he had
cancer and was on the w a y to receive treatment in hospital. W h a t he told m e provided
the basis for two other poems: "By the Shovelful" ( T C T 45, included in Zip!) and
"'Bongo', he repeats, tapping his forehead" (not used). Fascinating, angry, articulate, he
was an international authority in the restoration of ceramics, a m a n of the people too,
and in the case of someone as generous with himself as he turned out to be, it seems
possible that caricature and stereotype can disappear altogether.
Conclusion
A number of these poems were short—poetic jottings, insights and fragments
developed rhythmically, rather than statements—and I didn't use them (I will return to
the short p o e m and poetic structure under the heading "Lyric Form" in Chapter 6). Zip!
only includes poems set in Africa, so though I was already writing poems before I left
Tasmania and continued on m y return, I couldn't make use of this material, either.
However, poems from the trip that were finally used made an important contribution to
The Calabar Transcript. The book certainly wouldn't have been the same without the
journey and Orientalism and the concept of "poems of geographical transition" helped
m e crystallise processes of self-interrogation implicit throughout their original
composition.

6 ) The Calabar

Transcript. Parts 1-3: T h e Final Draft

Moving towards m y project's conclusion, I still hadn't completed a narrative sequence
for Part 3, partly because of anxieties previously mentioned in relation to the indigenous
subject I'd chosen. I was uncertain and inhibited about what sort of voice to use for the
dramatic climax of Ovonramwen's story so I tried an experiment. I decided to try
writing with a voice that was modern, English and deliberately anachronistic. The most
extreme instance of this is title I chose for a short p o e m not long before invasion. The
title was: "Threenil Threenil Threenil" ( T C T 91), signifying Ovonramwen's assertion of
power over rebellious tribes but derived from crowds at soccer matches in Britain,
cheering their sides on.
Prior to this, I had been working on more "long line" poems. O n e was a poetic
meditation upon equatorial forests, for instance. Another was about fertility dolls girls
carry with them to encourage pregnancy when they are older, a practice I borrowed
from the Ashanti. M y aim was to extend and embellish the main narrative by including
"interlude" poems, an idea I'd experimented with in thefirstOvonramwen draft. In
addition, it was fun to keep writing in this new style. But when I pinned all the long-line
poems up on boards to see h o w they looked alongside previous Benin material, little
sense of narrative structure or continuity emerged. Then I tried shortening a long line
p o e m nominally titled "Walls II". "Walls I" had celebrated feelings of security; the
second "Walls" p o e m described the destruction after Benin has been overrun by
invading British soldiers.

Ramparts torn down, sloughed off like skin.
M u d bricks to m u d d y puddles, the boundary
of a city, brave walls once, in watery
suspension, walls in defence of walls
that were houses and compounds.
Put not your trust in walls.
For h a m m e r hates what stands upright
and axe, in one steel jaw, takes it to worry,
dog-like and tears out its throatthat which stands upright—
and fire renders it down.
M y city's a destruction site, their military
for labourers, working overtime.
W h o wear scarlet overalls.

W h o are bulldozers, before bulldozers were invented.
W h o stare d o w n at plans, drawn to scale,
of buildings that will shortly be buildings no more.
Bonfires of gate arc high as walls
that are tall memories, razed, flattened, laid-low.
Obliterate them, melt them down, turn to mire,
remodel horizontally, their general says: then burn.
W h e n this became the much-reduced " N e w s from the city" ( T C T 107), I felt
m u c h happier. I'd taken what was (in m y view) strongest passage from a longer piece,
and turned it into the basis for a short, bleak, horror-struck lyric. Stylistically it was
different from other poems but this supplied variety and complemented rather than
distracted from the rest of the sequence.
At this point I was involved in a fairly serious car-crash involving two weeks in
hospital with a punctured lung that would not re-inflate. Afterwards, I decided that
convalescence would be a good time to write thefinalpoems depicting the overthrow
and sack of Benin and the Oba's exile to Calabar. I was feeling sore (I had several
broken ribs, twisted back, lacerations) and the accident hadn't been m y fault, so I felt I
could relate to Ovonramwen's psychological suffering and the sense of disaster raining
d o w n uninvited that I imagine he must have experienced. Being in hospital, surrounding
by sick people, a number of w h o m I was pretty sure were going to die, in addition
projected m e into a state where matters of life and death loomed large and swept away
more day-to-day worries. O v o n r a m w e n must also have been forced into huge shocks of
recognition—a fact that had intrigued m e at the beginning of the project, so this would
be as good an opportunity I'd have to relate to them.
I wasn't feeling sorry for myself: quite the reverse, I'd had an incredibly lucky
escape. I have the impression (writing a year later) that I had an enhanced capacity to
sense sadness and loss in other people during this period, m y o w n version of "negative
capability", perhaps. I was also less worried about self-consciousness in m y poems,
about trying too hard or risking melodrama.
P o e m s from "Messenger" to "To Calabar, with Punch" ( T C T 101-TCT 112)
quickly followed after I completed " N e w s from the City". S o m e of these poems were
redrafts, most were new, as I followed O v o n r a m w e n and his people through futile
preparation for war, invasion, the sack and burning of a large part of Benin and, after
very public humiliation paraded in chains before his people, the Oba's passage into
exile.

I consulted one more history book at this stage: City of Blood Revisited (1982)
by Robert H o m e . H o m e explains that the approach of Phillips' expedition prompted a
meeting in Benin where chiefs in favour of attack carried the day. The lyase (cast as
"Prime Minister" in Rotimi's play) dispatched a party under Ologboshere to prepare and
mount an ambush despite opposition from the O b a who, breaking "his ritual
seclusion...left his palace to plead with lyase in person on his knees" without effect
(43). Ologboshere wasn't keen to take on what was evidently a tricky assignment.
However as deputy war-chief to the lyase and "an upholder of traditional values w h o
resented the threat the British made to the Edo way of life" (37), the Oba's son-in-law
went ahead with the ambush, ignoring a messenger sent by his ruler to do the opposite.
After the Punitive Expedition fought its way to Benin, took and sacked the city,
O v o n r a m w e n was on the run in his o w n kingdom for nearly six months "with dwindling
food supplies and exposed to the rains" (111). H o m e describes what led up to the Oba's
initial surrender: "One by one his chiefs had slipped away to Benin, and in April his
closest favourite, Chief Obaseki, had gone to take a place on the council of chiefs. After
deciding to m a k e his submission, Overami [sic] stayed two nights at Obaseki's house in
the city, and then went with a retinue of four hundred servants to the new courthouse
building, in front of his ruined palace (111). During his trial it was proposed he be
punished by temporary exile, an idea he distrusted and he "fled to the Ezomo's [a senior
chief's] compound outside the city, but was surrendered by the chief after [the British
C-in-C] M o o r had threatened to shoot all of them and burn their compounds again.
Lieutenant Roupell and a few troops found the fugitive Overami deserted and
practically alone in a bush hut behind the Ezomo's compound" (112).
M y final draft of O v o n r a m w e n poems alludes the same period up to and after
invasion, but to very different effect. Rather than politics and personalities, m y
emphasis is on the O b a as introvert and loner, anxious, empathetic, often doom-laden:
the inner view. W h e n a messenger arrives with news that Phillips' party has been
attacked by Ologboshere and the heads of white m e n "docked/and placed in boxes", w e
are left with the Oba's mechanically repeated phrase, "Seven, w e hear him say./"Seven
of them" and then shocked silence lingering on, as it were, after the poem ends
("Messenger", T C T 9 8 ) . Vividly aware of his people's preparations for inevitable
reprisal and war in another poem, he describes h o w they busily: "dig tunnels,/build
ramparts,/cut trees down". But as the p o e m goes on, its seemingly confident
imperatives—"Keep busy", "Sleep", "Wake"—turn into bathetic fragments—"so you

don't/feel dawn's chill", "to mortuary-dream", "remembering corpses/grieving
widows,/orphans"("And for the rest of us", T C T 100).16
Ovonramwen's mother dies, a fictional detail I added to heighten feelings of
loss, confusion and also guilt (attaching to his exiled brother, "Death Notice", T C T
102). H e has a vision, part-dream and part reported fact, of the Expedition's forces, a
fearful catalogue of power, precision and apocalypse ("The their armies advance", T C T
103). W h e n the palace is hit (as it actually was, by a stray rocket) disorientation is
absolute: physical, psychological and psychic. A five-hundred-year old haven and
symbol of security fills with smoke and becomes a trap so that: "what was familiar turns
opaque,/staterooms deceive,/long corridors/are killing-bottles and the able-bodied,/a
creature full of arms and legs/that cannot see where it is going". In the stampede,
shrine-keepers trample children to death ("Attack", T C T 104).
The O b a is so shocked, he denies to himself what's going on. In 'Preparing to
negotiate', he still thinks he can deal with the Expedition's leaders, as with other
Europeans in earlier times. "Our meeting will be formal [he tells himself]/ I've grown
used to this, across/a table paved with books, eager/for regulations and steel nib's
rasp/on paper, to inscribe fresh clauses,/'new' undertakings" ( T C T 105). The poem
aims at sad ironies and dramatic ones, too, as w e see what the O b a hasn't been able
to—the need for flight rather than negotiation—in the closing lines.
In the next poem, "Rough fare, homely faces", O v o n r a m w e n is with supporters
on the run. Physical disorientation ("I wake and where a m I?") incorporates
compensations: a fondness for the farmers, "Poor creatures" he'd have seen little of in
his previous life and pleasure at the rough diet of vegetables they all subsist on"whose
aroma/is pure forest loam" ( T C T 106). In truth though, it's a grim business. British
patrols are closing in (again, this detail is on record in military sources) and as time
goes by the self-appointed guardian Chief E z o m o himself becomes confused so that
"when w e lose our w a y at last/is w h e n they find us". Transformation in this poem
allows the Oba's party to disguise themselves and "as w e turn root and branch,/green

16

Having written these poems during the coalition invasion of Afghanistan, I have been completing this
commentary on them as the American-led invasion of Iraq takes place. Poems like the one about
preparing the E d o capital for invasion are almost preternaturally close to what has been happening in
Baghdad. In the case of both attacks, the first, to Afghanistan, a punitive expedition if ever there was one,
the second, for no very clear reason but latterly it is argued, to save the Iraqi people from their o w n
wicked ruler, parallels with British behaviour towards O v o n r a m w e n and Benin seem disconcertingly
apparent.
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waist, twig neck/to tree" and yet the land itself becomes hostile: "Grey rivers are
unfordable,/hills, too hard to climb, tops lost/in chilly mist", indicating a geographic,
almost cosmic rupture of trust and order ("When they find us", T C T 108).
The last p o e m in this sequence proceeds directly to Ovonramwen's passage in
chains by ship to Calabar after his trial (the photograph of him on board ship mentioned
in Ch. 1. above is from this period). It's the same port from which (as I'll explain in the
next section) he had previously set sail for England in search of recognition and
confraternity with her dynastic ruler, Victoria. Like thousands of slaves sold by his
forebears, a major source of his dynasty's riches, the O b a is m a d e to wear a chain round
his shoulders signifying its wearer is no more than: "object", "piece/of property",
"defeated". A n d bad luck, too: so that white sailors relieved to see him hobble d o w n the
gang plank "jeer like monkeys" ( T C T 109).
*

At this point, I'd like to m a k e a brief digression. Early in the project, I created a
character called Vernon More, author of:
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OVONRAMWEN
From Accession to the Fall of Benin

A sequence ofpoems

— a s the title page of a book he had written proudly announced. It was, to be precise, a
book of poems he had translated, after the discovery, two years earlier of: "wax

cylinders, papers and photographs in a cupboard in a solicitor's office in Peterborough"
A rather abject letter from Simmonds and Simmonds and Brady reported that personal
effects of More's grandfather's had somehow inexplicably become misplaced in
storage. For a decade, I had, without knowing it, been the owner of a significant
collection of historical records from colonial West Africa, it appeared. The partners
would be pleased to organise packing and transport at their own cost to whatever
destination he chose. Would he like them to contact Christies?"
The Preface continued:
.. .The packing cases arrived a week later. There were no less than
twenty carefully-packed w a x cylinders, a dozen small green
notebooks and an album of photographs. Having had the contents of
the cylinders transferred to audio cassette, I discovered they
consisted of a series of exchanges between three people. First, a m a n
speaking pukka English with a public school inflection, would ask a
question. A second voice, this time that of a native, would translate
the question into an elastic, tonal language sounding at times as if
beaten on stretched animal skin. A third voice, speaking the same
language, and standing further off from the microphone, would reply
and this reply would be translated back to the questioner. The
notebooks, written in scratchy longhand, identified the third speaker
as a West African chief called Ovonramwen. Perhaps it would be
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more accurate to say former chief. His capital, Benin, had been
sacked by British forces at the close of the nineteenth century and he
had been forcibly removed to Calibar, a city that is n o w in Cross
Rivers State, Nigeria. The date of recording was 1912, fifteen years
after Ovonramwen's removal.
Since the translator spoke that marvellously anarchic blend of
language and grammar called pidgin, rather than English, I had to
buy a dictionary of Nigerian pidgin (in London, not as difficult as it
sounds) and spend a lot of time consulting those looping black notes.
Long into the night in m y Maida Valeflat,that English voice
caricatured itself, the translator comically refigured the language of
his colonial masters and, weaving in and out of a barrage of scratches
and hissing, the third voice, deeper than the others, bore its sad
freight of arrogance and loss.
I had to write Ovonramwen's story. This was immediately apparent...
Sadly, More's volume turned out to be posthumous, since he was run over by a bus
while crossing Fulham Broadway; a section of uncollected poems including a suite from
a recent African odyssey he'd undertaken was included with the 'translations' and a
brief obituary.
Vernon M o r e was a device, as signalled by a name that was not too far from an
anagram of "Ovonramwen". H e was fun to invent, provided a means to lay out and
organise m y poems and the transcription idea remained in the title of m y completed
sequence, The Calabar Transcript. The version of Ovonramwen constructed in early
drafts had also begun as a deliberately crafted literary figure—a voice evoking an
historical figure—but by the time the sequence was finished he had become a good deal
more than this. O v o n r a m w e n finally became a mask or persona in the twentieth century
sense of a character w h o at once is and isn't the writer w h o created him. If one thinks of
J. Alfred Prufrock, for instance, one is aware of distinctive characteristics
extraordinarily combined, "a possible zone of consciousness where these materials can
maintain a vague congruity", as H u g h Kenner put it in The Invisible Poet (1965, 35).
But one also senses the young male poet behind the older character keen to express
himself, his o w n foibles, needs and desires. Hugh Selwyn Mauberley offers a
magnificent literary tour deforce drawing on two and a half millennia of high art but
it's also a brisk appraisal of disasters Pound felt he risked himself as poet and aesthete.
This is heady company to invoke and m y O v o n r a m w e n is quite different from
them. However, the w a y I invested aspects of myself in the character and narrative of
O v o n r a m w e n in Part 3, is comparable and something I discovered I had to do to
complete the narrative, as I will try to show.
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In the first O v o n r a m w e n draft, I had employed a modern voice whilst keeping
an eye on verisimilitude and historical plausibility. Second time round, this balance had
been lost. I'd felt obliged to produce an accurate historical detail based on detailed
research, which: (i) raised technical problems, i. e. h o w to incorporate this detail whilst
maintaining control over narrative tone and texture and (ii) heightened m y anxieties
about imposing m y o w n cultural values on the subjects I was dealing with. In new
poems in thefinaldraft I relaxed. I began to cultivate anachronistic effects, rather than
worry about them. I gave myself the latitude to include details the original Ovonramwen
couldn't have had access to and stopped trying to justify to myself others I'd already
supplied him with. The voice changed again in the final version of Part 3. T o document
this, here are excerpts from poems in each draft: from thefirstdraft, "Investiture"; from
the second, a love p o e m addressed to Eghaghe; from the third, "Troupe", a poem
recording a trip O v o n r a m w e n makes to the north of England.
i) O n e by one
chiefs dance and twirl
their broad-blade swords
high up into the air to catch,
before their O b a
dances
on the same hard soil.
ii) I'd taken you
from your husband's house
to m y n e w place in Uselu.
you weren't quite sure what you'd done;
you didn't even k n o w
who'd fathered the child you carried.
iii) Slowly w e work our w a y up the country's spine.
A s it gets colder, I discover the meaning of ice.
Cities are full of people and chimneys.
I get smuts in m y eye.
Streets are a skin disease erupting.
The clearest example of imaginative latitude is in the journey to Britain
"Troupe" is part of. In "Foundry" in the first O v o n r a m w e n draft, the O b a tried to
envisage the factory where his ceremonial sword was going to be silver-plated with the
help of Cyril Punch in Sheffield. In the last draft, I decided to have Ovonramwen visit
Britain for himself. W h y not? I didn't doubt he would have enjoyed the prospect of
meeting the British Queen as fellow ruler and, like him, m e m b e r of an ancient order. In
addition, conversations he had previously shared with Punch about the island the trader
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came from would have given the Oba's fertile imagination plenty to work with: as, for
instance, the '"Pea Soup' they call fog and can't eat./He [Punch] conjures a bridge with
the wings/of a giant bird over water./Steel, the red-hot stink of it, he spits/like a cobra
and sways like one" in a p o e m entitled "What's it like?" ( T C T 75).
The visit to Britain would have been arranged in consultation with the consulate
at Calabar. O v o n r a m w e n travels with Punch to the port city and a colonial building
where: "The top-hatted Governor carefully/unwraps biscuits so w e can munch/on the
future together, arranging/my 'passage'" ("To Calabar, with Punch", T C T 80). O n the
voyage to Britain, the O b a rapidly orientates himself, armed with the "bare bones" of
English: "Ship's screws beat white water beneath our stern. With m y new 'sea legs',
I'm half-fish" ('Sea legs", T C T 81). The stay in Britain is a catalogue of inhospitality
("Their city, London" T C T 82) and though the O b a is recognised as spectacle and
performer—" I do a jig, squeeze a talking-drum./It utters syllables" ("Troupe", T C T
8 4 ) — h e is offered no more than a quick look round the "White Hall" ( T C T 85). And,
"Meeting Victoria" supposedly the trip's climax, becomes a non-event ( T C T 86).
O v o n r a m w e n gets back to Benin to find out nothing disastrous has happened in
his absence and feeling wiser for the experience. Punch stays behind in London, an
indication their close relationship has terminated (no doubt he learns from the Colonial
Office about plans for future expansion and trade with Benin that will marginalise the
Oba). In addition, Ovonramwen's friendship with Uwangue ends ("Beyond the
boundary of friendship" T C T 89), U w a n g u e is subsequently murdered by jealous rivals
( " S o — " T C T 90), news arrives of insurrection in the East ("Threenil Threenil
Threenil" T C T 91) and though it is suppressed along with other trouble ("After plot
fails", T C T 94), "The Vice Consul's Treaty" ( T C T 93) is the beginning of the end for
the Oba's reign—as it was, little more than a century ago.
Thematically-speaking, the trip is a replay of disastrous consequences of
African-European contacts originating in Part l's construction of thefirst,archetypal
meeting in "The First Ships" ( T C T 26), and as was the case in this first encounter, there
is also a strong impression of missed opportunity. The Oba, after all, has gone in a
positive and hopeful frame of mind to establish bonds with his British counterpart. M y
narrative in other words imagines h o w differently events could have turned out if only
the modern era of European and African relations had commenced with something more
mutually profitable than the Berlin Conference and European scramble to acquire and
exert imperial power over Africa.
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In 1895, three chiefs from southern Africa did travel to Britain to consult with
the government. Having accepted the colonial 'protection' of a treaty creating the
Bechuanaland Protectorate, chiefs Bathoen, Sebele and K h a m a petitioned the colonial
secretary Joseph Chamberlain to protect them from the threatened predations of Cecil
Rhodes' British South Africa Company. Chamberlain fobbed them off and went on
holiday. However, their visit coincided with the centenary celebrations of the London
Missionary Society. A s Bessie Head puts it in A Bewitched Crossroad, An African Saga
(1984, 188): "invitations were extended to the chiefs throughout the length and breadth
of England" and they w o n their case.
Artistically speaking, it was important to inject energy and pace midway through
the narrative and that Ovonramwen's life receive a boost before the disintegration and
trauma that followed. But this became clear only after the trip was conceived and
written. T h e fact is that Ovonramwen's trip was partly an imaginative one / was making
to an England I enjoyed making foreign, 'defamiliarised'—a place, therefore, w e could
explore together. A s I've explained, the figure of Ovonramwen I was constructing was a
mask or persona, in part allowing m e to examine m y o w n feelings. W a s I fashioning the
O b a in m y o w n image? W a s I trying to mould myself round the person I thought I'd
found? Suffice to say that in our preoccupation with discovery, displacement and,
simply, trips in search of past and future, w e had more than a little in c o m m o n .

It's appropriate at this stage briefly to redefine the contemporary Australian audience
had in mind as I worked to complete these poems. A s non-specialists, though they
might k n o w of Benin and would register colonial paradigms as the sequence developed,
they would almost certainly never have heard of Ovonramwen. I hoped that the telling
of Ovonramwen's story would be moving and engaging enough for them to think he
was based on an individual or composite of individuals w h o had lived in pre-colonial
West Africa and supplied an introductory note and m a p in the text to make sure this
happened. However, what had begun as conventional biography (albeit in the form of
poems) was becoming partly fictionalised and this raised two issues for me. Thefirstof
these was matter of ethics: was it permissible to modify passages of the historical
Ovonramwen's life for an audience w h o weren't in a position to know what I was doing
and in the process play fast and loose with a m a n buried a century ago? The answer
came quickly. I was satisfied it was acceptable as long as m y account did not set out to
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compromise or violate what I knew of Ovonramwen and, more simply, a retrospective
note followed on immediately from the poetic text explaining what I had done and
detailing liberties taken with the facts.
The second issue concerned technique. Biography focuses attention on motives
and actions providing scope for the audience to conjecture what the biographical subject
does and why. The monologue technique is perfectly suited to meet needs here and
Ovonramwen's is sufficiently diversified to supply guidance without being bombastic.
His biography is composed of multiple narratives including:
•

the family drama (including his mother and sibling-rival Oroko)

•

the ruler w h o , once elected, has to maintain his position

•

the narrative of colonisation (history has taught us what's going to happen to him,
here)

•

the narrative of the Oba's engagement with the modern (his trip to Britain and in a
different w a y his nightmare vision of Africa's future in "These faces", T C T 112)

•

the narrative of his o w n psyche, resolved in the final p o e m as he sees what he was
and what he has become.
Each of these narratives is constructed using five or six poems interspersed through

Part 3.
The O b a shares his thoughts directly with the reader throughout in the form of
soliloquies ("I'm crowned O b a " T C T 65), reported events ("My daughter's wedding"
T C T 72), dialogue and description ("Sea legs" T C T 81) character sketches of others
("Ologboshere", T C T 73), the occasional question ("What's it like" T C T 75) and
passage of reflection ("My people", T C T 74). His account is dramatic in the technical
sense of the word and in the colloquial—he has to exert his presence and reveal himself
to us indirectly as well as directly (i.e. via soliliquy). Metaphorically speaking, one
might conceive the narrative in the form of a gallery with a few portraits of
O v o n r a m w e n staring directly out, interspersed with sketches of other people, narrative
and documentary paintings: a Frith-like wedding painting, a battle scene, a great fire.
Out of such diverse material, a larger narrative begins to form, leaving the reader in a
position to draw conclusions about w h o the m a n was and w h y he behaved as he did.
A s I've said, the trip to Britain introduces a fictional component. Following an
account of Ovonramwen's reign that reads realistically and plausibly, the trip to Britain
is embarked on abruptly—"What about a state visit?/Why not?" he asks himself out of
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the blue in "What's it like?", T C T 75)-and sounds rather fantastic. C o m m o n sense
suggests it wouldn't have happened. A n d yet the Oba's reactions to what he sees in the
course of it and the demeaning treatment he receives ring true; so does his silence in the
face of humiliations he doesn't admit to but clearly feels. The trip's climax is recorded
in "Meeting Victoria" which is "Not like cymbals or marching bands:/no, nothing
like,/there is no meeting" ( T C T 86). This p o e m constructs a great meeting that never
was. T h e reader is, I believe, supplied with sufficient indications during the trip from
beginning to end to see the whole venture in equally paradoxical terms, as something
that could never have taken place but perhaps did, after all.
I w a s satisfied that, by the final draft, the three narrative types, history,
biography and historical fiction, worked together well. B y this stage, I saw variety in
narrative form as offering flexibility without compromising continuity, and I'd also
found a means to resolve the white/indigenous binary that had previously worried me.
The solution lay in the post-colonial concept of hybridity. The Empire Writes Back
identifies this as a constitutive element "in all post-colonial literatures" (15) and, in
more specifically, Miriam L o notes associates the term with "dislocation, fracture and
strange n e w unions" and with the experience of "migration" (Westerly 44, 4, 9). I can
illustrate m y understanding of the idea by referring to an anecdote about the poet and
performance artist, Bernadine Evaristo.
Evaristo c a m e to Launceston under a British Arts Council young writers'
scheme and identifies herself as Black British. She read from Lara, a verse epic about
the family history of a young w o m a n born to an expatriate Yoruba father and Irish
Catholic mother. Its sweeping vistas include pre-colonial Yorubaland, diasporic
communities in Brazil, Lagos past and present and growing up in Brixton. I presume the
fictional family is at least partly based on her o w n and presentation and detail indicate
the journeys to Lagos draw on her trips she's made. After the reading, I congratulated
her on a tremendous piece of writing, cosmopolitan, vivacious and passionate. I said
h o w m u c h I'd enjoyed descriptions of Lara as teenager in London (the city where I was
born in but never lived) and, because it was so similar to the one I wrote about in m y
British M u s e u m poem, asked with interest about the (Edo) Belt M a s k of Queen Idia
used for her book's cover. She seemed to k n o w nothing about this and cared less. W e
drank a glass of Australian red in a vaguely Greek bistro in the middle of the city. It was
a very hybridised moment.
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T h e white/indigenous binary is simple and divisive: there are two camps, them
and us. Hybridisation, on the other hand, is more complex and accommodating. A s a
result it can provide "a subtler and more nuanced view of colonial subjectivity and
colonial relations than the usual 'us' and'them' distinctions" (The Empire Writes Back
second edition: 2000, 206). L o aligns hybridity with "ethnic miscegenation", a
suggestion borne out by Evaristo's case and Derek Walcott's Omeros, one of the loci
classici of hybridisation and a book Evaristo has evidently read with attention.
However, a p o e m like Seamus Heaney's " A D o g W a s Crying Tonight in Wicklow
Also", written in m e m o r y of the Igbo writer Donatus N w o g a , is also unquestionably
hybridised. It begins with the following lines:
W h e n h u m a n beings found out about death
They sent the dog to C h u k w u with a message:
They wanted to be let back to the house of life.
(Spirit Level, 55)
There is no commentary to connect title and the body of the poem: translated Igbo folk
tale and Irish setting are juxtaposed creating something entirely original and different
from either.
All three poets realise possibilities inherent in Lo's formulation of "strange new
unions" and I think it's fair to say The Calabar Transcript does, as well. Hybridity
doesn't deny colonial history but it does offer creative and liberating ways to engage
past, present and future. Its extraordinary linkages and syncretism m o v e beyond kinds
of ownership and territoriality that can become restrictive and inward-looking.
Although problems such as appropriation, Orientalism and Eurocentricity continued to
supply critical edge and creative anxieties to the end of the project, diversifying form
and reviewing theoretical positions, the concept of hybridity helped m e dismantle
barriers that sometimes seemed to threaten its completion.
Lyric F o r m
In the course of the project I discussed aspects of lyric form with m y supervisor.
Sometimes, he questioned the structure of individual poems and I reviewed, re-wrote or
abandoned them. W e talked quite a lot about short poems and I'd like to mention m y
o w n conclusions and offer examples of m y responses to questions he raised.
O n e p o e m he queried was "Queen's Head in Ivory", which he considered too
short for any clear idea to emerge. In Chapter 2, p. 20 above, I've given m y reading and
defence of it. However, it was very short and, acting on his suggestion of turning short
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poems into sub-sections of longer poems, I made '"Queen's Head in Ivory" into the
central part of a short triptych. This depicts an imaginary trip to the British M u s e u m ,
which holds probably the largest collection of Edo artefacts in the world. The former
M u s e u m of Mankind (it's n o w been amalgamated within the central B M site) actually
had images of E d o soldiers similar to the ones reproduced in The Calabar Transcript
frosted on the glass doors of the main entrance.
Another p o e m R o n Pretty questioned came out of a visit to Dar-es-Salaam,
where there is a hotel called the 'New Africa', as there must be in many other places on
the continent.
EPIGRAM
Hotel for the rich and self-regarding,
set-apart by suits, expensive smiles,
chic whores, cheque-stubs and protocol
for credit cards, perhaps but "The New Africa"?
—Christ, I hope not.
The images and feeling are mine, the sardonic tone—exemplified in the italicised play
on the hotel's n a m e — n o t far from the cynicism of Ngugi's unforgiving novel, Petals of
Blood. Is this p o e m too brief and slight? M y response to this was that it has the pithy
conciseness one expects from an epigram, a defence I'd stand by though on a page by
itself there's an awful lot of empty space underneath. For this reason, then, it wasn't
ultimately included.
O n e evening in Takoradi, a port city in south-west Ghana, I met a m a n looking
like the boxer Mike Tyson (he called himself Iron Mike) w h o delivered m e safely to the
railway station next day to catch the d a w n train. I wrote a short poem about him in two
six-line stanzas. There's no break in the sentence connecting them and the title leads
straight into the first line. In m y opinion, there's enough information about the m a n w h o
is the poem's subject in thefirstseven lines. The form is visually satisfying and vowel
echoes—long and short 'i's, 'o's and 'u's—establish sound patterns that structure and
unify. There's drama ("I imagine/the bright flare of concussion and bone/shrapnel") and
humour to resolve the account ("Muggers/think better of it"). H e "sees m e safely
round/a few dark corners".
"Iron M i k e "
would still be fighting but
'No manager. N o sponsor' so

he mines gold with Australians
up-country. Boilers for biceps, skull
laced tight for sparring. 'Yes sir',
he repeats all the time to his commanding
officer (you). Such huge hands. I imagine
the bright flare of concussion and bone
shrapnel, as he sees m e safely round
a few dark corners. Pot holes
stare wide-eyed. Muggers
think better of it.
This isn't a p o e m m y supervisor singled out but despite elements I've been
discussing I can see there's not enough in the last three-and-a-half lines to establish
context and narrative. The best one could do might be to include it amongst a series of
connecting poems which, read together, could build a larger picture and support each
other: one of a fast-moving set of poetic 'diary-entries' describing a particular trip,
perhaps. Since I already had plenty of material I put the poem to one side.
Adequate length and size in a short poem aren't, of course, simply connected to
word count. "Ezinma" is a short love poem twenty-eight words long. Because it aims to
evoke delicacy of feeling, gesture and the presence of the loved one, it employs simple
language gracefully. Dividing sentences into a series of phrases, each with its o w n line,
evokes the measured movement of dance and gives individual words and phrases a
force they would lose, merged in longer lines. The p o e m also uses the space around the
words to focus attention on them and emphasise their (relative) centrality on the page,
visual metaphors for the dominating and obsessional qualities of sexual love and
passion.

Ezinma

She'll smile,
pause
and fill
what was
an absence
with her grace:
she stirs,
it's dawn,
lies down,
night falls again.

The m o o n is out
Stars dance.
Unlike "Iron Mike", where specific details are needed to clarify setting and so on,
"Ezinma" is a love p o e m to which readers can bring their o w n connection and
experience: so brevity is appropriate and isn't a problem.
I should mention that the female name was originally Eghaghe, the w o m a n the
historical O v o n r a m w e n fell in love with and took from her husband. The modification
was another instance of the freeing-up process I used in thefinaldraft, in this case
enhancing sound patterns and rhythm. It was more than this though, for Ezinma was the
favourite child of O k o n k w o in Things Fall Apart and her mother Ekwefi was also stolen
from another m a n , this time because she and O k o n k w o loved each other. So this was
another opportunity for m e albeit obliquely to salute a writer w h o transformed m y view
of his continent and its peoples.
M y supervisor endorsed this p o e m but had reservations about "Honey". This is an
ambitious p o e m that attempts to concentrate a history of race, rape and sexuality in
seven two-line stanzas. Stanza (1), set in historical Cape T o w n (below Table Mountain),
describes an African w o m a n waiting to submit to the white Baas (her master), an image
of hierarchy and sexual subjugation recurrent through the literature of South Africa.
Stanza (2) is set in northern England. Birkenhead is near the port of Liverpool which
has strong historical bonds with West Africa and large black and mixed race
communities: hence the union of Folasade, a popular Yoruba girl's name (phonetic
spelling assists with pronunciation) and her English-sounding boyfriend Dave. Inverted
c o m m a s in (2) signify speech: the dedication format ("And for...") and personal
message take the familiar format of radio request programs. Stanza (3) evokes
miscegenistic rape on board ship a two or three hundred years ago.
The rather dated English idiom in (4),"Damn it all", the speaker's bachelor status
and reference to his "house-girl" evoke a minor colonial official lusting ineffectually
after someone he m a y fancy: but that's all he can do. The madam's language and
clients' attitudes in (5) place this stanza in Britain somewhere over the lastfiftyyears.
(6) alludes to a tawdry Rolling Stones' lyric whose popularity reinforces the theme of
the previous stanza. Stanza (7), like (2) is positive, affirmative: the child, product of a

mixed-race union the girl's father seems so disgusted by will be beautiful and gives the
mini-sequence its title.
1

O n anxious stick-legs, she waits for the Baas in a shed by a mountain
called "Table"—she, they, twelve generations of "they".

2

" A n d for Dave at Birkenhead from Folasade (that's F O L - A - S H A - D A Y )
'Hurry h o m e , love. Drive safely'. Y o u hear that, Dave?"

3

B y turns they use Olu's wife, 'Disi, in the narrow bunk—the Captain,
the whole stinking crew. Blood. Semen. Salt rime.

4

A s his house-girl moves, silent,firm-breasted,into the kitchen, he
thinks for the thousandth time (being a bachelor, t o o ) — " D a m n it all".

5

B a m u needs m o n e y and the m a d a m is pleased—"My dear, clients these
days would rather a black tart".

6

"Brown sugar, you m a k e m e feel so..."—in rock'n'roll tenor,
over tinny transistor.

7

"Unnatural", her father thunders—which the child in her belly belies,
with quick eyes and honey skin.
The p o e m is keyed precisely, if minimally, into narratives of trade, empire and

post-colonialism. Unenthusiastic readers might see it as a series of social hieroglyphs,
fragments rather than a whole. I would argue, modifying the metaphor, that it's
somewhere between poetry and shorthand. Its vignettes, I suggest, connect with and are
informed by multicultural Britain today, a place where museums offer the 'slave
experience', complete with walks through replicas of the holds of slave ships, Jamaican
Britons dress up as eighteenth century black servants to perform oral histories in local
libraries and there are lots of mixed-race relationships.
Colonial journals I'd inspected at the Foreign and Commonwealth Office
library, memories of texts like Peter Abrahams' Path of Thunder (a fearful study of
violence at mixed race relationships in South Africa), even inter-racial porn draped over
newsstands: all this went into the writing of "Honey". Honey is sweet and beautiful to
look at; it recalls the Biblical land flowing with milk and honey, the dream-vision
sustaining the lost tribes of Israel in their quest for the Promised Land. This p o e m starts
in (1) with the generation of a mixed race minority, the coloureds, w h o were cruelly
caught between black and white South Africa during later years of apartheid. B y way of
cul-de-sacs and historical false starts it finally arrives at the celebration-caught in the
lyric grace of "quick eyes and honey skin"-of the cosmopolitan child of the future w h o

will repudiate the prejudice of its grandfather. This child-symbol will one day consign
such prejudice to history.
Apart from its thematic structure, the poem employs distinctive sound patterns:
vowel and consonant echoes (short 'i's, long 'a's and 'o's evolving through the first
three stanzas, for instance) and cadences that survive its cryptic, often disjointed
presentation ("rock'n'roll tenor,/over tinny transistor", "the child in her belly
belies,/with quick eyes").
Evaristo's Lara and Derek Walcott's Omeros use standardised formats as means
to reinforce narrative continuity. Each poem in Lara is one page long so it reads like a
verse novel—as indeed it is. Omeros famously constructs an extended mock-epic out of
terza rima. I chose to avoid formal structures like these, preferring to rely on thematic
and stylistic continuities to supply unity and coherence in individual poems in The
Calabar Transcript.
Final Selection and Ordering of Poems in The Calabar Transcript. Parts 1-3
W h e n O v o n r a m w e n went off to Britain, he needed to leave a trustworthy deputy behind
and w h o more suitable than Ologboshere, the m a n given the hand of Oba's favourite
daughter in marriage? The very sound of the name is expressive, clumsy consonants
giving the short 'o's in between the quality of small explosions, toppling into the final
dactylic '-oshere': a m a n of energy, then, and massive, ill-focused zeal. This at any rate
is h o w the O b a sees him to begin with and he is introduced with nervous hilarity in
"Ologboshere" ( T C T 73) and " M y N e w Deputy" (TCT 78). Ovonramwen never
distrusts his son-in-law's loyalty and expresses grudging respect for what he can
accomplish in the running of Benin ("About Ologboshere" T C T 88). But when he's is
given authority to conduct an ambush ("Planning an ambush" T C T 96) this leads to
disaster for the Oba, Phillips and Ologboshere himself. Ovonramwen predicts what
awaits Ologboshere finally at the conclusion of " M y mistake" T C T 99).
A s a character, Ologboshere injects humour and eventually more sombre tones
into Ovonramwen's account. Though Ovonramwen sees him initially as something
between stooge and fall guy, this point of view is uncorroborated and the more the Oba
says the more unreliable his account appears. M y o w n impression of Ologboshere from
sources mentioned in Chapter 2 was that he was a force to be reckoned with and
following up the reference in Rotimi's play I'd pencilled a guerilla campaign into m y
narrative though I didn't follow this through. I think m y narrative treats Ologboshere
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respectfully. Clearly it employs considerable artistic licence and it also modifies
historical detail in one important respect. In reality, Ologboshere was put in charge of a
party of warriors to shadow Phillips' party and instructed not to attack. M y Ologboshere
on the other hand was despatched to ambush an unspecified enemy (most likely
members of a rebellious tribe or town) and as an afterthought, merely told to "Steer
clear of whites". Confusion in this instance seemed more poignant, especially as far as
the O b a was concerned, than simply ignoring orders as the historical Ologboshere had
done.
I wrote five poems to conclude the narrative of Part 3. Although some records
have O v o n r a m w e n continuing to scheme in exile, he wasn't able to exercise much
power in absentia. " T w o years later" ( T C T 110) shows the O b a isolated, unable to do
more than offer his distraught boy something to eat to take both their minds off the
massive destruction the boy has seen back in Benin. "At the Photographer's" describes
a visit undertaken at his wife's behest: "so she can wear a cotton frock and string of
pearls" ( T C T 111). "These faces" ( T C T 112) is a nightmare vision of the continent's
future. "Night" presented afinal,elegiac evening scene, preceded by a poem of
thoughts about "Ologboshere, one last time" ( T C T 113).
R o n Pretty suggested I cut "Night" because it didn't contribute much. This made
the Ologboshere p o e m the last one in Part 3, an appropriate choice since, though the
O b a begins by talking about the other man's zest, ambition, energy, sure-footedness
even, he ends by realising he's talking about himself: "nine long years ago, before
Election". W h a t readers m a y already have suspected is confirmed: that Ologboshere is
the Oba's alter ego.
Acquaintance with history adds one more irony. After the fall of Benin, the
historical Ologboshere headed north to a town in a densely forested region and
maintained steadfast resistance against imperial forays for more than two years (the
basis for the reference in Ovonramwen

Nogbaisi, see pp. 28-29 above). Eventually,

driven "from place to place, as [Ovonramwen] had been, with most of his soldiers killed
or scattered and no refuge outside his h o m e area, the last leader of Edo resistance to the
British was waiting with a few worn-out and starved followers for a chance to get food
from a farm" w h e n he was seized by soldiers "with hardly a struggle", tried and hung
(City of Blood Revisited, 119). W h e r e m y sequence leaves Ovonramwen looking

through Ologboshere at himself, reality inverted this, leaving the rebel chief worn down
in defeat like his old master, very likely thinking of him.
*

I went back to the beginning of Part 3 and wrote a Prologue ( T C T 64). This
recalled memories of h o w as a boy, the future O b a talked with other children about
white traders seen visiting his father. They wonder about business deals going on
behind palace walls. The Prologue m a d e way for Ovonramwen's subsequent
relationship with Cyril Punch and gives reasons for his readiness to engage with the
trader's advances following election. Working forwards, I re-wrote some poems ("I'm
crowned O b a " T C T 65, for instance, replaced "The death of Adolo" in a previous draft).
I also wrote n e w poems to fill gaps that emerged. "Trader Punch brings a gravestone"
( T C T 67) built a bridge between the "Prologue" and Punch's re-entry to events seven
busy p o e m s later. "Song" ( T C T 92) is a radically abbreviated poem from the long-line
draft. "Creation myth" ( T C T 71) originating in the same draft, is written in a completely
n e w format. " M y People" ( T C T 74) was to have come directly from the poem of this
title in the "Long line" draft until I prepared the collection for publication. At this stage
I decided that because the p o e m was anomalous and not properly finished, it should be
replaced with a shorter one under the same title. Poems included from the first
O v o n r a m w e n draft have already been identified in Chapter 2.
Though I'd judged an early p o e m of ritual execution unusable (see pp. 33-34), I
wrote a p o e m called "Crucifixion trees" ( T C T 101) I felt captured the grief and futility
of an E d o ritual designed to appease the gods. Though neither long nor complex in
appearance, it controlled tone and feeling to an extent I couldn't have envisaged before.
"Crucifixion trees" focuses on the suffering and desperation of the community at large,
rather than those sacrificed, and employing a more subdued tone than the execution
poem. It says something about the project's progress that I couldn't satisfactorily have
tackled "Crucifixion Trees" until this point.
T o shape the narrative, I tried dividing it into two parts. Part I was longer,
sweeping expansively over Ovonramwen's rule and ending with the fateful ambush
carried out by Ologboshere. Part II began with "Messenger" as news of the ambush
arrives, and goes on to telescope the fight for Benin, its fall, the Oba's flight and exile.
This worked better for Part II than Part I, which was overlong and amorphous. So I tried
using a series of subsections, the end of each signalled by the same small illustration at

page bottom. The illustration, commissioned by a local artist called Simon Barnard, is
based on traditional Edo images obtained from carved elephant tusks that used to adorn
palace altars in Benin. H e studied photographs and images reproduced in The Art of
Power, The Power of Art, edited by Paula Ben-Amos and Arnold Rubin, 1983.
Each narrative subsection consisted of approximately half-a-dozen poems. The
result carried the reader through events and developments, at same time articulating
larger patterns in Ovonramwen's life. Thefirstsubsection, for instance, describes the
Oba's election and consolidation of power (pp. 65-68). In the second (pp. 69-73), he can
be more expansive, refurbish the palace, organise his daughter's wedding, and so on. I
had achieved focus and structure with a selection of earlier drafts and brand new poems
tofillin g a p s — o n a greatly expanded scale, following precisely the same process I had
used to draft each individual p o e m — a n d completed work on Part 3.
A brief note on the names of characters. Edo names pose a special challenge to
poems in English. Evbakhavbokun, Orokhorho, Obarisiagbon don't scan orfiteasily
into poems written in contemporary, colloquial English. It would have been
inappropriate to modify the names of Ovonramwen and Ologboshere—in fact, I made a
feature of the second—but artistic necessity made it appropriate to simplify others.
U w a n g u e became Elanga, Orokhorho, Oroko. For a couple of fictitious characters, I
m a d e names up. E z o m o (though only mentioned in passing) remained the same. A note
is included at the end of The Calabar Transcript acknowledges what I chose to do.
I consider the deliberate changes I've made are different from the case of Cyril
Punch, w h o m I've previously accused of not transcribing names accurately. Every time
an E d o word or n a m e is reproduced using the English alphabet, it is necessarily an
approximation, of course, so rather than passing judgement on Punch and exonerating
myself it would more accurate to place the names w e use in different places on a
spectrum of approximation. Charles Gore once remarked to m e that there is no single
"correct" w a y to spell O v o n r a m w e n in the English lexicon.
Going back to the poems discussed in Chapter 3,1 began selecting a total of
twenty-six to become Part 1 of The Calabar Transcript. A s I experimented with the
order the poems should appear, I decided to put "The First Ships" towards the end,
which had the effect of consolidating the theme of racial contact, of saying this is where
it all "started". I toyed with the idea of using it as the title to Part 1; this would have
underlined the poem's importance w h e n the reader finally got to it. However, it's not a
very strong title, so I went for the more memorable "Beneath Lion Mountain" and

placed this p o e m at the beginning. Final selection of poems for Parts 1 and 2 was on the
basis of quality and scope: there weren't the same narrative requirements as in Part 3 (I
didn't have to include particular poems to "complete the story"). If a subject were too
c o m m o n or involved duplication, the poem was omitted. Written work was favoured
over performance pieces. A s a result I had to leave out a performance lyric inspired by a
recording from an authentic Hutu hate-radio station which, read with sufficient anger
and venom, can really shake up an audience:

Long feelers, dirty
scuttling black bodies
on crook legs in crevices
rubbish dwellers,filthybreeders
pest, vermin, loathsome
nightly reason to hate
less than human, nyenzi
cafard, cockroach, T U T S I
look out: here comes
the Exterminator with spray
gun and D D T .
Variety of historical and geographical settings were used to create an
impressionistic quality and sense of movement: sub-themes—music, the media,
children—to maintain overall integrity.
Juxtaposition became an important guide: that's to say, I acted on how poems
looked side by side and in order, rather than relying on notions of what I wanted them to
do. In Part 1 and then Part 2,1 used to shuffle pages of typescript, deal them out across a
large, polished blackwood table in our staff seminar room, and m o v e them round as if
playing an oversize g a m e of patience. "What did you do in the War, Daddy?" wasn't
properly finished till the project's closing stages and, because it was thematically
important to the collection, I spent more time on it. "Zip!" was a minor poem, an
anecdote overheard and reworked. However, it m a d e a good title for Part T w o , with its
impression of m o v e m e n t and energy (a zippy car, she's got plenty of zip), uncluttered
consonantal impact and additional meaning (to zip up a suitcase or backpack). "Love on
Safari" is another strong p o e m to lead off with, I think, partly because it rediscovers
drama and feeling in a potentially cliched and tawdry situation.

It was important to bear m o o d and tone in mind in Part 2. M a n y of its poems
describe extreme discrimination, pain and suffering. I didn't want to desensitise readerresponse and induce fatigue: at the same time, it was important to avoid trivialisation
through crude attempts to lighten the tone. The solution was to use poems to trace broad
fluctuations. Part 2 begins with a mixed bag of poems, satirical ("Hilda" T C T 40),
comic with serious undertones ('To the interior" T C T 38-9), sad with a defiant edge
("Small boy" T C T 37). Towards the end and forming a disturbing climax are the series
from "Monday" ( T C T 50) to "7, 6, 5, 4..." (TCT 55) with only "Legendary grasping
opulent" ( T C T 54) for relief. "7, 6, 5,4..." has a heavy morality and didacticism about
western excesses that makes it an appropriate anchor for this short series. The last
poems, "From Takoradi" ( T C T 56) to "Mask" (TCT 60) and "Epilogue" (TCT 61) are
less sombre in tone, involving action, humour and a sense of affirmation and all three
use a narrator.
I was always on the lookout for unusual, original, sometimes quirky ways into
subjects. This applies to the speaker's perspective in individual poems (the marginalised
view of the Masai safari guard, the Zanzibari's mistress, village neighbour of Bessie
Head), unusual use of form (using a poem that takes over from a fabricated dictionary
entry or a real Chekhovian play) and use of humour (the hungry road waiting to eat up
passengers, the comic brio the cook inspires). It was very rewarding to get a response
from the poet Craig Powell, following a selective reading from The Calabar Transcript,
that he thought the poems distinctive because there were so many different voices. This
reflects what I was trying to do and ways I was trying do it.
After Empire: Final Thoughts
Part 3 of The Calabar Transcript presents power and hegemony as basic
configurations of h u m a n behaviour across cultures. Earlier in the narrative,
O v o n r a m w e n doesn't question his o w n will-to-power and British imperial advance, part
of the late nineteenth century "scramble for Africa", is historical fact. The form this
advance took-invasion, the sack of Benin and the Oba's exile-is accelerated by
breakdowns in communication with Punch ("A message to Punch goes unanswered"
T C T 95), Ologboshere ("My mistake" T C T 99) and inability for British or Edo to
negotiate ("The Vice Consul's Treaty" T C T 93, "Preparing to Negotiate T C T 105).
Casualties on both sides could have been avoided, not to mention the massive damage
to E d o heritage, if British authorities had arranged talks with Benin's leadership

following the ill-judged Phillips' expedition, to deal with what had occurred. Instead,
the British responded immediately and punitively and Benin's attempts at self-defence
though brave were futile. There's no doubt, in any case, that a colonial regime was
going to be established in Benin: in fact, the treaty to which O v o n r a m w e n had
acquiesced wittingly or otherwise, had already made his kingdom a British protectorate.
In spite of this, I've not presented O v o n r a m w e n as a tragic figure, as Ola
Rotimi's play does. Before invasion, m y narrative depicts a life of incident and feeling
and afterwards, w e see him living on, isolated and cut-off from Benin ("Two years
later" T C T 110) but mellowing too (the equanimity of the m a n w e see in "At the
photographer's", T C T 111). The Calabar Transcript Part 3 is, ultimately, about a
missed opportunity to establish connections and found the basis for cross-culturalism
more than a century ago (epitomised in "Meeting Victoria", T C T 86): and it presents a
microcosm of what happened throughout the rest of the continent. The consequences of
this were tragic and the suffering and losses persistently denied and rendered invisible
in the West, something noted by George Orwell in his ironically-titled essay "Not
Counting Niggers". Parts 1 and 2 of The Calabar Transcript address past and present
manifestations of this invisibility. But the hybridised, cross-cultural world w e inhabit is
finally beginning to forge those links, due in no small part to the vision of post-colonial
writers and theorists over the past fifty years.
T o change from macro to micro: I've just listened to an article on Radio
National's current affairs program AM, which began with the phrase: " D o you
remember w h e n you were a child and afraid of ghosts and ghouls that would come and
take you away in the night". It was by an American journalist in Uganda, a piece about
a bunch of thugs called the Lord's Resurrection A r m y w h o remove children from
homes under cover of darkness to enslave, rape, mutilate and murder them. The article
ended with a plea to terminate L R A activities with the assistance of neighbouring states.
The problem is that so far the Ugandan A r m y has not been disposed to ask for this
assistance.
Faced with this confluence of ghosts, childish fears, darkness and atavistic
atrocity it would be easy to complain about the same old tired stereotypes being used
again. Similarly it might be argued that in the sombre, sometimes tragic accounts they
offer, m y p o e m s also perpetuate negative attitudes towards Africa though I've tried to
suggest what's tragic is not the place and its peoples but what has been forced on them
by others. A s writers, I suspect the journalist and I would both acknowledge dramatic

treatment sometimes seems the only way to blast through a mixture of unfamiliarity and
denial on our audience's part. Certainly w e share a special responsibility to
communicate with listeners and readers the majority of w h o m will never visit the
continent or meet more than perhaps the occasional migrant or refugee.
These thoughts came afterwards, however. W h a t I heard on the radio was a
w o m a n expressing her anger about something horrific going on that was all the more
terrible because it could be stopped and in rather different ways, m y poems aim to do
something similar. W h a t m a d e m e listen to the article was finally a matter of morality
rather than literary theory or politics. The journalist had something she urgently wanted
to say about a great wrong to be righted and I assembled the contents of The Calabar
Transcript with the same end in view.
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Special collections, University of Birmingham Library. Bradbury R. E. Fieldnotes from
Benin 1951-61: including Benin Scheme Fieldnotes Series (BS).
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Museums Visited
British Museum. London
Barber Institute. Birmingham
District 6 Museum. Cape T o w n
Horniman Museum. London
Merseyside Maritime Museum (Transatlantic Slave Gallery)
National Museum. Accra
National Museum. Dar es Salaam
South Australian Museum
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APPENDIX 1
Poems in First Ovonramwen draft f* identifies poems used in final
sometimes modified and/or under different titles )
1. Prologue
2. Death of Adolo
3. And Burial
4. Leaderless*
5. Marching*
6. T o Orhokhorho, on dealing with electors
7. Yes
8. Investiture
9. Orhokhorho Leaves Today*
10. Coral Ceremony
11. Big Red Onion*
12. Last Laugh*
13. Python
14. Court
15. Powis and Punch
16. The Language of Oyibo
17. Refurbishing*
18. Wedding Morning, Early*
19. Powys to the Fore
20. Plaques
21. N o Pension*
22. Vice Consul*
23. In the East*
24. Celebration
25. Commander of Guard
26. One day
27. Gecko*
28. Nightmarkets
29. W h o are you, Uwangue'*

30. The Sea
31. White
32. Images
33. Azen
34. For his Mudfish*
35. Sanctuary
36. Sasswood Ordeal
37. Deathday
38. M y W o m e n
39. No News*
40. And When News Comes
41. Black, Grey, Grey-pink, Orange
42. God of Delay
43. Edge
44. Foundry
45. To Calabar, with Punch*

APPENDIX 2
Poems drafted for Beneath Line Mountain. Part 1 of The Calabar Tr,
1. Dark Taste*
2. After All
3. Fanagalo
4. At the British Museum*
5. Strong Enough To Kill
6. They*
7. Kiki with African Mask, 1926*
8. Beneath Lion Mountain*
9. Pilgrimage*
10. Rastaman*
11. W h y They Sailed Off
12. The B o m b
13. Boy Soldier
14. Our Stranger*
15. Jane's Story
16. Don't Eat the Fish
17. Listening*
18. Doctor of Sex
19. Triptych
20. Eunice*
21. Nothing So Beautiful*
22. Kaaba
23. From La Vie Sur Terre
24. After Floreaf by Peter Redgrove
25. In a Clearing
26. 7 banish you'.
27. Malaga
28. Night-driving
29. What They Do To Each Other
30. Angel Wings*

31. Exam
32. Rwanda
33. Flowers In Her Hair*
34. The First Ships*
35. War Games
36. To the Interior*
37. Eagle
38. 'Blue'*
39. Native Speaker*
40. Patrol*
41. Vulture*
42. Congo*
43. Because
44. Photos at an Exhibition*
45. Voodoo
46. Reading music
47. Masai on the Good Sex Guide
48. 'FFFFWOOP!'
49. World Banker*
50. Spring Collection
51. What's in a Name?*
52. Making History*
53. Colour of Blood*
54. Othello*
55. At Whydah, What They Found*
56. Silk-cotton Tree*
57. Kadi*
58. 'The Horse, and Mother'

APPENDIX 3
Second Draft and Third Draft of Ovonramwen poem^ nth^r
this phase of writing

Second Draft of Ovonramwen poems
1. Merchants
2. Riddle
3. That Purposeful Gait
4. Reincarnation
5. Eghaghe
6. Emada
7. W h e n You Were Born, Evbe I thought
9. Dismissed
10. They
ll.Otherworld
12. Bloodharvest
13. Snake
14. Fingertips
15. A N e w Stool for the Oba
16. Villagers
17. Y u N u x
18. lyase's walls are thick
19.'In this world?'
20. M y N e w Bed
21. At The Photographer's*
21. Dangling
22. 'Eko'*

Third O v o n r a m w e n Draft
(First lines)
1. A sibling twirls your arms, as if a rotor
2. Y o u scratch ten thousand heads at dawn*
3. A tree's a green m a n with imagination
4. The sixth month
5. Because they've always been hereabouts
6. Trickling to the space behind his eye-pits
7. Connection. Electric. I plug myself into the ancestors
8. First came spinach in bunches, cocoyam, stockfish*
9. Swathed in light, stateroom and bedchamber
10.1 stir the pot and hear voices, small, big, busy, women's
11. It rides the evening air in broad, indivisible brush strokes
12. M y new brass bedstead gleams like a city
13. Out of the palace. Outside. O n a little stage
14. Water climbs vertically and round corkscrew roots*
15. The chain falls loosely from m y shoulders*
16. Stories are small, amphibious creatures eager to escape
17. They are a guarantee, or else a desperate plea
18. Say I take no fruit today
19.1 love old stories of Obas creeping through the city
20. T i m e whistles by. It rains. It's dry
21. Walls. Your skin, for instance, or m u d and wattle*
22. Steam sways off breakfast's gruel like hot dew
23. Panjandrun, you exclaim. Don't be deceived
24. Shaved heads m a k e these boys seem older
25. Where rivers ground themselves and beds are tidal*
26. Corn-cob. mollusc. Ploughed fields. Strings of beans
27. This clogged history! All these figurines, priests at sacrifice
28. Chipped fragments of splinter, bruised leaf hanging from a tree
28. Until his death: anxiety, deference, circumspection
29. They have dug deep, new buildings deep as tree roots

30.1 a m the Leopard M a n , reverberating air through m y elastic lungs
31. Sands wide as the sea and shining like distant sea
32. M y smiling tontons macoutes prowl
33. These men, now: if birds, they'd be parrots with prehensile beaks
34. Tock Tock Tock reiterates the clock

Other poems
1. The Niger Expedition
2. M a m m y wagon*
3. Victrola
4. 'Keep the Flag Flying, Boys!'
5. Off-cuts
6. Scrimshaw
7. "Dear Xavier".
8. "Immigrant Slays Secretary in Flat"
9. Handsworth
10. Across the table
11. Kite
12. Travel Advisory
13. Honey

APPENDIX 4
Poems for Zip!, Part Two of The Calabar Transcript
1. At the Travel Agent
2. Made For Walking
3. Cartography
4. Down River Road
5. Yellow Fever
6. Three Voices From The Past
7. Spink Spink Spink
8. Inflight
9. Taxi from the Airport
10. Hilda*
11. 'What Would They Do?'*
12. Love On Safari'*
13. Preachers at the Church of Christ
14. By Bus
15. small boy*
16.1 Wasn't The Man
17. Backpackers
18. Legendary Grasping Opulent*
19. First Hard Kiss
20. Kiosks
21. Albino*
22. Iron Mike
23. Zip!'*
24. Necklace*
25. At The Telephone Exchange
26. Bongo
27. Lear Jet
28. Crusty Dutchman
29. From The Mother-Lode*
30. "Bongo", he repeats, tapping his forehead
31.E,U,R,0,P,E

32. The New Africa
33. Pragmatic
34. Ghosts
35. Hyasinta
36. Mask*
37. The Night I Decide Not To Visit Nairobi
38. From Takoradi*
39. No Past Tense*
40. Buses
41.1 Spy A Poem Here
42. Of Beggary, Guilt and other things
43. "...To Moscow"*
44. Mud-Crab With Chilli*
45. True, more or less
46. Initiate
47. Labadi Beach
48. Monday*
49. Night club
50.'7,6,5,4...'*
51. The Healer
52. Hospital*
53. These Villages W e Hustle Through
54. En route
55. From Takoradi*
56. M y Last Night in Accra
57. Rustlers
58. The Gap
59. The Lambeth Town-crier visits the Souls of Black Folk Book Shop in Brixton
60.'101, 102, 103 To Blast off

APPENDIX 5
N e w Poems in the final version of Part 3, The Calabar Transcript
1. Prologue*
2. I'm crowned Oba*
3. N e w s *
3. Trader Punch brings a gravestone*
4. Ikidi'*
5. Ologboshere*
6. What's it like?*
7. Ezinma*
8. M y new deputy*
9. Sea legs*
10. Their city, London*
11. T o school'
12. Troupe*
13. Trip to the "White Hall"*
14. Meeting Victoria*
15 Arriving back*
16. About Ologboshere*
17. Beyond the boundary of friendship*
18.'So-'*
19. Threenil Threenil Threenil*
20. A message to Punch goes unanswered*
21. Messenger*
22. 'My mistake'*
23. And for the rest of us*
24. Crucifixion trees*
25. Death notice*
26. Then their armies advance*
27. Attack*
28. Preparing to negotiate*
29. Rough fare, homely faces*
30. W h e n theyfindus*

31. T w o years later*
32. These faces*
33. Ologboshere, one last time*
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